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ABSTRACT zTn0
This paper reviews the recent trends in handling, sta-

bility and braking performance ofJapanese passenger oart
sold on market in the last ten years based on the running
tests conducted on about ninety models,

Steady state cornering, pulse and step steering, fre-
quency response, braking effectiveness, etc. wefe tested.
It is shown that models with slighter understeer, and
smaller $teering effort have been increasing in number
dwing the last ten years. Their roll angle and brake pcdal
force are also getting smaller.

INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of handling, stebility and braking per-
formance in development of vehicles consists of that of
marketability and that of safety. The former relates to
the "user's choice" on the handling, stability and braking
performance, and the latter relates to the accident avoid-
ance capability. In evaluating these aspects ofvehicles, it
often becomes necessary to grasp relations between the
vehicle specifications (design paremeters) and drivers'
subjective evaluations and control performance. The
driver-vehicle system, however, constitutes a complicated
cloeed system, and it is diffrcult to combine them directly.
Thus, it is usual to examine vehicle re$ponses (response
parameters) of open-loop system to associate them with
design parameters with the uee of mathematical models,
etc. (l)

Examinations of correlations between the reeponse pa-
rameters and drivers' various subjective evaluations and
control performancr will lead, indirectly though, to grasF
ing the relations between the evaluation of handling sta-
bility and braking performance and design parameter$.

On the other hand, objectives of designs of individual
vehicles must bc reflected in response parameters used
for evaluation, and it is ofinterest to investigate the values,
distributions, and recent trends of response parflneters
of currently mass-produced vehicles.

Ttis report determines various response parameteft,
their distributions and their recent trends through running
tests to clarify the handling, stability urd braking per-
formance of Japanesb pa$senger cars sold on market in
the last 10 years.

TEST METHODS

About 90 models of Japanese passenger cars marketed
during the past l0 years ststring in 1972 were used as
test vehicles. The series oftests on each car was conducted
within one to two months from the first day of its mar-
keting,

The tests conducted on car$ related to the handling,
stability and braking performance of open-loop system,
and the basic testing conditions included that the vehicle
runs on a flat and dry road at a constfflt speed.

Test items included the steady state cornering test,
pulse steering input test, step steering input test, frequency
re$ponse test, brake effectiveness test, etc., and these test
items are listed in Tables I and 2.

Measuring parameters of the handling and stability
tests were steering wheel angle (S"*), steering wheel torque
(r), yawing alBular velocity (r), roll anglc (0), lateral
acceleration (Y), and vehicle velocity (V). Note that the

Table 1. Main iteme of road test concerning handling and
stability.
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Table 2. Main items of road tsst conosming braklng per-
formance.
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lateral acceleration here does not include that which
comes from rolling of vehicle body near the center of
gravity.

These parameters were measured using the measuring
equipment of ste€ring wheel angle and torque of sub-
steering wheel type, rate gyroscope, free gyroecope, ac-
celerometer (on stable platform) and fifth wheel.

The measuring parameters of the brake performancc
test were the brake pedal force (F"), deceleration fr),
stopping distance (X), vehicle forward velocity (V), and
brake temperature of each wheel (0).

These parameters were measured using the pedal force
gage, accelerometer, fifth wheel, and thermocouples. The
vehicle weight was adjusted in testing to the gross vehicle
weight of each car. The high speed circuit and the steering
& handling teot ground of JARI (Japan Automobile Re-
search Institute, Inc.) were used as testing courses.

TEST RESULTS AND SOME DISCUSSION

Steering Respozses. Iateral motion of vehicle is con-
trolled through the steering wheel angle and the steering
wheel torque. The responses in the yawing angular ve-
locity to the steering wheel angle are called the yaw re
sponses, and the yrw responses consists ofthe steady state
r€sponse and transient r€sponse.

The steady state yaw r€$pon8e corteeponds to the eF
called underrteer/overeteer (US/O$) characteristics. That
is, the steady state yaw r€sponse is represented by the
ratio of turning radii (in steady state turning at fired
steering wheel angle) or the ratio of steering wheel angles
(in steady state turning at flrxed radius) between very low
spccd driving assuming that the vehicle conforms to the
Acherman geometry and driving at a certain speed. An
example of thc result of US,/OS test for steady state tum-
ing at low to intermediate velocities is shown in
Figure l. In this figure, theoretical values are also pre-
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Figure 1. US/OS charecteristics of vehicle A obtained from
steady state cornering test.

sented in linear lines for different stability factors (K)
which represent the US.

The stability factor is defined by the expressiotts given
below through linear analysis, and the vehicle is US, OS,
or N$ (neutral steer) depending on whether K is positive,
negative, or zero, respectively.

* : f f i - l * k \ P o r # : #
where Sr*o is the $teering wheel angle in turning at very
low speed, / is the whcclbase, 4 is the overall steering
ratio, and V is the vehicle forward velocity.

In the example of Figure l, the. change in US bccomes
greater at lateral accelerations (Y) erceeding 3 m/s'. It
should be noted, however, that the profile of change in
US (or the value of K) with respect to the lateral accel-
eration changes considerably from model to model.

Figure 2 shows a result of US/OS value obtained by
the step steering input test extending to high velocity
regions.

The step steering angle input used in the test was ad-
justed to achieve steady lateral act+leration of 2 to 3
m./sr in order to see the US/OS in the range where lin-
earity in lateral motion is maintained. Theoretical values
for difrerent values of K are also presented in solid linee
in Figure 2. The frgure indicates that the vehicle has F
US characteristic of about K : 2 X l0-3 s2,/m2 and it
is consistent with the steady stc€ring characteristic for t
< 3 m./sz of Figure l.

The valuc of K obteined from the steady turning teet
is not necessarily consistent with tlrat obtained from thc
step steering input test for different velocities and radii
of turning even in the range of Y a 3 m/s, due to
nonlinearity in the stecring syst€tn, etc.

Figure 3 shows relations between the stebility fector
end the lateral acceleration for vehicles with differ€nt US/
OS characterietics. The figure indicatm that the range of
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Figure 2. US/OS characteristics of vehicle A obtained from
step steering input test.

Figure 3. Comparison of the vehicles having different US/
O$ characteristics.

linear region in the lateral acceleration depends much on
models.

Figure 4 shows two histograms which indicate relations
between the occurrence of vehicles and the stability factor
obtained from the steady turning test at Y : 2S4
m/sz.

One of the histograms is for vehicles which appeared
on market in the last 3 years, and the other is for those
which appeared on market in the last l0 years.

The mean values and standard deviations of the stability
factor for these cases are K : 2.58 + 0.86 X l0- 3 S'�,/
m'for the last 3 years (n : 34) and K : 3.19 + l.0l
X 10-3 S',/m' for the last l0 years (n : 89).

It can be said from these values that vehicles with
smaller stability factor are increasing in recent years.

Figure 5 shows the range of the stability factor dividing
vehicles into three periods. The figure also indicates that

Figure 4. Histogram of stability factor obtained from steady
State cornering test.

Figure 5. Transition ol stability factor obtained from steady
state cornering test.
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the value of stability factor is steadily decreasing in the
last l0 years, and vehicles of lower understeer are in-
creasing.

The transient yaw response can be obtained from ob-
serving real time respon$es of yawing angular velocity (r)
upon the steering wheel angle input. What is considered
here, however, is the frequency.response characteristics
of r,/6sw in the linear region (Y < 3 m,/s') of lateral
motion.

Figure 6 shows an example of the frequency refponse
characteristics determined from the transient response
(pulse and step steering input) test.

Response parameters used are the resonant frequency
of yawing (f"), the index of resonance of yawing (D), and
the phase lag at 1 Hz (0n).

Figure 7 shows histograms of recant fapanew canl on
the three response parameters of transient yaw response
described above. The mean values and standard deviations
for these response parameters are f : l.16 + 0. 14 Hz,
D :  2.51 + t .24 dB and i l :  _27.4 + 8.2' .

Steering Effirt Properiles. Responses of vehicles to the
steering wheel torque are discussed below.

Figure 8 shows the relation between the steering effort
(T"", force acted on steering wheel in the tangential di-
rection) and the lateral acceleration in steady turning for
test vehicles of the last 3 years.

Figure 9 shows the relation similar to that of Figure 8
in the frequency of steer of 0.33 Hz. The lateral accel-
erations and the steering efforts used in the figure are
averages of peak values observed in their 0.33 Hz wave-
forms. Note that Figures I and 9 include data on vehicles
with power steering system. The steering effort in steady
turns is somewhat greater on the average than that in the
oscillatory steering, but their standard deviations are sim-
ilar in size.

Figure l0 shows histograms which indicate relations
between the number of cars (frequency) and the. steering
effort in steady turns and oscillatory steering at Y : 2.94
m/st. The mean values and standard deviations for these
histograms are T** : 24.0 + 7.5 N and T,, : 28. I +

7.7 N for vehicles of the last 3 years (n : 34), and T*
: 25.'l t 7.4 N and Tr, : 30.8 + 8.5 N for vehicles
of the last l0 years (n : 89 and 84), and it can be said
that the number of cars with lighter steering effort are
increasing recently. One of the causes of this phenomenon
is the fact that vehicles with manual steering system which
gives heavier steering effort are decreasing while those
with power ste€ring system which gives lighter steering
effort are increasing.

Figure ll shows how the steering effort has changed
in the last l0 years dividing the period into three periods.
In addition to the mean values for all vehicles, averages
for vehicles with and without power steering system are
also presented in the figure. As seen in the figure, the
number of vehicles (n) with power steering system in-
creased greatly in the period of 1979-1982. It should be

Figure 6, Frequency response characteristics of vehicle A
obtained from pulse and step steering input test.

noted in addition that the steering effort of vehicles with
power steering system increased steadily in the last 10
years.

Figure 12 gives graphs similar to those of Figure ll
for the case of oscillatory $teering.

Rolling Characteristics. The roll anglc (4r) in steady
turns at a lateral acceleration of 4.9 m,/s'� is used as an
index for indicating the degree of rolling in steady turns.
Figure 13 shows histograms which give the relation be-
tween the number of cars and such roll angle. The mean
values and standard deviations for the histograms are fo
: 4.05 t 0.71'for the lasr 3 years (n : a2) and {o :
4.24 + 0.67'for the last l0 years (n : 98), and it can
be said that vehicles with smaller roll angle are increasing
recently. Figure 14 presents values of f" dividing into 3
periods. The figure also indicates the trend that the value
of 0o is steadily decreasing for the last l0 years.

Braking performance. The longitudinal motion of v+
hicles is controlled through the accelerator pedal and the
brake pedal. The motion of vehicle becomerr very com-
plicated when the control of longitudinal motion is com-
bined with that of lateral motion. The braking
performance of vehicles in straight motion is mainly dis-
cussed in this paragraph.

Figure 15 shows the relation between the brake pedal
force and the deceleration for Japanese cars marketed in
the last 3 years. Figure 15 shows the braking performance
of vehicles with initial velocity of 50 km,/h. The trend is
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Figure 7. Histogram of transient response obtained from pulse and step steering input test.
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Figure 9. Mean values and standard deviations of steering
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Figure 14. Transition of vehicle roll obtained from steady
state cornering test.
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mostly the same, however, when tested with initial ve-
locity of 100 km/h in the deceleration range of up to 6
m./s'. Figure 16 gives histograms which show relations
between the frequency (number of cars) and the brake
pedal force (Fu) at a deceleration of 5.88 m,/s'. The mean
values and standard deviations obtained from these his-6
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Figure 17. Transition of brake pedal force obtained from
elfectiveness test.

Figure 18. Comparison of brake pedal force of recent Japanese

tograms are F* : 13? + 27 N for the last 3 years (n :
29) and Fo : 159 + 47 N for the last l0 years (n -
87), and it can be said that vehicles which require smaller
brake pedal force are increasing recently. Figure 17 shows
mean values and standard deviations of the brake pedal
force for test vehicles dividing into 3 periods. The figure
indicates that the brake pedal force has been getting
smaller in the last 10 years, and the same is true with
the standard deviation.

The brake effectiveness in straight running has been
examined as one of the test items of Accident Avoidance
Capabilities of ESV (Experimental Safety Vehicle) and
RSV (Research Safety Vehicle), and it is of interest to
compare their specifications with trends in that of Jap-
anese passenger cars.

Figure l8 compares the relation between the brake
pedal force and the deceleration of recent Japanese pas-
senger cars decelerated from the initial velocity of 100
km/h and those for ESV and RSV specifications decel-
erated from the initial velocity of 96 km/h. The mean
values for the Japanese passenger cars of the last 3 years
mostly coincide with the lower boundary of the RSV
specifications for decelerations below 6 m,/st although
there is a small difference in the initial velocities.

In the condition of booster failure, the mean values fall
in the middle of the upper and lower boundaries of the
ESV and RSV speciflrcations.

The parking brake tests were conducted on 307o slopes,
which is the same condition as that of the method of
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testing for ESV and RSV. Figure lg shows the distribution
of vehicles of the last 3 years as to their parking brake
operating force (F). Parking brakes of most Japanese
cars are of manual operation type, and Fn : 293 1 64
N on 30% uphill slopes and Fo : 267 + 52 N on 307o
downhill slopes. The ESV and RSV specification on this
parameter is Fn < 400 N, and most of the Japanese
passenger cars meet the specifrcation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The handling, stability and braking performance of
recent Japanese passenger cars were discussed in this re-
port as to the distribution and trend of values of response
parameters,

The major results can be summarized as follows:

L Japanese passenger car$ tend, for the last l0 years,
to have smaller steering effcrrt and slighter under-
steer. Vehicles which have smaller roll angle and
smaller brake pedal force are increasing.

2. Vehicles with power steering $ystem increased more
than those with manual steering system in the period
of 1979-l 982, and the average value ofsteering effort
decreased accordingly.

3. The brake effectiveneri$ of Japanese passenger cars
of last 3 years was compared with the ESV and RSV
specifications in the normal condition and the
booster failure condition. The comparison revealed
that the av€rage values for vehicles marketed in the
last 3 years match the lower boundary of RSV spec-
ifications for vehicles of normal condition.

U P H I L L
SLOPE : 30 %

300 400
PARKING BRAKE
OPERATING FORCE (N)

Figure 19. Histogram of operational effort obtained from parking brake test.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

D : Index of resonance of yawing
f : Frequency of steering input in frequency re-

sponse te$t
f" : Resonant frequency of yawing
FB : Brake pedal force
Fo : Operational force of parking brake
K ; Stability factor
I :, Wheelbase
n : Number of data
NS : Neutral steer
r : Yawi'rg angular velocity
R : Turning radius
S.D. : Standard deviation
Tr. : Steering effort in frequency re$pon$e test, which

is the value obtained by dividing steering wheel
torque by effective steering wheel radius

T,, r Steering effort in steady state cornering test,
which is the value obtained by dividing steering
wheel torque by effective steering wheel radius

US/OS : Understeer,/Oversteer
V ; Vehicle forward velocity
% : Initial velocity in braking

S : Stopping distance
X : Deceleration
f : Lateral acceleration of vehicle center of gravity
6-* : Steering wheel angle
0"*o : Steering wheel angle in turning at very low ve-

locity, which is defined by ( n/R
n : Overall steering ratio
0, : Phase lag at I Hz

200 300 400
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0i : Temperature of brake pad andlor lining, where
i  expresses each wheel and i  :  l ,2,3,4

T i Steering wheel torque
+ r Roll angle
do : Roll angle, defined for t : 4.9 m,/sz
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Varlatlon Ranges for the Handling Gharacteristics of Today's
Passenger Cars

KLAUS ROMPE
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ABSTRACT

So far the handling characteristics of passenger cars
have mainly been designed on the basis of subjective cri-
teria. It will only be possible to make well-founded state-
ments when we have succeeded in correlating accident
frequency and vehicle handling characteristics. Before we
can do so, however, we must be able to give objective
descriptions of the handling characteristics. The aim of
the investigations described here, which were carried out
under commission to the German Federal Ministry for
Research and Technology, is to give a quantifiable de-
scription of the handling characteristics of 15 different
passenger vehicles in 7 test procedures during which
steady-state and dynamic steering and braking man-
oeuvre$ were measured. The results of these tests show
variation ranges for the evaluation criteria ofthe different
tests and at different initial conditions, such as the loading
or road surface friction. By observing the behaviour of
individual cars within the variation ranges and through-
out all the tests, correlations can be seen between the
individual test procedures and conclusions can be drawn
as to whether the handling characteristics in one test
procedure necessarily have an influence on the vehicle
behaviour in another test procedure. The influence of
certain design parameters also becomes clearer.

The resulting ranges of variation represent one of the
foundations for studying the connection between vehicle
handling characteristics and accident occurrence. They
are also suitable for evaluating new vehicle categories,
such as re$earch vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

So far the design and evaluation of vehicle handling
characteristics have mainly been based on the subjective
assessment of experienced test engineers. The aim of this
investigation, carried out under commission to the Ger-
man Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, was
to record the resulting handling characteristics oftoday's
passenger cars and define ranges for quantiflrable evalu-
ation factors to describe the vehicle behaviour. The pur-
poses of doing so were

-to be able to make comparative evaluations of new
vehicles and components

-to gain more profound knowledge on the connection
between test procedures, evaluation factors and de-
sign parameters

-to create quantiflied values as a basis for determining
the connection between accident occurrence and ve-
hicle handling characteristics.

The results of the measurements can also be of im-
portance within the context of developing experimental
and research vehicles since merely fulfilling the require-
ments placed so far on the handling characteristics does
not necessarily lead to safe performance [l].

In compiling the test programme to describe the han-
dling characteristics, the following selection criteria were
applied:

-the simulated driving situations were to be relevant
to safety and as close as possible to driving practices

-procedures were to be used which had already been
tried and had proved to give reproducible results

*manoeuyres representative of the main driving sit-
uations were to be carried out in each case. these
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being straight counn, turning, transition and alter-
,, nating bends

-the measurements were to refer not only to normal
driving situations with forward and lateral acceler-
ations up to 3-4 m,/s', but also to situations ap-r proaching the handling limits.

Based on the experience available with different test pro-
cedures, a comprehensive literature research and our in-
volvement with the ISO Committee dealing with this
subject, the 7 test procedures compiled in Figure I were
selected:

l. Straight line braking at v"o : 50 and 100 kmA
2. $teady-state turning on a con$tant radius & : 4O

m, at different speeds
3. Turning with steering wheel fixed, R" : 40 m, over

, a single bump 40 mm high and 400 mm wide placed
at right angles to the path at different speeds

4. Power-off during steady-state turning, Ro : 40 m,
at different initial speeds

5. Braking in a turn, & : 4O m, starting at a lateral
acceleration of q" : 5 m,/sz with different braking
forces

6. Step-steering input on a straight course at v, = l0O
km./h, attaining a lateral acceleration of 4 m,/s,

7. Sinusoidal-steering input at v, : 100 kmZh with
frequencies of 0,2 - 2 Hz with a steady lateral ac-
celeration of 4 m,/s'

A main feature in the performance of the test pro-
gramme was the adherence to reproducible and constant
te$t conditions relating to the measuring processes and
test road surfaces as well as the vehicles and their equip-
ment.

Within the l5 test vehicles used (14 passenger cars and
I van), there were 8 vehicles with front-wheel drive, 5
with rear-wheel drive and 2 with rear-wheel drive and
rear engine. The maximum permissible weight cf the ve-
hicles was between ll40 and 2310 kg with a specific
engine power of between 22 and 92 kW per 1000 kg.

The vehicle types were selected to conform, on the one
hand, with highest registration frequency and, on the
other hand, to cover a broad spectrum ofhandling char-
acteristics. All the measurement$ were carried out at test
weight (driver plus measuring equipment), G,o, and at
maximum permissible weight with the permissible rear
axle loading, G-",.

The measuring equipment consisted of a measurement
steering wheel, a gyro-stabilised platform to measure ac-
celerations and roll angles, a yaw velocity sensor and
recorders for the forward and lateral velocities, and in-
cluded indicators and aids for the driver. The total equip-
ment weighed about 80 kg and was installed in place of
the front passenger seat. The measurement recordings
were evaluated according to various criteria by means of
specially developed computer programs.

Each individual test was repeated at least 5 times.
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Figure 1. List ol the seven test procedures illustrating the
track and stating the test conditions.
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VAHIATION RANGES

The following figures show the variation range of all
15 vehicles in each test procedure as an example of one
or more evaluation factors. In order to illustrate char-
acteristic differences in the vehicle design, in some cases
the reference curves ofindividual vehicles have been plot-
ted in addition.

Straight Line Braking
Figure 2 shows the range of distribution of the recorded

braking distances s as a function of the speed at brake
application vo between 50 and 100 km/h. The parameters
plotted are the curves ofconstant deceleration a*. As you

can see, the minimum mean decelerations are about 6 m,/
s2 and the maximum mean decelerations about 9 m,/s2.
Inside the distribution range the curves are plotted for
the mean braking distance s for all 15 vehicles in the
loading conditions G,*,, and G,,,n*. We can $ee clearly here
that the mean deceleration at maximum permissible
weight is about 0,6 - 0,7 m/sz less than at test weight.
Thus at a velocity of 100 km/h the mean braking distance
increase from 48,7 to 52,6 m, i.e., by about 4 m.

8 0

m

70

Stroight Line Brokrng

q6 = 5O kmlh

v*o= 100 kmth

RonEc 14 vchrc lFg

Figure 2. Distribution range of the braking distance s at
speeds of v*o - 50 to 100 km/h.

Figure 3. Distribution range of the steering wheel angle S"
as a function of the lateral acceleration a"o with
the reference curves for vehicle 12 (top) and ve-
hicle 13 (bottom).

Steady-state Turning
Figure 3 shows the distribution range of the necessary

steering wheel angle 6s during steady-state turning on a

40 m radius with increasing lateral acceleration q,". In

the top graph inside the marked range you can see the
reference curves for one vehicle with a relatively low
increase in the steering wheel angle and only slight dif-
ferences between the loading conditions G,"*, and G-*,
and in the bottom graph the reference curves for a vehicle
with a gfeater increase in the steering wheel angle at the
handling limits and with a greater dependency on the
loading condition.

A common feature of all the steering wheel angle ref-
erence curves is the initial linear, then progressive increase
in the steering wheel angle with increasing lateral accel-
eration, i.e., all the vehicles under investigation showed
design-dependent understeering.

The linear rise of the reference curves is characterized
by the steering wheel angle-lateral acceleration-gradient
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with a value of between 2,0 and 8,6 degrees/m/sz for the

tested vehicles. With an increase in the lateral acceleration
from 0 to 6 m/s2, the necessary increase in the steering
wheel angle was between 25 and 85 degrees. The maxi'
mum lateral accelerations achieved on a dry road surface
were between 6.1 and 8,2 rc,/s'.

Steady-state Turning Over a Single Bump
In the evaluation of turning with steering wheel fixed

over a single bump which, according to Reference [2], is

suitable for assessing the influence of uneven road surfaces

on the vehicle's ability to maintain course, it is possible

to use various rating factors. As an example, Figure 4

shows the distribution range for the change in yaw ve-

locity when driving over the bump V/W. : (V*"- -

,ir*,")/tii" with increasing lateral acceleration ar. in the top
graph and in the bottclm graph we see the distribution

range for the course deviation out of the circle caused by

the bump and measured I s after driving over it. Addi-

tionally, the reference curves of 2 vehicles are plotted in

both graphs. Referring to the change in yaw velocity in

the top graph, the two vehicles show a tendency towards

opposite behaviour, whereas referring to the sideward
course deviation due to the bump in the botttlm graph,

they show a similar tendency.
With a lateral acceleration before driving over the bump

of ar., : 6 m/s', the tested vehicles shtlwed changes in

the yaw velocity caused by the bump of between 30 and

lfi)7o and sideward course deviations I s after driving

over the bump of 0,1 to 0,5 m. The loading condition did

not appear to have a significant effect.

Power-off During Steady-state Turning
Power-off is understood to be a sudden release of the

accelerator pedal during steady-state turning' With in-

creased lateral acceleration and velocity v-,, the course

deviation and the yaw motion of the vehicle are observed.

Showing the reference curve$ of 2 vehicles differing
greatly in their behaviour, Figure 5 demonstrates how

wide the distribution range is for the course deviation of

the path of the centre of gravity towards the centre of

the circle with increasing speeds.
The vehicle represented in the top graph, continuing

for a further quarter circle after power'off at the hiShest
possible test specd, shows a sideward deviation towards

the centre of the circle of up to 15 m, the effect being

only very slightly dependent on the loading condition. In

contrast, the vehicle in the bottom graph shows at ap'
proximately the same speed course deviations of 25 m

and more. At test weight (G,*,) the vehicle turns 180

degrees. This behaviour was also observed in two other

vehicles. It is worth noting here that the two vehicles

illustrated hardly differ in their behaviour up to a speed

Figure 4. Distribution range for the evaluation factors, re-- 
lerred change in jaw velocity AW/W" and sideward
course deviation 1 s after driving over the bump

, Ay," versus the steady'state lateral acceleration
f,"o' 

l

of 60 km,/h (f,ro : 7 m/s').That means that the critical

situation only arises at the extreme handling limits at

lateral accelerations of almost 8 m,/st and is generally

more noticeable at test weight thirn at maximum per-

missible loading.

Braking in a Turn

The test procdure braking in a turn was carried out
in accordance with Reference [3] at a lateral acceleration
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Figure 5. Course deviation of the path of the centre of gravity
at power-off and at different speeds v*o for vehicle
I (top) and vehicle 15 (bottom).

ayo of 5 m/sz and with different braking forces. The eval-
uation factors applied here are the yaw velocity and the
lateral acceleration, relative to the steady-state values, and
the side slip angle. The values recorded are measured
I s after brake application taking account of the driver's
possible reaction time. Figure 6 shows the distribution
range for these three factors as a function of the decel-
eration I s after brake application. The graph is valid for
a 40 m radius and a wet road surface. The reference
curves of a vehicle with relatively large dependency on
the loading condition are plotted inside the distribution
range. Due to an unfavourable ratio of braking force to
wheel load at the rear axle in the loading condition test
weight, this vehicle has a relative yaw stability at medium
deceleration of 4-5 m,/s'� which is demonstrated by the
peaks for the three evaluation factors. A similar behaviour
was observed with one other vehicle.

Step-steering Input
The steering wheel angle for the step-steering input at

v. : 100 km/h (62 mph) was chosen to ensure that a
steady lateral acceleration of &y "nr : 4 m/sz would result.

Brokrng In o Turn

I
I
I

p"'n.

' - -  6Tnt

R 6 ' ( 0 D  s F . 5 i [ t

Figure 6. Distribution range of the evaluation factors _1 g- 
after brake application, relerred yaw velocity rii,"/
&. referred lateral acceleration a","/a"" ani side
slip angle difference F,* - Fo eaih as'a function
of the deceleration a*1" on a wet road surface with
the reference curves for vehicle 15 at loading con-
ditions G,"", and G.*,

Figure 7 shows the distribution ranges of the reference
curves for the lateral acceleration and the yaw velocity,
relative to the steady-state values which ensure as a re-
action to the step steering input. Additionally, the ref-
ereflce curve$ of 2 vehicles with quite different designs
are plotted. To evaluate the vehicle reaction, the 907o
response times and the overshooting, expressed as the
quotient of the maximum and the steady-state values are
calculated. For the yaw velocity this response time Tro*
was between 0,08 and 0,20 s and the overshooting factor
U was between 1,1 and 1,8. The TB value developed by
Reference [4J as the product of the response time of the
yaw velocity up to the first peak and the steady-state side
slip angle was between 0,ll and 0,91 s x degrees.

Sinusoidal-steering Input
The sinusoidal'steering input, as it is applied here,

serves to describe the dynamic steering behaviour of the
test vehicles using frequency response functions. The am-
plitude of the steering wheel angle is determined so as to
lead to a lateral acceleration of 4 m/s? during turning at
a speed of lfi) kmA. The given frequency of the steering
wheel angle ranges from 0,2 to 2 }Iz. Figure 8 shows the
distribution ranges for the derived frequency re ponse
functions in amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) for the
lateral acceleration (left) and the yaw velocity (right).
Additionally, the functions for 2 vehicles are plotted. In
order to characterize these frequency response functions,
the frequency at which the lateral acceleration is reduced
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Figure 7. Distribution range of the lateral acceleration and
the yaw velocity referring to the steady-state value
with the reference curves of vehicles 13 and 15.

by 3 dB (fr-*u) and the frequency at which the'yaw
velocity shows a resonant peak (ftit*,") are used. For the
15 test vehicles the 3 dB limit frequency for the lateral
acceleration was between 0,7 and 1,6 Hz and for the yaw
resonance between 0,6 and '1,5 Hz. To identify the time
history, the equivalent reaction time T* of the yaw ve-
locity is also applied. This value is defined as the recip-
rocal value of the angular frequency at which the phase
angle reaches 45 degrees. T* resulted in a value ofbetween
0,ll and 0,23 s.

APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES

Due to the large number of measurements taken under
comparable conditions, comparisons and correlation cal-
culations can bq made

-to determine the most valid evaluation factors within
one test procedure

SECT1ON 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 8. Distribution range of the frequency response func-
tion of the lateral acceleration and the yaw velocity
with the refgrgnce curyes of vehicles 12 and 13.

-to elucidate the correlations between different test
procedures

-to examine the poatibilities of determining inteEral
evaluation factors from several test procedures'

As an example of application Figure 9 demonstrates
the correlation between the equivalent response time of
the yaw velocity from the tect procedure sinusoidal-steer'
ing input and the steering wheel angle-lateral acceleration-
gradient from the test procedure steady'state turning.

T* and the understeering tendency for 14 test
vehicles. Because of its special dirnensions of
mass and inertia moment the van is excepted in
this graph.
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Figure 10. Correlation between the yaw increase factor r1,,",/
6" ,,,, and the equivalent response time Tuo for
the test vehicle.

From the linear theory of the handling characteristics it
follows that the vehicle has a shorter re$ponse time the
larger this gradient is, i.e., the greater the understeering.
The measurement$ tended to conflrrm this correlation.
However, other design parameters, such as the vehicle
weight, also proved to have an eyen stronger influence.

For the correlation between the yaw ampliflrcation fac-

tor \ir.,",/6H ,ru,, for example as determined in the test
procedure step-steering input, and the equivalent response
time T"o from the test procedure sinusoidal-steering input,
Reference [5] gives a design recommendation for the speed
80 km/h. If we plot the results of the measurements taken
at lfi) km/h in this recommended area, which is shown
in Figure 10, we can see that 13 vehicles have very similar
values within this area. Thus the subjective evaluation by
the test engineers led to a very similar design.

Further analyses ofthe correlations have either already
been done or are still being undertaken.

CONCLUSIONS

If we sumamrize the results of the measurements we
can draw the following conclusions:

-For most of the vehicles, the distribution ranges of
the evaluation factors applied cover roughly the same
area, thus they are similar in the design of their
handling characteristics. The range of the total dis-
tribution is determined by only a few vehicles, but
these are not the same ones for each test procedure.

-Driving conditions which were more diffrcult to con-
trol only arose for some vehicles when approaching
the handling limits in the test procedures power-off
and braking during steady-state turning.

-For some vehicles in some of the tests, the loading
can have a relatively large influence on the handling
characteristics. In contrast, other vehicles showed
handling characteristics in some tests which were
almost totally independent of the loading.

-Although the theoretical correspondence between the
evaluation factors and the test procedures could be
verified to a certain extent, it could also be seen that
with certain suspension designs this correspondence
is less recognizable.

Carrying out further evaluations and analyses of the
available data should lead to more profound knowledge
on the test procedures and the evaluation factors,
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

ax Forward acceleration
q, Lateral acceleration
flrre Lateral acceleration I s after brake application
f Frequency
s Braking distanc+
t Time
vr Forward velocity
G,*", Test weight (driver plus measuring equipment)
G.u" Maximum permissible weight
Ru Initial path radius
T*q Equivalent response time
Fr" Side slip angle I s after brake application
SH Steering wheel angle
W,, Yaw velocity I s after brake application
A\i/ Change in yaw velocity ('ir*-. - *ir*,")

Ay," Sideward course deviation I s after driving over
the bump

Indices
o Initial value
stat steadv-state value l
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ffi

as well as the development of the steering characteristics
for the Volvo 760 GLE.

Furthermore, the paper also reports on the most im-
portsnt requirements on steering characteristics with the
help of earlier defined measuring methods (refs. 2 and 3).

HEOUIREMENTS ON STEERING
CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO THE
DRIVER'S BEHAVIOUR

Earlier published investigations (ref. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 etc.)
indicate that vehicle parameters like

-Steering wheel angle
-Steering wheel torque
-Lateral acceleration
-Yaw velocity
-Vehicle side slip angle

as well as different forms of their combinations and time
relation are of fundamental importance for the control-
lability and stability of the driver/vehicle system.

Inverse Lateral Acceleration Gain versus
Lateral Acceleration Flesponse Time

The lateral acceleration gain of a vehicle can be meas-
ured in different ways. Using a sinusoidal steering wheel
angle input, the gain in terms of lateral acceleration can
be measured with different steering wheel angle ampli-
tudes and different steering wheel angle frequencies dur-
ing straight line driving (ref. I and ref. 2). This measuring
method is useful especially if the test track is limited in
width.

It is also possible to measure the lateral acceleration
gain due to steering wheel angle inputs on a circular path
using different steering wheel angle frequencies and am-
plitudes at different steady state lateral accelerations,

Like in classical control theory, with respect to steering
controllability and stability, it seems to be important to
measure the gain and resgronse time in the steering system
at different input frequencies. Figure 2 shows the time
history of a typical measurement sequence with steering
wheel angle input and lateral acceleration response.

In order to get a more complete picture of a vehicle's
response to steering wheel angle inputs, the inverse lateral
acceleration gain has to be plotted as a function of the
lateral acceleration response time for different steering
wheel angle frequencies and different levels of lateral ac-
celeration, which is exemplified in Figure 3. The bound-
aries of the highest and lowest steering frequency as well
as the boundaries of the highest and lowest lateral ac-

ffi
Figure1 .

The Drlver Related Steering Gharacteristics of the
New Volvo 760 GLE

FRIEDRICH O. JAK$CH
Volvo Car Corporation, Gothenburg,
Sweden

ABSTRACT \a t  70
.._,/

Steering characteristics ofcars have been improved dur-
ing the past years, but investigations show that there is
still a need for more driver adapted steering systems to
reach a higher level ofcontrollability ofthe driver/vehicle
sy$tem. Research within the Volvo Concept Car project
showed the possibility of increasing steering controlla-
bility.

Modern passenger cars are almost similar to each other
with respect to vehicle handling during normal driving.
At the limit of the tyre side force capability, cars can still
react very different and sometimes require a great deal
of driver adaptation to $ecure a high level of controlla-
bility of the driver/vehicle system.

This paper reports how the high level of controllability
ofthe steering system has been reached in the Volvo 760
GLE without sacrificing either stability or manoeuvre-
ability. Furthermore, the technical solution of the differ-
ent vehicle subsystems influencing the steering
characteristics are described.

INTRODUCTION

The Volvo 760 GLE, which is shown in Figure 1,
incorporates design features which are a direct result of
ongoing research activities in the Volvo Car Corporation.
Many of the subsystems have been sucsessfully tested in
the Volvo Concept Car project (ref. l).

The aim of this paper is to describe the influence of
different vehicle parameters on steering characteristics,

The new Volvo 760 GLE, a result of several
research activities in the Volvo Car Corporation.
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lnverse Latetal
Accel6ration Gain Gil- 

'(deg/S)

Figure 3. Inverse lateral acceleration gain Gii' (deg/g)
ver$us lateral acceleration respons€ time T," (ms)
at different levels of lateral acceleration a, (m/s')
and different steering wheel angle frequencies f"*
(Hz) measured with sinusoidal steering wheel an-
gle input.

eration. Since the steering wheel radius is very much the
same in different cars, steering wheel torque can be used
instead of steering wheel rim force.

The steering wheel torque gradient; i.e., quotient of
steering wheel torque and lateral acceleration, should be
kept within certain limits and can be obtained from the
time histories of steering wheel torque and lateral accel-
eration (ref. l).

Figure 4 shows a typical diagram of steering wheel
torque versus lateral acceleration which can be used for
the determination of the steering wheel torque gradient.
The diagram also shows a hysteresis partly depending on
a time delay between the two signals but also depending
on friction forces between steering wheel and front wheels.
Friction forces should generally be limited, but a certain
amount can be necessary as a damping in the steering
system if no other damping forces are existing.

It is also an advantage for the driver if the vehicle
indicates lower friction between tyre and road with lower
steering wheel torque gradients in order to give the driver
an early warning signal.

Figure 5 shows a typical range for the inverse lateral
acceleration gain at different vehicle speeds measured on
13 different cars. Note the clear tendency of reduced
inverse gain at increased vehicle speed. Figure 5 shows a
typical range for the steering wheel torque gradient at
different speeds for the same car population. The torque

Figure 2. Time histories of a typical measuring sequenc€
showing steering wheel angle input S"* and lateral
acceleration respon$e av.

Steering wheel angle
Lateral acceleration
Amplitude of steering wheel angle
Amplitude of lateral acceleration
Time lag
Input lrequency
Time

celeration indicate how much adaptation is needed from
the driver in order to control the vehicle safely within
the measured ranges ofthe steering frequency and lateral
acceleration.

Evaluation oftest vehicles and subjective rating indicate
(ref. I and ref. 2) that this area within the boundaries
should be as small as possible and within a certain range
of inverse lateral acceleration gain values in order to get
a predictable steering behaviour for passenger cars.

Steering Wheel Torque Gradient versus Ve-
hicle Speed

During straight line driving, steering wheel angle move-
ment$ are often very small, which mean$ that the steering
wheel angles used in order to keep the vehicle on a straight
line can be close to or below the driver's threshold. In
those cases, the feedback force at the steering wheel rim
will play a major role in the steering control of the vehicle.

The feedback force at the steering wheel rim can be
determined by measuring the steering wheel torque with
sinusoidal $teering wheel angle input during $traight line
driving taking the steering wheel radius into considera-
tion. The steering wheel angle input should not exceed
an amplitude corresponding to +0.3 g of lateral accel-

E*
q'
Au
A";
Tev

f"*
t
Ary-r As*
rJa"* : 
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Stogring Whffit Tdrqu6 M.i(t{m)

Accdldrftlon d,(fi/tl

Figure 4. Steering wheel torque M* (Nm) versus lateral ac-
celeration a, (m/s') derived from the time history
of the two signals measured with sinusoidal steer-
ing wheel angle input.

{ : f+) : Steering wheel torque gradient (Nm/g)-  \ a " /

Inverse Latetal
A c c e l 6 r a t i o n  G a i n  G ;  "  

' ( d 6 g / g )

St66rino wheat 
U- 

11.117o1
ToroueGradient ay

Vohicla Sp#d u. (km/h)

Figure 6. Typical range for stsering wheel torque gradient
(M**/ay) (Nm/g) at different vehicle speeds uo
(km/h) for 13 different cars measured on high
friction surface with sinusoidal steering wheel an-
gle input during straight line driving.

gradient seems to be more constant when vehicle speed
is increasing.

Due to the fact that the inverse lateral acceleration gain
always is decreasing when vehicle speed is increasing, it
is even more important at higher vehicle speeds to keep
the steering wheel torque gradient above a certain limit.
Also here, evaluation oftest vehicles and subjective rating
performed by test drivers indicate (ref. I and ref. 2) that
this torque gradient should not be below 15 (Nm/g).

Vehicle $ide Slip Angle Gain versus Lateral
Acceleration

The vehicle side slip angle and especially the vehicle
side slip angle gain is of great importance for the stability
of the driver/vehicle system at higher lateral accelera-
tions, Near the side force limit, a vehicle with high side
slip angle gain has a bigger potential to reach instability
irrespective of the level of friction between tyre and road.

Figure 7 shows the measured vehicle side slip angle
gain at different lateral accelerations for l3 different pas-
senger cars on high friction surface. In order to reach
acceptable srability in the driver,/vehicle system, the side
slip angle gain in this diagram should not exceed 0.08

Figure 5. Tyn_ical range for inverse lateral acceleration gain
G; (degzg; at different v€hicte speeds u" (km/
h) for 13 difterent cars measured on high friction
sudace* with sinusoidal steering wheel angle in-

' High lriction sudace means I friction levsl ol at l6ast Bkid numb€r $N g0 eccording to
h€ ASTM friCliqn mdagu.ing m€thod.
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V e h i c l e  S l i d e  S l i D
Angle cain G;. .(dsq/dsg)

Letgal
Acce le ra i lon  g , (m/s ' )

Figure 7. Vehicle side slip angle gain G/j"* (deg/deg) versus
lateral acceleration sy (m/s') lor 13 different
vehicles measured on high friction surface with
sinusoidal steering wheel angle input at a fre-
quency of f,* : 0.3 (Hz).

(deg/deg) in the region of 7 to 8 (m/s) of lateral
acceleration.

The limitation for the individual driver is dependent
on the driving experience with high side slip angles. The
general motorist has very limited experience in driving
with high vehicle side slip angles. This has been found
and reported earlier (ref. 2, 5 and 7).

There are more reasons why the vehicle side slip angle
should be held down for a pas$enger car for road trans-
portation. Figure I shows the relationship between vehicle
side slip angle gain and lateral acceleration respr:nse time
for 6 different passenger cars in the curb weight range
between 800 (kg) and l4O0 (kg) representing both front
wheel drive and rear wheel drive. The diagram indicates
an increase in lateral acceleration respon$e time when
side slip angle gain is increasing.

Both long re$ponse time and high side slip angle or
side slip angle gain increase the risk for instability in the
driver/vehicle system.

Lateral Manoeuvreability versus Lateral Ac-
celeration Response Time

In the foregoings, it has been shown that low vehicle
side slip angle or short lateral acceleration response time
is necessary for high stability in the driver/vehicle system.

Very short response time and very low vehicle side slip
angle can, however, limit the vehicle's ability to move
laterally during a steering manoeuvre, which is, in this
repoft, called lateral manoeuvreability.

Figure 8. Vehicle side slip angle gain Gf* (deg/deg) versus
lateral acceleration response time T", (ms) for 6
different cars measured on high friction surface
with sinusoidal steering wheel angle input at a
steering frequency of l** = 0.3 (Hz). Peak lateral
acceleration for the different vehicles in increasing
order.

4 (m/s')

o 3.0 5.0
r 2.5 4.5
e 3.3 4.8
v ?.5 5.3
* 3.2 4.7
tr 2.3 4.5

7.O
6.5
7.3
7.5
7.O
6.6

RWD
RWD
RWD
RWD
FWD
FWD

8.0
7.0
9,0
8.3
8.8
8.4

Figure 9 shows a typical range of lateral manoeuvre-
ability performance measured on 25 different passenger
cars. Marked in the diagram are 6 of those 25 cars cov-
ering a curb weight range between 800 (kg) and 14ffi (kg)
with both front wheel drive and rear wheel drive.

It can be seen that lateral manoeuvreability is decreas-
ing when response time is decreasing or stability increas-
ing. Maximum lateral manoeuvreability should not drop
below 3 (m).

Also Figure l0 indicates that lateral manoeuvreability
is decreasing when side slip is decreasing, even here for
the same 6 vehicles as in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

STEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
VOLVO 760 GLE

Some of the targets for the Volvo 760 GLE, with respect
to steering characteristics were:

-to improve the steering comfort and steering preci-

o
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Figure L Typical range of lateral manoeuvreability perform-
ance AYo (m) versus lateral acceleration response
time T.y (ms) at maximum lateral acceleration an*
(m/s'), a steering frequency of fu* : 0.7 (Hz) and

, a vehicle sp6ed of uo : 80 (km/h) for 25 different
, passenger cars measured on high friction surface.

sion which means to reduce the inverse lateral ec-
celeration gain and the lateral acceleration response
time in the range of the low lateral accelerations;

-to improve the predictability of the steering control
$ystem, which means to reduce the inverse lateral
acceleration gain and the lateral acceleration re-
sponse time considerably in the range of high lateral
accelerations;

-to increase the margin of yaw stability, which means
to reduce the vehicle side slip and side slip angle
gain at the side force limit;

Lateral manoeuvreability performance AY, (m)
versus vehicle side slip angle gain Gfl* (dqg/
deg) measured with sinusoidal steering wheel
angle input at mo<imum lateral acceleration a".*
(m/sE), a steering trequency of f,* : 0.7 (Hz)
and a vehicle speed of uo = 80 (km/h) on high
ftiction surface.

-to increase the lateral Eanoeuvreability performance,
which means to reach higher lateral accelerations;

compared to the Volvo 264 GLE.

The Development of the Steerino
Characterisiics of the Volvo 760tLE

To show how the steering characteristics of the new
Volvo 760 GLE have been improved in relation to the
Volvo 264 GLE, which the 760 GLE replaces, the influ-
ence of difrerent subsystems on steering characteristics
will be shown by calculating the different characteristice
using a mathematical model. This mathematical model,
which has been used in other investigations (ref. l, 8, 9
and l0) and is described in the Appendix, is advantageous
here because the influence of different sub$y$tems on con-
trol and stability is very easy to overriew.

The development of the steering characteristics will be
shown using the inverse gain/response time characteristic
which can be seen in Figure 3. This type of characteristic
is very useful because it giver a very good indication of
controllability, stability and manoeuvreability at the same
time.

Figure I I shows the calculated results of the inverse
gain,/response time characteristic of the fotmer produc-
tion Volvo covering the steering wheel input frequencies
between f"* : 0.3 (Hz) and f * : 0.7 (Hz) as well as the
steady state lateral accelerations between ar.. 0
(m/s') (straight line driving) and q* : 7 (m,/s'). This

11. Calculated characteristic of inverse lateral ac-
celeration gain Gf*' (deg/g) versus lateral ac-
celeration response time T.y (ms) for the former
production Volvo 264 GLE for lateral accelera-
tions between a, : 0 (m/s") and q : 7 (m/s?l
and steering frequencies between f* : 0.3 (Hz)
and f,* : 0.2 (Hz) on high friction surface.
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carpet type of characterietic indicates how much the ve-
hicle is changing in gain and response time when operated
within the above-mentioned frequency and lateral accel-
eration limits.

Good controllability can be reached by keeping thc
inverse gain and response time generally low. Good sta-
bility can be reached by keeping the response time low
especially at high lateral accelerations. Good manoeuvre-
ability however will be reached if the lateral accelerations
are high at low response times.

The uew Volvo 76O GLE contains a number of different
subsystem changes. Their influence on steering gain and
response time will be shown in the following diagrams
separately for each subsystem.

In order to get a bettei fuel and pcrformance efFrcierrcy,
the weight of the 760 GLE hae been decreased by 5Vo
while the number of features in the vehicle has been
increased.

The influence of a 5(7o) or 50 ftg) weight reduction
on steering gain and respon$e time is shown in Figure
12. The diagram indicates a yery little change towards
lower inverse gain and lower response time, but practi-
cally not noticeable. It might be important to mention
here that the weight distribution between front and rear
has not been changed in this calculation.

To get more room and comfort for the rear seat pas-
sengers, the rear axle has been moved backwards which
gives about 13 (cm) longer wheel base and about 4(7o)
more weight on the front axle compared to the Volvo
zffi GLE.

Figure 13 shows the influence of increased wheelbase
and increased percentage of load on the front axle. The

InYffi LrbEl
Acc.ln tlonGrln O;:_ (d.g/gl

300 1do

Figure 12. Calculated influence of weight reduction on
invers€ gain/response time characteristic.

A. Former production Volvo 264 GLE (data
according to Appendix) with m : 1450 (kg)

B. As vehicle A, except m : 1400 (kg)

InY6H Latsral
Accr lcrat ion Gsin G;,  

' (d€o/g)

Figure 13. Calculated inlluence of increased wheelbaEe and
increased percentage of weight on front atde on
inverse gain/response tirne characteristic.

A. Former production Volvo 264 GLE (data
according to Appendix) with (a + b) : 2.6a
(m) and b/(a + b) : 0.52

C. As vehicle A, except (a + b) : 2]7 (ml
and b/(a + b) : 9.56

weight of the vehicle here has not been changed. The
diagram shows a clear reduction in response time but also
an increase in inverse gain.

Vehicles with very high percentage of front axle load
suffer from high inverse gains which means less steering
precision. The design of a new steering and front wheel
suspension system made it possible to increase the stiffness
between the steering wheel and the front wheels.

How an increase of the stiffness between steering wheel
and front wheels is inlluencing the steering characteristics
can be seen in Figure 14. Inverse gain is decreasing but
response time is increasing. The reason for this is that
increased stiffness between steering wheel and front
wheels leads to less cornering compliance on the front
axle. This again leads to lower natural frequency and
higher damping in the whole vehicle system.

On the new 760 GLE, the tyres used are ganerally
wider arrd lower. The tyre size is 195,/6OHRI5. This leads
basically to higher cornering stiffness in the entire range
of side forces.

Figure 15 shows how inverse gain and response time
are influenced when cornering stiffness is increased by
l0(7o) in thc whole range oflateral accelerations. A clear
reduction in response time can tle seen. At higher steering
frequencies also a reduction in inverse gain is noticed.
Figure 16, however, shows what happens if thb cornering
stiffness is increased mainly in the range trctween a, :
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Figure 14. CalculatEd influence of stiffnEss between steering
wheel and front wheels on inverse gainlresponse
time characteristic.

A. Former production Volvo 264 GLE (data
according to Appendix) with CS' : 6500
(Nm/rad) measured on front wheels

D. As vehicle A, except CSL : 15000 (Nm/
rad)

Flgure 15. Calculated influence of comering stitfness on
front and rear alde at lateral accoleration ey :
0 (m/se) on invsr$e gain versus response time
characterietic.

A. Former production Volvo 264 GLE (tlata
' according to Appendix ) with C1. : 100000

(N/rad) and C15 : 100000 (N/rad)
E. As vehicle A except C1' : 110000 (N/red)

and C1" = 110000 (N/rad)
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lnvcrs LalorEl
Accolersrion GNift (d6g/C)

Latgral Acc6l6lalion
Rsspons€ TimB T.,(mE)

Figure 16. Celculated influence of cornering stiffne$s on
front and rear ade in the range of lateral accel-
erations 4 = 2 (m/s?) to 4 = 7 (m/s'�) on
inverse gein/response time characteristic.

A. Formsr production Volvo 264 GLE (dats
according to Appentlix) with m' : 1.S (-)
and mR : 1 '9 (-)

F. As vehicle A except ffir - 3.0 (-) and m^
= 3 .0  (_ )

'

2 (m/s?) and 4 : 7 (m/s').A considerable reduction of
inverse gain and response time can be noticed particularly
at high lateral accelerations. As can tre seen from the
equf,tions in the Appendix, increased cornering stiffness
troth on front (dS/da)" and rear (dS/Oe)" axles leads to
increased damping ratio { (*) but, above all, to increased
natural frequency ur (Hz) of the vehicle system which, of
course, also means a reduction in response time.

If now all the new system characteristics are put in to
the mathematical model including the characteristics for
the new front and rear wheel suspension$, the inversc
gain/response time diagram will change as shown in
Figure 17. Here, both inverse gain and response time have
been reduced considerably which is increasing predicta-
bility and steering precision.

t .

The Measured Steering Control Character-
istics of the Volvo 760 GLE
' The measured results of inverse gain and response time
for the new Volvo 760 GLE and the Volvo 264 GLE are
shown in Figure 18. As already indicated in Figure 17,
inverse gain and response time have been reduced in the
760 GLE due to the difrcrant subsystem changes which
have beerr mentioned before.

Lowest and highest inverse gain has bcefl f€duccd fr,om
l&230 (deg/S) to l2Ll75 (deg/il 8t thc sane lateral

Invorse Laldral
ACcerei"-rGnEuin cl" '(a"orgl 
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t"'{ 
''

{ /,/
-l': ' '/

#- .."
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Inv6rss Late/al
AccBleral ion Gain G;.-  (d69/g)

Figure 17. Calculated influence of all the new system char-
acteristics on inverse gain/response time char-
acteristic.

A. Former production system (see Appendix)
B. New production system (see Appendix)

Inverse Laterel
Acceleraron Gain G;._ (deg 0)

Lal*Al Agcatqntiofr
Rssponse Time T.,{ms)

Measured r€sults ol inv€rse lateral acceleration
gain vgrsus lateral acceleration response time
characteristic for the former production Volvo
264 GLE and the new 760 GLE.

Figure 19. The range of vehicle side slip angle gain GF,"*
(deg/deg) versus leteral acceleration response
time Tu, (ms) for 6 different cars and the Volvo
760 GLE measured on high friction surface with
sinusoidal steering wheel angle input at a steer_
ing frequency of f"* : 0.8 (Hz). The measure_
ments on the Volvo 760 GLE are pertormed with
lateral accelerations between e : S (m/sr) and
a, : I (m/se).

Figure 20. Typical range of lateral manoeuvreability per-
formance AY" (m) versus lateral accelertion re-
sponse time Tey (ms) at different lateral
accelerations 4.* (m/s'), a steering frequency
of f,* : O.7 (Hzl and a vehicle sp€Bd of uo :
80 (km/h) for 25 ditferent passengor cars and

, the Volvo 760 GLE measured on high friction
sudace. The measurements on the 760 GLE are
performed with lateral accelerations between q
: 5 (m/s") and 4 : 8.5 (m/s').

V€hicl€ Side Sl ip
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acceleration level. This leads to better steering precision
and more highway driving comfort.

The highest lateral acceleration response time has been
reduced from about 370 (ms) down to 2'10 (ms) measured
at the same lateral acceleration level' It must be mentioned
here that the 760 GLE was able to perform higher lateral
accelerations than the Zffi GLE, which is expected with
respect to the tyrcs used on the 760 GLE.

It is certainly of interest to discuss how the lateral
acceleration response time could be kept low even when
cornering stiffness is decreasing at increased lateral ac-
celeration.

ln a simple oscillation system' the response time is a
function ofthe natural frequency and the damping factor,
and therefore also a function of spring stiffness and damp-
ing. If the spring stiffness is decreasing, the response time
is increasing.

The two degree of freedom vehicle $y$tem, as described
in the Appendix, is somewhat more complex' Here, the

Q l :

whete

t",: (": -23)

/as
\4"

a

b

m

k"

) . , '  
tu *  b) '  + m

fP) : Total cornering stiffness on front axle
\daln

*, 
: toot cornering stiffness on rear axle

: Di$tance, centre of gravity to front axle

: Distance, centre of gravity to rear axle

: Total vehicle weight

: Radius of gyration around vertical axis

uo : Vehicle speed

As can be seen in the equations above, the undamped
natural frequency and therefore the response time can be

influenced by the:

*product of the total cornering stiffness on the front

and rear axle and the;
-.difference of the total cornering stiffness on the front

and rear axle.

The total cornering stiffness on front and rear axle, on

the other hand, is influenced bYr

-tyre cornering stiffness
-sicle force steering in the wheel suspension
-roll steering in the wheel suspension; and

<amber steering in the wheel suspen$ion.

response time can tr held relatively tow even if the etiff-
ness is decreasing. In this system, the lateral acceleration
response time Tn, at the steering frequency f* : 0 (Hz)
can be defined as follows:

. 1000 (ms)

b : Distance, centre of gravity to rear axle

u, : Vehicle speed

{r : DamPing factor

il/ : Undamped natural frequencY

In the previous equation, the undamped natural fre'
quency can be written as follows:

(rad,/,)

It is quite obvious from the equations above that if the
tyre cornering stiffness is decreasing, the difference of
total cornering stiffness has to be increased if the natural
frequency should be held low. This again keeps the re'
sponse time in the system low. That is what has been
done in the Volvo 760 GLE in order to keep the area of
the carpet type characteristic shown in Figure 18 as little
as possible.

The Stability Characteristic of the Volvo 760
GLE

The vehicle side stip angle and the vehicle side slip

angle gain are irnportant stability characteristics. Figure

19 shows the vehicle side slip angle gain versus lateral

acceleration response time for the Volve 760 GLE and

the range of 6 different cars both with front and rear

wheel drive measured orr a high friction :iurface.

The measured results for the 760 GLE in the diagram

cover lateral accelerations between a" : 5 (m/st) and a,
: 9 (m/s'). The diagram shows that the side slip angle

gain at 9 (m,/s'�) lateral acceleration is relatively low'

which means high stability at the side force limit.

The diagram does not show any measurements below

the lateral acceleration of a, : 5 (m'ls?)' because side slip

gain and response time are practically not changing.

The highest side slip angle gain among the 6 cars meas-

ured is GuF-* = 0.20 (degldeg) at a lateral acceleration
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response time of T", * 5fi) (ms) and a lateral acceleration
of a, * 8.0 (m,zst).

Manoeuvreability versus Stability of the Volvo
760 GLE

Very high stability or very short response time at the
side force limit can reduce lateral manoeuvreability,
which means the vehicle has diffrculties to move laterally
at high lateral accelerations, Those vehicles would nor-
mally be called heavy understeering vehicles.

Figure 20 shows a typical range of lateral manoeuvre-
ability performance yersus the lateral acceleration re-
sponse time for 25 different cars measured on a high
friction surface.

The diagram in Figure 20 indicates that the 760 GLE
has good manoeuvreability performance at relatively low
lateral acceleration response time. This also means good
mano€uvreability at a high stability level.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The development of steering control, stability and ma-
noeuvreability performance characteristics for the new
Volvo 760 GLE has been described. The characteristics
have been measured and compared with other passenger
cars. Furthefinore, requirements on steering character-
istics related to the driver's performance ability obtained
during the research in the Volvo Car Corporation have
been described.

The Volvo 760 GLE shows a combination of high
steering precision, high lateral manoeuvreability perform-
ance and high yaw stability. Normally, high steering pre-
cision or high lateral acceleration gain tend to give a lower
level of yaw stability.

The cornbination of high steering precision and high
yaw stability has been reached by optimization of a num-
ber of different vehicle subsystems. The systems and ve-
hicle parameters which are contributing the rnost to the
new steering characteristics in the 760 GLE are:

-the new wheel suspension characteristics especially
in the rear axle

-the increased percentage of weight on the front axle
-the increased torsional stiffness between steering

wheel and front wheels
-the tyres with higher side force capability
*the reduced aerodynamic yaw coeffrcient of the body

due to the unusual body shape.

The very limited variation of the steering characteristics
for the 760 GLE in the entire range of lateral accelerations
will increase the level of safety in the driver/vehicle sys-
tem on all surface friction levels. This is especially im-
portant on low friction surfaces, because the variation of
steering characteristics is always increasing when the sur-
face friction level is decreasing.
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7. APPENDIX

Mathematical Model

The equations of motion for the linear, two degree of

freedom vehicle system used for the calculations are the
following

m . \ q  .  h  -  ( - * . n  * .' - G9'" ")) * . ((uqJ* n ('EJ.J . u : (*tr)* . u,* . i

r . u + (#)"". a2 + (#)...u') * - (#).". o- (*4)-. ") . n : (trJ*. u* . i. u

(G+).,
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The lateral acceleration gain Gfl* due to steering wheel

angle input derived from the differential equation above
is

c;"_ll- Ci't : c;t- (o) 
T -  T ' )  +  f r ' 2 ' h ' r t )

where
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cf* (0) :

A z :

a ^ f " *
n : -' i l J P I

The vehicle side slip angle gain C{"- due to steering
wheel angle input is

6f* 0') - Gf"* (o) ,, I i 0 ',,A'j ttl .- ' ( l  -  l ' )  +  6 . 2 . h - n )

where

(#)- (*'o1'" * (4J.,'o'(a + b))
m'.k?.,r3.ui .  i "

m . k l  . u o . i l . r

m . u 3 . " - ( # ) * , . b . ( a + b )

The undamped natural frequency u, and the damping
factor {1 are

m '  . k l  . u l

(OaldS)ur, (da,/dS)*r can be written as follows

(F,)-,: (FJ.. ((#)" * (P*)" (H" f , .  r n  *  O .  t " \- = _ - ( a + u )  
/

/OMw\ | |* \-as /. '\cs.

(#,)..: (H).. ((F*). * (*ry*). Gn). 4 .  r n  +  b .  r F \
- - t  +

( a + b )  l

The equations for the total cornering stiffness front and
rear (dS,z0a)a.1, (dS,/dc)or or total cornering compliance

The lateral acceleration response time T", is deflrned as
follows

f(ot): - :
(t)

.#) .(#) .(#)

(*tu)"'uh.(P"J

eJJ+('

(4JJ+('-

I d(ot)
2 r i i *



The simplified model which has been used to simulate
the total cornering stiffness on front and rear axle (dS/
da)", (dS/da)* due to tyre slip has been deflrned as follows

nR
S

f*
q
aYr"",

: 0.05
: 3 1 . 3 8
: 0.3-0.7
: O-7
:  l l
:  1 . 9
: 1000(x)
=  l l . 5
:  1 .9
: 100000

0.05
L45
0.3-0.7
o-7
l l
3.0
I 10000
12 .5
3.0
ll00m

(m)
(m)
(Hz)
(m/s')
(m/s'�)
( - )
(N/rad)

(m/sr)
( - )
(N/rad)

k"
a
b
uo

i.
CS.

' (*q).

'(*e).

Gq*).
('lr).
(#)"
(#).
c
h
rF

rR

ff)"
k)"
CS.
CS*

t nc.
t n a

where

Crr.^

q
aYntr*'r

IIln,f,

(#)". : c,",* (t - ,r#-.- (N/rad)

Cornering stiffness on front and rear
axle at lateral acceleration a, :
0 (m,/s'�).
Lateral acceleration of the vehicle.
Lateral acceleration on front and rear
axle at which the cornering stiffness
(dS,z0a)u," : 0 (N/rad).
Factor influencing the cornering stifr-
ness in the range flv : 0 (m,zst) and a"
: ay-".'

The cornering stiffireos characteristics used during the
calculations are shown in the diagram following.
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Vehicle Data Used during the Calculation

Former
Production

Volvo 264 GLE

: 1450
:  t .3z
:  1.27
:  1 .37
:22.22
: 1 7
: 65fi)

: 0.08

: -0.02

: 0.8

= 0

:2000

: 2000

: 50000
:  0.55
: 0.03
: 0.30

: 0.05

: 0.05

: 80000
: I(X)O(X)
: 0 . 0 1 8
: 0.05

1400
1.37
1.20
1.57
22.22
l7
150(n

0.05

0.02

0.9

0 ,

2000

20m

45000
0.s5
0.01
0.30

0.05

0.05

80000
40000
0.018
0.05

New
Production

Volvo 760 GLE

(ke)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m/s)
( - )
(Nm,rrad)

(deg/deg)

(deg/deg)

(dee/dee)

(degldeg)

(N,zrad)

(N/rad)

(Nm,zrad)
(rn)
(m)
(m)

(m)

(m)

(Nm/rad)
(Nm,zrad)
(m)
(m)

mF

Cr.

aY.**

mR

C,o

t + Underttecring
- Oversteedng

r + Oversteering
- Undercttering

t Averace of front aild rcdr tffick

Mathematical Tyre Model Used During the
Calculation

The mathematical tyre model used during the calcu-
lation describes the cornering stiffness (dS/04)r,* on the
front and rear axle as a function ofthe lateral acceleration
a,, This cornering stiffness characteristic includes the tyre
cornering stiffness itself and the influence of the wheel
load transfer on the front and rear axle caused by wheel
suspension springs and roll stabilizers.

The tyre model equation is dehned as follows:
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Allr Cornoring
gilftnos + (N/nd)

__o=__"=\

-\

\

Front 1

Rdr 2

Fronl 2

Lrlml AccclaEtlon i,(m/irl

Tyre cornering stitfness on front and rearzude (0S/0a),,"versus
lateral acceleration fu (m/sr) for two different tyrd/wheel
suspension combinations.

8Y-*,

mF
c,
f,V.*

F

mH

c,
H

8Y-u

mF

c,
tlY*

mF
c,

Combination I

= 11.0 (m/s'�)
= 3.0 (_)
= 110000 (N/rad)
: 12.5 (m/s')
= 3.0 (_)
= 110000 (N/rad)

Combination 2

= 11.0 (m/se)
:  1 .9  (_ )
= 100000 (N/rad)

= 11.5 (m/s')
:  1 .9  ( * )
: 100000 (N/rad)
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Aerodynamlcs of Traller Towlng

JOHN ZELLNER
System$ Technology, Inc.

LLOYD H. EMERY
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration *;p;ryb,

ABSTRACT ] 
,A///

An experimental investigation of combination vehicle
aerodynarnics, pertinent to crosswind and truck-induced
disturbances, was performed. This was accomplished via
l,/10 scale model wind tunnel measurements performed
on 6 trailers and 4 tow vehicles. and various combinations
thereof. For some test$, a non-metric tractor trailer model
was placed in the flow field near the combination vehicle
model. A large data base of aerodynamic characteristics
was generated comprising 6 force and moment coeffrcients
as a function of crosswind angle. The effects of airspeed,
articulation angle, trailer and tow vehicle shape, surface
roughness, and truck proximity were quantified. Prelim-
inary results suggested some design and development
guidelines for manufacturers, and ranges of crosswind
sensitivity for various vehicle shape features.
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INTRODUCTION

Current industry research has a stfong cmphasis on
fuel economy considerations. Aerodynamic changes are
being made to vehicles and trailers to improve vehicle
fuel economy. The effects of crosswinds on vehicle crash
avoidance capabilities cannot be neglected, especially
since the solutions to fuel economy problems may aggra-
vate vehicle stability problems. A review of accident in-
vestigation report$ related to wind conditions has shown
that wind-related accidents occur more frequently for
vehicles towing trailers and other recreational vehicles
than for any other vehicle type.

These data were supported by recent results offull scale
crosswind tests (Ref. l) on a sample of vehicles. Alrhough
some vehicles had little or no problems, some trailers
were found to have directional control instabilities in-
duced by the driver attempting to maintain lane position

after being hit by a gust. Other vehicles were found to
have basic rollover problems due to their high side area
to mass ratio. In some cases high crosswind velocities
changed a directional control problem into a potential
rollover problem.

In summary, prior research has shown the need for
further development, analysis, and recommendations for
the RV public and industry regarding trailer towing in
crosswinds. For example, it would be desirable to provide
a more deflrnitive basis for advising certain vehicles not
to travel during high wind conditions. Currently a blanket
"carnp€rs and trailers prohibited" statement is issued in
some states in the U.S., which may ban some vehicles
that do not have significant wind problems. On the other
hand, vehicles with more serious problems may be allowed
to proceed. Subsequent research may make it possible to
placard certain vehicles with a maximum safe crosswind
speed, for the benefit of drivers. Using another approach
it would also be desirable to develop design guidelines for
trailers, hitches, and hookup practices that would mini-
mize combination vehicle crosswind sensitivity.

OBJECTIVES

The overall objectives of the study (Ref. 2) were to;

. Analyze and quantify the instability of tow vehicle-
trailer combinations under crosswind disturbances.

r Mea$ure the basic aerodynamic properties of selected
tow vehicle-trailer combinations.

r Investigate via computer simulation the dynamic sta-
bility of various combinations under simulated cross-
wind disturbances.

. Perform a series of full scale tests of combination
vehicles to verify selected simulation results.

. Develop recommended design criteria for improved
stability in crosswinds and consumer guidelines for
proper tow vehicle-trailer crosswind operation.

This paper will describe the results of the "aerodynamic

rneasurements" and parts of the "simulation" tasks. The
performance of a series of full scale tests of combination
vehicles to verify selected simulation results is planned
for a future research activity, Preliminary recommended
design criteria for improved stability in crosswinds and
consumer guidelines for proper tow vehicle-trailer cross-
wind operation will also be made.

BACKGROUND

The current research described in this paper is part of
a logical sequence of investigations by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Tran$poftation, National Highway Traffic Safety
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Administration (NHTSA) into the dyrramics of trailer
towing, and as such was motivated by existing experi-
mental data.

It has long been known that articulated road vehicles
can exhibit various $tability problems, such as tail wag-
ging or "swing" oscillations, and jackkniftng. Eady at-
tempts were made in the academic and automotive fields
to examine these problems analytically.

Analytical models of tow-vehicle/trailer combinations
have been around since the 1930s, and a wide variety of
models and simulations currently exist at various stages
of development. The real impetus for articulated vehicle
modeling occurred in the late 1950s when tire slip models
were developed for studies of automobile dynamics. By
the mid-1960s, Jindra in the U.S. (Ref. 3), Ellis in the
United Kingdom (Ref. 4), and Kullberg in Sweden (Ref.
5) were considering the linear stability of car,/trailer sys-
teme via mathematical models. The Swedish work in-
cluded some experimental studies comparing full scale
and linear model results.

Subsequent modeling work involved development of
digital and hybrid simulations of tow-vehicle/trailer sys-
tems. Ellis' (Ref. 6) braking-while-turning nonlinear sim-
ulation was probably one of the earliest examples of these.

The next wave of models was directed toward tractor-
semitrailer dynamics. By 1971, Mikulcik (Ref. 7) had
developed a digital computer model having 6 degrees of
freedom for both tractor and trailer. Krauter, Susemihl,
Tobler, and Vincent (Refs. 8-13) extended Mikulcik's
model to include wheel dynamics, multiple axles, and
various tire models, resulting in a 22 degree of freedom
model. Other work by Highway Safety Research Institute,
IIT Research Institute, Systems Technology, Inc., and
others has carried the truck dynamics area to levels of
greater completeness and complexity.

Up to this point, most of the analytical models:

. Focused on tractor,/semitrailer dynamics.
r Did not include the effects of crosswinds and aero-

dynamic disturbances.
. Lacked validation with respect to carltrailer re-

sponse.

Some work by the automotive industry in the late 1960s
began to emphasize car,/trailer dynamic simulations (e.g.,
Ref. 14) and aerodynamics. Still, perhaps the high water
mark in cailtrailer aerodynamic disturbance simulation
occurred in the early 1970s. This was associated with a
Federal Highway Administration study (Ref. l5) of truck
and bus induced aerodynamic disturbances. A digital sim-
ulation was developed including car,/trailer dynamics,
closed-loop driver model, and the disturbing aerodynamic
forces and moments due to a large adjacent vehicle. Nu-
merous analyses were conducted to assess the effects of,
for example, increased bus and truck width, driver control
techniques, wind conditions and relative speed, lane
width. etc.

In the mid-1970s, an initial landmark NHTSA study
was accomplished at STI involving the development of
car/traller handling test procedures (Ref. 16). This ex-
amined 20 or so maneuver$ and ended up with four most
critical ones useful in assessing handling and stability.
This was supported by linear and nonlinear modeling
efforts. A spinoff from the Ref. 16 trailer study involved
a simulation development and validation performed by a
Canadian researcher (Ref. l7). Anderson's objective was
to develop the simplest simulation that would adequately
match actual full scale data. Several levels of simulation
were developed. The simplest of these, a 4 degree of
freedom nonlinear model, gave close agreement with the
NHTSA full scale data.

Other NHTSA efforts, also conducted at STI, were
aimed at defining:

. Recommended trailering practices.

. Consumer guidelines for trailering.

. Possible trailer handling and braking standards.

These included the Ref. 18 investigation of load equalizing
type hitch; development of handling standards in Ref. 15;
and design and testing workshops for trailer industry
representatives.

In an investigation of aerodynamic crosswind sensitiv-
ity of various vehicle classes reported in Ref. l, STI ver-
ifred that passenger vehicle/trailer combinations-along
with 2 wheeled vehicles--exhibit relatively high sensitiv-
ity and possible loss of control behavior when subjected
to realistically heavy gusts. Moreover, the problem was
related to driver/vehicle interaction and driving tech-
nique, as well as vehicle configuration. The results pro-
vided the main strong incentive for the current study.

Accident Data
Among U.S. road vehicles involved in accidents, pas-

senger vehicle,/trailer combinations account for less than
I percent of the total fatality and injury producing ac-
cidents, over the past decade. This good record is gen-
erally ascribed to low exposure and high personal
investment-and, therefore, conservative driving pat-
terns---+f the trailering public (Ref. 20). At the same time,
it has been observed that such accidents can have rela-
tively high costs in terms of personal and property loss.

Accident data on trailer towing is sparse at best, es-
pecially in terms related to vehicle selection factors. The
two main extant sources of such data are the studies by
the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) (Ref.
20) and the University of Kentucky (Ref. 21).

Not surprisingly, among trailer accident, poteiltial loss
of control and vehicle dynamic factors appear quite prev-
alent. Reference 20 data show that in all trailer towing
accidents $tudied, from 50-60 percent w,erc single vehicle.
Of these single vehicle accidents about one-third were
attributed to crosswinds or aerodvnamic disturbance from



Table 1. Probable cause of single vehicle trallering aecldents
(Hef. 20).

Probable Causes
California
(n : aa)

New Mexico
(n :  100)

Wind
Passing truck or bus
Total Possible Aero-

dynamic Causes

20.4%
1 1 . 4
31.8o lo

27.O"/"
6.0

33.00,/o

a passing bus or truck, as shown in Table l. So, possible
aerodynamic problems were the most common causes of
single vehicle trailering accidents. Also, 80 to 90 percent
of the single vehicle accidents resulted in an overturned
trailer, underlining the relatively large values ofc.g, height
to track ratios occurring in trailers. This may also suggest
that trailer roll motions can be important in some aero-
dynamic disturbance situations, and this has been ob-
eerved in the previous experimental work (e.g., Ref. l).

A secortd study concentrating on recreational vehicles
(Ref. 2l) provided multidisciplinary accident reporrs on
226 cases ofwhich 173 (77 percent) involved trailers. For
the total sample, wind was a relevant accident causal
factor in 26 cases, or between l0 and 15 percent of the
trailer accidents. The type, direction, and magnitude of
wind in these 26 cases, or between l0 and 15 percent of
the trailer accidents. The type, direction, and magnitude
of wind in these 26 accident cases are listed in Table 2.
These results indicate that the most likely accident sce-
nario occurs when the recreational vehiole is in the vicinity
of another vehicle, and with the wind blowing from the
left at moderate (10-20 mph) speed. This condition is
likely to occur when the vehicle is passed by a larger
vehicle.

Though the categoriw of tow vehicle types involved in
the Ref. 2l trailer accidents are different from those of
Ref. 20, the results showed that:

i

Table 2. Wind conditions for 26 RV accidents from Kentucky
MDAI study (Eef. 21).

Condition Percent Description
35 Sudden wind gust

Type of wind 12 Sudden variation due
to roadside break

53 Vortex from other
vehicle

50 Frorn left
Wind direction 31 From right

?5 Variable
4 Other

27 Lisht (0'10 mph)
Wind magnitude 38 Moderate (10.20 mph)

53 Stronq (20 moh)
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. Pickups and pickups with camper tops accounted for
34 percent of the tow vehicles, and

. pa$senger cars (including sedans and station wagons)
accounted for 50 percent of the tow vehicles.

These results are in good agreement with the UCLA
results.

An example of an aerodynamically induced trailer ac-
cident is given in Table 3 and Figure l, which is a random
excerpt from the Kentucky case studies, Here a gust from
a passing truck apparently excited a trailer swing oscil-
lation, which rapidly developed into a loss of control
situation. Based on this and similar accident scenarios.
the recommendations of the University of Kentuckv team
were:

r Motor Vehicle Safety Standard specifying maximum
height of center of gravity and minimum weight to
wind pressure area ratios for travel trailers.

r Driver examination,/education for licensing specifi-
cally for towing of travel trailers.

r Mandatory effective anti-sway devices, with appro-
priate Motor Vehicle Safety Standard for travel trail-
ers.

These recommendations again emphasize the interplay of
driver and vehicle design factors in this type of accident.

Table 3. Example aerodynamically induced trailer accident
scenario (Ref. 21).

Ercerpt  f rm Fatal  Accldeut
Case Ho. UK-766-04

Ftc-Ctaeh:

V l -coub lna t lou  Ieedan- t ravGl  t ra l l€ r l  t rave l lng

touth on Irrter8tf,te 65 lu lane I at 45-50 tph (72-

80 lr); paaaed by IIY (car) 6rd Vx (reol-trallet ttuck)
travcllng Ln laue 2i VY trevellng 60-65 rph (96-

f04  }n ) ,  vX t tave l lng  70  qh  ( f  fZ  b ) ;  Vx /D r teered
lnto lde I to pdss VY shlch reurlned ln lene 2 etlet
peaa lng  V l -coEb lna t lon ;  ln  F{Ee lnB V l -conb lna t lon  the

braklng scrub utka on rtSht shoulder b€fore te-
enterlEg lene 1; vl-coEbluatdon cofrplerely gq! l l l lgl l
troli VI-traller rHnt brch rcroas ldu€ I rnd lnto

f f i2  fo rc l r rg  V t -car  c ro rswaya ln  ldne l ;  v l - t ra l l c r
t l l t cd  about  ro l l  rx le  o t r to  l€ f t  rhee l8 ;  l€ f t  s lde  V l -
t ra l le t  t l teE depos l ted  33 '  (10  E)  o f  co tuer lng  rc rub
narks ln lane 2 hefote Feerlng vl-car oo the left 6n.d
re-e f l te rhg  lane 1 ;  t rd l le r  B t l l l  h t tch€d to  c r r .

c r d s h ;

Vl-taller re-eatered lane I t lpped ovef about the
le f t  uhee la ,  le f t  r lde  Et ruck  p{veeent  5 '  (1 .5  l )
b e y o n d  c n d . . . .

the r€aE narrowlJr rlrted th€
l lph t lv  to  r l sh t  eud=car ;  V I

rvold r  o f  V l ( :  th lE  rc t lon

theq rt
to  le f t  -  a tEe&pt1n8 to  te8a1n co f l t ro l  o l  t

t ra l le r ;  V l - t fa l le r  le f t  pevesent  cd tc  to  the  t l th t l
d-edBit-cd 42' ( 12.S r) of rrghr tt re cornGrlng and
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Figure 1. University of Kentucky case no. UK-766-0a (Ref.
21) .

On a more detailed level, there appear$ to be some data
relating to vehicle type in the UCLA data base. Figure 2
is based on the Ref. 20 data for 118 trailering accidents
in California and New Mexico, and 1,331 responses to a
trailer owner use survey. The data are plotted according
to tow vehicle type. There seem$ to be reasonable con-
sensus on the rank ordering of tow vehicle type, i.e.:
pickups (including those with cover and camper shells),
sedans, and station wagons; followed by carryalls, vans,
and motorhomes. Beyond this, there is less agreement
among the three data bases. If the California use and
accident data were emphasized, pickups would appear to
be overrepresented in accident rate relative to their usage,
and compared to other vehicle types.

Figure 3 is a similar plot for trailer accident involve-
ment. From this it appears that trailers up to l8 feet in
length are under- or proportionately represented in ac-
cidents. Above this length, however, involvement rises
disproportionately to usage rate. At the extreme trailer
lengths, only 3 percent of all trailer accidents are ac-
counted for. The greatest numbers ofoverinvolved trailers
seem to occur at the medium size, 19- to 29-feet range.

Figure 2. Trailering accident data by tow vehicle type,
various samples (Ref. 20).

In summary, trailering accidents account for a small
fraction of highway fatalities and injuries (less than I
percent of the total). Yet, among these, a large portion
(10-20 percent) appear to be aerodynamically induced,
and one-third of single vehicle trailer accidents seem to
be aerodynamically related. Pickup trucks+specially
those with campers or covers-sedans, and station wagons
are the mo$t common tow vehicles; and medium length
trailers seem to be overrepresented in accidents.

Figure 3. California trailering accident data by trailer length
(Ref. 20).
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VEHICLE SELECTION

Three passenger type tow vehicles, three recreational
trailers, and three utility trailer shapes were selected,
which were representative of the range of tow vehicle,/
trailer combinations existing in the population. The fol-
lowing factors were considered in selection of vehicles:

. Vehicle size and weight.

. Vehicle type, i.e., truck, van, car, etc.

. Vehicle design, i.e,, front wheel drive, rear wheel
drive. etc.

r Trailer size and weight.
. Trailer geometrical shape.
r Trailer design, i.e., number of axles, c.g. location,

etc.
r Existing sales and accident involvement data and

trends.
. Requirement for loadJeveling trailer hitch.
Other factors also considered were availability of ve-

hicles and previous data (tires, handling dynamics, iner-
tias, etc.), and tow vehicle,/trailer compatibility.

Selection Considerations
Tow Vehicle. Of course tow yehicle stie and weight arc

highly variable in the real world population. Size and
weight variables are ordinarily dependent on another var-

iable, i.e., vehicle type, In other words, most domestic
pickups and wagons are either large (3600-460O lb) or

compact (e.g., downsized intermediate, 290L3800 Ib)'
while most American vans are nearly the same length

and weight as the large class vehicles. Among the size

and weight parameters, side-area-to-weight ratio is a main
determinant of aerodynamic sensitivity. Such tow vehicles

as lightweight vans and pickup-campers and larger, light-

weight travel trailers would tend to show greater lateral
accelerations per unit wind gust. For example, other key

size-related parameters include tow vehicle wheelbase and
yaw moment of inertia.

Example candidate tow vehicles and their character-

istics are listed in Table 4.
Tow vehicle types are fairly well defined as: sedan;

wagon; carryall; van; and pickup, with or without camp€r
shell. Each of these types is clearly distinguishable in its
most relevant factors: profile shape, and the ratio of side
area to wheelbase.

A main factor here is the so-called center of pressure

location, which in a profile view tends to be near the side

area centroid. Imprecisely stated, vehicles with forward

or elevated c.p.'s tend to show larger adverse yaw and

roll sensitivities to wind gusts, respectively. Again, vans

and pickup-campers are the interesting cases in this re'
gard.

Tow vehicle design factors other than size, weight, and
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shape are also of potential importance. In particular,
front/rear weight distribution and tire side force centroid
are key factors, as identified in the Ref. I study. For the
tow vehicle alone case, rearward c.g.'s and tire side force
centers tend to yield more sensitivity, all other factors
being equal. The extent to which this is true for combi-
nation vehicles remains to be determined. A heavy front
weight distribution is likely with front wheel drive, and
this is increasingly common in sedans. Many other design
factors are also involved, such as suspension and steenng
$ystem design, and these tend to affect the response to
gusts and driver control inputs to greater or lesser degrees.

Trailer. Trailer size and weight tends to be proportional
for full size travel trailers. That is, most travel trailers
average about eight feet in height, and the gross weight
runs about 300 lb per body foot (and a little less than
this for new and future models). Again, among size pa-
rameters the more sensitive aerodynamic cases would be
the greatest side-area-to-weight ratios, so the interesting
cases are probably the longe$t trailers at their lightest
(empty) weights. Newer, medium length, lightweight
trailers are also interesting since they probably represent

' the wave of the 1980s.
, Trailer geometrical shape may have a fairly important

effect on aerodynamic sensitivity, though little data are
currently available here (Ref. 22 is a first cut). For a given
side area, trailers with less resistance to crossflow (i.e.,
more streamlined in cross section) might be expected to
show somewhat reduced sensitivity compared to flatsided
models. The main example of the former is trailers such
as the Airstream. "Center of pressure" location (i.e., aero-
dynamic yaw moment) is again a potentially important
factor, in both yaw and roll sensitivities to crosswind
gusts. In general, as is well known, streamlining tends to
increase adverse yaw moment.

Trailer design factors, other than aerodynamic shape,
primarily involve number of axles, axle-to-axle distance,
longitudinal and vertical center of gravity location, and
suspension design. It has been determined that tandum
axles provide better swing damping, so this was an at-
tractive candidate. Center of gravity location relative to
the hitch-to-axle length is easily varied on any given
trailer, so this was not a selection criterion. Currently,
trailer suspensions do not vary significantly (almost all
are leaf), although a continuing interest of manufacturers
has been the amount and direction of leaf spring roll steer
that should be provided.

Tow Vehicle-Trailer Compatibility. Compatibility of
the tow vehicle-trailer is another area which deserved
attention. The first consideration is hitch type and
recommended hookup practices. SAE and trailer manu'
facturers' recommendations generally are that trailers in
excess of 35m lb require Class III hitches; sway dampers
are additionally recommended for those in excess of 5000
lb. The latter fact tended to shift attention away from the
over 5000 lb class in the current study, because well
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Table 4. Example vehicle characteristics.
a) Tow Vehicle

Type Size
Weight
Class
flb)

Drive
Axle

Examples

Sedan

Subcompact

Compact
Laroe

2200
2200
2700

2900
3700

F
R
F

H
R

Accord, Fiesta, Horizona
Chevette, Datsun, Toyota
Citalion"

Malibu, Fairmont
lmpala, LTD

Station wagon
Subcompact
Compact
Laroe

2600
3200
4000

R
R
R

Datsun, Toyota
Malibu. Fairmont
LTD", lmpala

Van
Compact

Laroe

3000

4100

H

R

VW

Ford, Dodqe

Pickup
Compact

Laroe

3000

3600

R

R

Toyota, Datsun, Luv

Ford F100/F250, Chevrolet C10
"Denoles vehicle previously used in Refs. l-3 treiler Btudi€s.

b) Trailer

Size
Class

Length
(ft)

Gross
Weight
Class
flb)

Approx.
Side
Area
(it,)

Shapeb No.
Axles Examples

Small 13-18 1 300-3000 80-1 00
SQ I

Komfofi 151/16L
16 ft Cal Samp Mus-
tang'
18 ft Shasta"
18 ft Starcraft Galary

STH 1 l9 n Jayco Songbird

Medium 18-26 3000-5000 1 00-1 50

SQ 2

21 ft Kit Deluxe
Companion
22 ft Prowlef
23 ft Komfort
Bunkhouse

STR 1 , 2

21 ft Airstream Cara-
velle
19 ft Silver Streak
25 ft Javco Sonobird

Large 26-40 5000-7000 1 50-250
SO 2 27 ft Holiday RambleF

STR 2 29 ft Airstream"
"D6notee vehicle previourly tested in Ftefs. 1-g trailer studies.bSQ : Square; STF| : $11ssm;;ns6.

damped cases are less of a problem. Also, the current
trend toward downsized vehicles would rnafte small and
rnedium trailers more relevanr, and this in fact would
follow the historical trend in Europe, for example. With
nearly all but the lightest trailers, some form of load
leveling may be desirable, among which might be load
equalizing devices, air shocks, coil or leafspring boosters,
spacers, etc.

In terms of two vehicles, most manufacturers specify
maximum allowable hitch loads: and domestic vehicles
offer trailer towing suspension and tire options as well.
In selected case$ it may be desirable to exceed recom-
mended practices to assess what is likely to occur over
the next decade. European experience, for example, has
led to widespread use of trailers that weigh up to twice
as much as tow vehicles.
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Test Vehicles
Based on the above factors, the vehicles described in

Table 5 were selected for measurement and testing. Note
the abbreviations for each to be used throughout the
remainder of the text.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The measurement of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the l0 vehicles described above was accomplished via
wind tunnel tests. This section describes the following
topics concerning these tests:

r Test method and rationale
r Vehicle models
r Test conditions
r Aerodynamic measures

TEST METHOD AND RATIONALE

The measurement method comprised wind tunnel
measurements using l/10 scale vehicle models. Tow ve-
hicle and trailer characteristics (alone and in combination)
were quantified frrr straight ahead and crosswind flow.
Combination Vehicle forces and moments were also de-
termined in the presence of an adjacent, flow disturbing
tractor-trailer.

Data Requirements
The desired aerodynamic data consisted of the six force

and moment coeffrcients for each vehicle (i.e., l2 coefh-

cients for each combination vehicle) under a range of
crosswind angles. The$e describe the lateral properties;

. Side force coeffrcient
r Yaw moment coeflicient
. Roll moment coeflicient

and the loflgitudinal properties:

r Lift coefficient
. Drag coeffrcient
r Pitch moment coeffrcient

Basically, the characteristics in the firrt group form the
main directional disturbance inputs to the vehicle and,
by analogy, are part of the main inputs to appropriate
vehicle dynamic simulations. They are the more crucial
set. The second group of properties is often neglected in
handling studies. In some cases they can afTect the vertical
loads and, therefore, side forces produced by the tires.
This might be especially the case for a vehicle such as a
carltrailer, where aerodynamic forces on the vehicles can
have relatively large effects on tire vertical loads and tire
side force requirements (Ref. l9).

The required aerodynamic sideslip angles of the tow
vehicle cover a relatively wide range. The previous Ref.
I work speculated that sideslip angles up to 40 or even
60 degrees may be encountered under certain unusual
circumstances, This could correspond to worst case peak
gusts encountered while driving in the desert, plains, or
other open areas (e.g., "traveler's advisory" conditions).
What may be more pertinent is that aerodynamic coef-
ficients tend to become nonlinear above l5 or 20 degrees
sideslip, so that extrapolation of small angle data is not

Tabte 5. Vehicles used in aerodynamic tests.

Tow Vehicle Symbol Wheelbase
(ft)

GVwR
flb)

Maximum Hitch
Load*
(tb)

Chevrolet Citation Hatchback
Ford Fairmont Sedan
Ford Fairmont Station Wagon
Ford F250 Pickuo Truck

c
F1
F2
P

8.7
8.8
8.8

1 1 , 1

3500
4100
4100
8100

200.
400.
400.
800.

'Menu{aclur€r'B recommendation.

Trailer Symbol Box Length
(ft)

Dry Weight
(tb)

Nominal Dry
Hitch Load

flb)
Utility Trailer with Flat Face
Utility Trailer with Rounded Corners
Utility Trailer with Nosecone and
Rounded Corners
Komlort 15L Travel Trailer
Silver Streak SS-190 Travel Trailer
Fleetwood Taurus TG Travel Trailer

AV1
AV3
AV4

K
S
T

I
I
I

t 5
1 g
24

860
700
720

1580
2780
3305

38.
52.
57.

't70.

350.
389.
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always appropriate. Moreover, it is reasonable that gust-
induced trailer upsets and other wind-related incidents
occur primarily under large gust conditions since smaller
disturbances tend to be fairly benign.

In addition to crosswind angle, the articulation angle
of the trailer relative to the car is another aerodynamic
variable of interest. Obviously, the flow over the aft of
the car and the entire trailer will change as the trailer
swings upwind and downwind of the car. These differ-
ences in aerodynamic forces can affect the swing oscil-
lation phenomenon. However, past results indicate that
this tends to be a second-order effect for typical vehicles.
That is, the articulation angle adds or subtracts small
amount$ from the aerodynamic yaw moment. Yet the
effects with off-nominal tow vehicles, such as pickup
campers, and the behavior at larger sideslip angles appear
to be unknown. In terms of magnitude, wind angles up
to 15 degrees would completely cover the full range en-
countered in the real world (short ofjackknifing).

Available Measurement Techniques
The available methods of determining road vehicle

aerodynamic characteristics are shown in Table 6. As
shown, the measurement vehicle can be either full scale
or reduced scale. The mea$urement mean$ can be either
an air pressure survey or force transducer$ incorporated
in an internal strain gauge array or external balance. After
weighing the large number of factors involved, the scale
model, force transducer method (i.e., scale wind tunnel
model) was selected as the most advantageous approach
in the current effort.

As is well known, in any wind tunnel measurement
there can be difTerences between forces that occur in the
real world and those occurring under tunnel (albeit con-
trolled) conditions. These include the effects of the fol-
lowing.

Blockage. This refers to the obstruction of flow due to
preseflce of a model in the wind tunnel test section. When
blockage is large, airstream velocity over portions of the
model increases, which can affect pre$sures and the re-
sultant measured forces. Blockage ratios of less than 15
percent generally cause few problems in open test section
tunnels (e.g., Ref. 23) and closed test section tunnels can

Table 6. Method of aerodynamic measurement.

Measurement
Vehicle

Measurement method
Pressure
survev

Force
transducer

Full scale, over the
road

I

Full scale, wind
tunnel

v

Scale model, wind
tunnel @

tolerate about half this. Moreover, in most wind tunnels,
dynamic pressure can be calibrated so as to include mod-
est blockage effects; or a blockage correction factor is
applied to the data if the blockage is small and variable.
In the current effort the latter approach was used.

In the current study note that, for the larger combi-
nation vehicles (e.g., 50 ft lengths), blockage at large yaw
angles in even the largest full scale tunnels would be
excessive. Primarily for this reason seale model wind tun-
nel testing was selected as the most favorable approach"

The remaining question is which scale size to use. Here
again trade-offs arnong technical and cost factors were
made. Larger models can be more costly, and blockage
or tunnel compatibility issues are important. Excessively
small models can involve more intricate detailing work
(which also can be costly), higher tunnel speed require.
ments and, therefore, potential compressibility problems,
diffrculties with potential boundary layer effects, and bal-
ance signal to noise ratios. After weighing these and other
technical factors, a model scale of l/10 was selected as
the best compromise.

Reynolds Number. Defined as the product of airspeed
and vehicle length, divided by the kinematic viscosity,
this index shows the relative importance of fluid inertia
versus viscous forces. The important factor is not that
the real world Reynolds number be maintained, but that
the flow is above the critical Reynolds number. That is,
at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers (i.e., 3 X 105), flow
separates behind bluff bodies, giving a turbulent wake.
Since the total aerodynamic forces in crosswinds acting
on vehicles such as cars and trailers are characterized by
large areas of separated flow, suffrciently high Reynolds
numbers must be retained. A rule of thumb is to use at
least 4 or 5 times the critical value, which yields minimum
values for R" of about 1.5 X 106. For a l,zl0 model of a
tow vehicle, for example, this would yield a minimum
tunnel speed of about 200 mph.

Boundary Layer. In both real wodd and wind tunnel
flows, ground plane boundary layer effects can be present
that may cause differences in the flow and resultant forces.
The usual example given is that of a real vehicle traveling
in still air, which sees no boundary layer; versus a tunnel
model resting on a flrnite ground plane, which does see
some vertical gradient in flow velocity. The critical factor
is the relative size of the boundary layer versus some
characteristic model dimension, such as underbody clear-
ance. Past results have shown that with full scale wind
tunnels the effect can be negligible (e.g., Ref. 23). With
ecale models it can be more important; yet past work
reported in Ref. 25 and 26 has shown that the tunnel
boundary layer mainly affects longitudinal forces, and not
the crucial lateral properties.

In the crosswind case, on the other hand, the real world
road vehicle sees a crosswind boundary layer due to the
local terrain. This means that the flow at the roof height
can be different in magnitude and direction than that at
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bumper height. This rotational ehear effect is not generally

reproducible in conventional wind tunnels. It might be
of some importance for taller vehicles such as trailers, at
high sideslip angles. Yet, based on the physics of the

situation and on fairly good matches between past full

scale and simulation responses, this is probably not a first'

order effect.
Another related factor is the presence of turbulence in

the full scale case, as recently reported in Ref. 6. This
tends to be another relatively minor source of potential

real world./wind tunnel differences.
Transient Effects. This refers to the situation where

various parts of the vehicle are experiencing the same
flow field at different times, i.e., gust penetration. Though
it is feasible to measure such effects via dynamic wind
tunnel tests (i.e., rotary or translational models), the main
point is that such effects are not important for the problem

at hand. For example, Buning and Beauvais have shown

in Ref. 28 that transient aerodynamic forces: l) only come

to the fore at very large sideslip angles (e.g., 75 deg); 2)

are over within three vehicle lengths (e.g., half a second

at 60 mph); and 3) affect mainly the yaw moment, in the
expected manner. In all other cases that Ref. 28 examined,

the "transient" data duplicated the steady data to within

5 percent. The real point is that such effects are at higher

frequency (i.e., more rapid) than the crucial driver/vehicle

directional motions and control activity occurring below

Hto  I  Hz .
Nonrotating lfheel* Though of some importance in

high speed, open wheel tace cars with wide tires, past

studies have repeatedly shown this to be a very minor

effect with typical passenger vehicles (e.g., Ref. 23).

Other Wind Tunnel Effects. These include flow angu-

larity and streamline curvature, due to pre$ence oftunnel
walls; buoyancy effects, due to axial static pressure gra-

dients; and flow nonstationarity due to separation and

reattachment phenomena. These were relatively small in

the current experiments, and various calibration, correc-

tion, and measurement techniques were applied'
Note that in the current experiments-since vehicle

dffi rential effects were emphasized-minor discrepancies

in the absolute values of aerodynamic characteristics, due

to the above factors, were of little consequence and would

not affect the ordering of differences.

Test Method
The experiment$ were conducted at the Northrop Air'

craft Low Speed Wind Tunnel in Hawthorne, California.
This facility was selected for its large yaw table needed
for the adjacent truck studies. The Northrop tunnel is a

continuous flow type driven by a single six'bladed pro'
peller with a power capacity at 3600 hp. The test section

is 7 ft high by l0 ft wide (rectangular cross section) and

is approximately 20 ft long. A full width yaw table, 10
ft in diameter. is mounted in the tunnel floor.

The test setup involved mounting a six component
strain gauge balance internal to each ofthc car and trailer
models (as described in the next article). Each balance
was mounted to a support strut, then the vehicle body
shell was fitted over the balance and attached to it. The
model assembly was attached via the support strut to
special floor plates placed in the tunnel yaw table'

Most test nrn$ were made at a nominal tunnel dynamic
pressure (q) of laO psf which gave a Reynolds number
of approximately 2.2 y 106 per foot. Based on a typical
vehicle model wheelbase of I ft, this provides an effective
Reynolds number of 2.2 X 106. This is about 40 percent
of full scale (at 55 mph), and is about a factor of 4 above
the critical value.

All models were designed to fit on the same balancet.
Articulation angles were accomplished by changing pre-
drilled floor plates. The models were placed on the balance
blocks, tightened down with hold-down screwsr and all
holes taped over. The tunnel was then manually brought
up to specified dynamic pressure, relative wind angle was
set, and data were taken. The relative wind angle ( *) was
varied according to the following yaw schedule:

0 ,  - 5 ,  - 2 , O ,  + 2 ,  + 5 ,  + 1 0 ,  + 1 5 ,
+20, +25, +30, +35, +4O, +45, 0 degrecs

VEHICLE MODELS

Ten vehicle metric models were used in the wind tunnel
tests. These were l/10 scale models constructed from
hardwood and urethane foam, with aluminum internal
mounting pieces. Photos of the ten vehicles are presented
in Figures 4 through 13.

As discussed, the purpose of the tests was primarily to
determine the influence of overall body shape on lateral
aerodynamic properties of the combination vehicles' Spe-
cific makes and models were not being assessed as much
as generic shapes and forms' Therefore, minor body de-

Figure 4. Compact hatchback model (C).
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Figure 5. Sedan model (F1),

Figure 8. Bosy 5 x I utility trailer model (AVl).

Figure 6. Station wagon model (F2).

Figure 9. 5 x I utility trailer model with rounded vertical
corners (AVB).

Figure 10. 5 x I utility trailer model with rounded corners
and nose cone (AV4).Figure 7. Pickup/camper model (P).



Figure 1 1. Small travel trailer model (K), with tow vehicle C.

Figure

Figure 13. Large travel trailer model with tow vehicle F1.
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tails+uch as chrome trim strips, exposed windshield
wipers, radiators and internal flow which could have a
minor effect on drag-were not modeled. Somewhat
larger features such as mirrors, bumpers, window insets,
and underbody elements were modeled, as these could
have small influences on the planform flow.

Several of the vehicles were of variable configuratiort
and this aided in test efliciency and comparison between
configurations. The station wagon was simulated by add-
ing a shaped "wagon back" block to the aft ofthe sedan.
Similarly the various 5 X I utility trailer configurations
were obtained by changing top and front surfaces, etc.,
via interchangeable "block$." The three utility trailer
models obtained were:

AVlr Basic 5 X 8 trailer with
- square corners and
- rounded top

AV3: Basic 5 X 8 trailer with
- 5 in. radius veftical leading edges
- flat top, gutter around edge, no nose cone

AV4: $ame as AV3, plus nose cone

The wheels, fenders, and tongue were unchanged as the
configuration varied.

The underbody detail of the utility trailer model is
pictured in Figure 14. It consists of crossmembers and
aluminum shapes to represent the springs. The hole at
the back of the model was provided for the balance strut$
on this short model only.

The tires for all models had short "flats" on their
bottoms; and they were adjusted for fl in. clearance be-
tween the tire and ground plane in each test run to ensure
that all forces and moments were carried through the
instrumented mounting strut,

Tow vehicle/trailer articulation angle was varied by
using different trailer,/ground plane mounting or "posi-

tion" plates. These were constructed so that the trailer
would rotate about a center of rotation located at the
imaginary hitch point.

Figure 14. View of underbody detail on utility trailer model.
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Figure 15. Belance, balance block, and strut.

Each metric model was mounted to the strain gauge
balance via a balance block, as shown in Figure 15. In
turn, the balance itself was supported by a strut which
fit into a reces$ in the ground plane. The balance sensed
6 component forces and moments, and cables tran$mitted
the resulting signals to the data acquisition and reduction
system for processing and plotted output.

A series of tests were also run with an adjacent, non-
metric truck model in the tunnel, as shown in Figure 16.
This was a COE dual tandem tractor with 40 ft closed
van semitrailer, used in previous studies of truck aero-
dynamics (e.g., Ref. 29). The objective was to measure
the forces and moment$ on the combination vehicle as
affected by the flow around the truck. The two vehicles
were placed as though they were in adjacent lanes (cor-
responding to a 12 ft centerline spacing) and their relative
fore/aft positions were varied on successive runs (as in a
passing maneuyer). This was accomplished by varying
both truck and combination vehicle longitudinal mount-
ing stations on the ground plane.

TEST CONDITIONS

A range of nominal and off-nominal test conditions
was used to study the effects of interest. These included
the effects oft

r Crosswind angle (all runs)
r Operating conditions (e.g., vehicle and wind speed)
r Tow vehicle or trailer alone
r Tow vehicle/fialler combinations
r Adjacent truck

The values of crosswind angles used were mentioned
above. The largest angle (45 deg) corresponds to a 50
mph crosswind gust being encountered at a vehicle speed
of 50 mph.

The other test conditions are described below.

Sensitivity to Operating Conditions
A series of tests examining various operating conditions

looked at:

EXPEHIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 16. Model of COE 6 x 4 tractor with 40 ft van used
as adjacent truck, with combination vehicle C/K.

r Test repeatability, including flow hysteresis, and the
effects of:

- Airspeed (i.e., Reynolds number),
- Vehicle surface roughness, and
* Combination vehicle articulation angle.

Table 7 summarize$ the operating conditions tested.

Vehicle Alone Tests
Tow vehicle alone tests were run so that. later on. the

effects of trailer presence-and various trailer configu-
rations<ould be assessed. For example, the extent to
which tow vehicle yaw moments are affected by presence
of a trailer could be examined.

A similar series was run for trailers alone. fnr a differmt
reason. Though the trailer alone case may at first sound
unrealistic and immaterial-particularly because flow su-
perposition is not theoretically valid-it was desirable to
see whether there were any coarse "rules of thumb" that
might apply to trailer aerodynamic characteristics, lh-
dependent of tow vehicle. If this were found to be the
case, it would be useful to trailer manufacturers, who
presumably would prefer to develop their vehicles inde-
pendently from tow vehicle considerations. In fact, such
"superposability" wa$ found to exist in most cases, as
discussed in the next section.

Tow Vehicle/Trailer Combinations
The tested combinations are shown in Table L As seen,

not all possible combinations were run; instead, emphasis
was placed on those combinations which would have
higher frequency ofoccurrence in the real world, or which
were otherwise technically interesting (e.g., a "sleek" tow
vehicle,/trailer, such as C,zS).

The baseline vehicle for many of the sensitivity runs
was the midsize tow vehicle/trailer combination. F2,/S.
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TaHe 7. $ummary of operailng condhlone examined In experimente.

Operatinq variable ValuEe or Conditions Us€d
Crosswind anole 0, te, +5, +10, +15, +20, +25, +30, +40, +45, 0 dEgrg€s (nominal)
Articulation angle 0, =8 degrees (t2, =4, -16 degrees also us€d)

ReF€atebility/ hystQresis
Same configuration testd twice, 5 hours apart
Hysteresis check:0, +5,0, -5, -10, -15, *2A, --25, -30. -35, -40, -35, -30,
-25, -20, -15, *10, *5,0 d€grees crosswind anole

Heynolds number q : 20, 60, 100, 140 psf (for cleanest confiquration. C/S)

Vehicle surface roughness
(dEtail)

Tufts on ton vehicle rgar window and trunk lid, trailer front tace.
1 / 1 6 x 1 / 16 in. transverse balsa strips placed full width of vehicle, at bese of windshield
and rear window.

Table 8. Matrix of combination vehicles tested.

None AVl AV3 AV4 K s T

None 72 75 74 81 190 132

c 1 52" 163 162 161 106 160
F1 g4 43, 55 M 40 105 8S 112
F2 35 42 4 1 104 82

Baseline
1 1 1

P 153 129 1 1 0
f . i'Run numb€r.

Adjacent Truck
Previous FHWA re$earch in Refs. 29-31 examined in

detail the disturbances caused by adjacent trucks and
buses, mostly on single passenger vehicles. This included
the effects of truck geometry, size, vehicle lateral sepa-
ration, truck gap size, crosswind angle, fore/aft relative
positions, etc. The current tests sought to expand this
data base in one other direction, namely by focusing on
combination vehicles and the relative sensitivities of var-
ious vehicle and trailer shapes and sizes to truck-induced
disturbances.

As a gross generality, the previous FHWA and othsr
research showed that the main effect of the disturbing
truck is to create a "bow wave" of lateral moving air near
the cab face, and a secondary gap flow coming through
the space between the cab and van. Of course, the worst
case is when the passing vehicle is "downwind" of the
truck in a crosswind situation. As the passing vehicle
encounters these two crossflow jets, the vehicle undergoes
yaw disturbances which may lead to driver,/vehicle con-
trol oscillations and degraded control. In the combination
vehicle case, the parameters of interest are the relative
sizes and spacings of tow vehicle and trailer relative to
the truck cab and gap. In general, the presence of the
trailer leads to additional yaw disturbances on the tow
vehicle as the trailer also encounter$ the truck jets.

Figure 17 shows the relative fore/aft position used for

metfic vehicles and non-metric truck model. These were
chosen to emphasize bow and gap flow effects, and also
wake flow interaction.

On certain runs, the combination vehicle articulation
angle was also varied in truck proximity to determine
whether "aerod)mamic camber" created additional suc-
tion or repulsion relative to the side of the truck van, for
example.

AERODYNAMIC MEASURES

The experimental data obtained comprioed the 6 aero-
dynamic forces and moments for each vehicle, as a func-

flate tuilhil,tua ICV Fitw/nk, tE n ) E F/6

Figure 17. Model relative
periments.

positions for adjacent truck ex-
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Figure 18. Definition of aerodynamic reference centers, axis systems, reference dimensions, and sign conventions.

tion of crosswind angle. These were reduced to
corresponding aerodynamic coefficients for purposes of
plotting, analysis and comparison between vehicles; and
for direct comparisons between the model and full scale
situations.

Figure 18 defines the vehicle geometry, axis systems,
nomenclature and aerodynamic coefficient definitions. All
data were tabulated and plotted in these axis systems,
which are fixed relative to the metric vehicles. All quan-
tities have positive signs as drawn.

With regard to the relative wind angle (i.e., the angle
between the vehicle centerline and the wind) and the
articulation angle (angle between trailer and tow car),
Figure 19 shows positive values for these quantities.

Table 9 defines the reference dimensions for each of
the metric models. Note that 2 is measured from the
trailer axle centerline, or the midpoint between the two
axles for tandem axle trailers.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

This section presents results of the wind tunnel meas-
urement of combination vehicle aerodynamic properties,
pertinent to studies of:

r Effects of Operatirtg Conditions
r Effects of Vehicle Design and Hookup Practice

The interpreted results presented herein are necessarily
brief and, owing to premature termination of this work,
the crucial parameters with regard to trailer stability have
yet to be determined. Nevertheless, a recent exploratory
study in this area was accomplished and is reported in
Ref. 32. Some of the results of the Ref. 32 study of small
utility trailer aerodynamic sensitivity are mentioned here,
as a point of departure.

It has been shown in Ref. 32 and elsewhere that $tream-
lining of towed trailerrt can substantially reduce aerody-
namic drag. At the same time, this is also accompanied
by substantial increases in aerodynamic side force and
yaw moment acting on the box in crosswinds. Using a
vehicle dynamic simulation, Ref. 32 showed that, for
small trailers, the net effect of this was mainly

. To increase the critical, mid frequency, yawing motion
of the tow vehicle.

which tends to degrade driver control. Previous results
(e.g., Ref. l) have suggested that such disturbance motions
can be large enough to cause the driver to make sub-
stantial steering corrections, which in turn can lead to



t{ ind
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Figure 19. Positive values for relative wind and articulation
angle'

loss of control in the closed loop driver/vehicle/trailer
system. The key point is that the stability of the car/
trailer system itselfi$ not substantially changed by trailer
(still air) aerodynamics, but rather the trailer-and in
particular some streamlined trailers---{an increase the dis-
turbance forces acting on the tow vehicle in a crosswind.

This leads to a grossly simplified way of looking at the
current wind tunnel test data, as a starting point. From
the standpoint of the tow vehicle, the disturbance forces
caused by the trailer are limited to those acting on the
hitch ball. In reality, these comprise a whole list of forces,
such as longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces due to
trailer accelerations and direct crosswind force transfer.
Under steady state, straight ahead conditions, the dom-
inant yaw-inducing force on the hitch can be said to be
due to the trailer aerodynamic yaw moment with respect
to the trailer axle. Since this is the reference point used
in the current data (see Fig. 18), the steady state side
force on the hitch ball due to the crosswind is merely

Ytri,*t : CnrQS,

In other words, some appreciation for the trailer-induced
yaw disturbance acting on the tow vehicle can be obtained
by looking at the trailer yaw moment data (C,,,).

Also. the instantaneous side-to-side acceleration of the
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trailer due to a crosswind gust is directly proportional to
the trailer side force data (Cr,), i.e.,

(t*r*".* : ",, #)

On the other hand, the rollover potential of a given
trailer is related to both the aerodynamic rolling moment
and the trailer lift force measured in the crurent data.

Note that the above observations only consider the
steady state and instantaneou$ extremes of the crosswind
input (very low and very high frequencies), and do not
consider the mid-frequency effects important for driver
control. The mid-frequency response is determined by the
complicated interaction between aerodynamic, inertial,
tire and suspension effects; and a study of these inter-
actions-using a suitable dynamic model, such as was
begun under this study-is beyond the scope of this re-
Port'

In summary, the following points are made with regard
to the measured aerodynamic data;

r The trailer-induced yaw disturbance acting on the
tow vehicle is proportional to the trailer yaw moment
coefftcient, C,,,.

. The instantaneous lateral acceleration of the trailer
when encountering a crosswind is proportional to
the trailer side force coefftcient, Cr2.

. The overturning tendency of the trailer in a steady
crosswind is proportional to a weighted sum of trailer
rolling moment and vertical force coefftcients, C, and
C"r'

Table 9. Wind tunnel model reference data.

Tow
vehicle
model

x 1
(fr)

tr
(ft)

Al
(ft, )

Balance center
x-Coordinate'

(f0 (in.)

c
F1
F2
P

o.874
0.880
O.BBO
1.109

0.491
0.49e
0.4s2
0.544

0.208
0.200
0.200
0.625

-o.004
- 0 . 1 1 8
-0 .1  18
- 0.1 78

-0.05
-  1 . 4 1
-  1 .41
-  2 , 1 3

* For tow vehicle balanc€ c6ntdr, y.coordinate is 0,0 fti z-coordinetB l8 -0,196 tt.

Trailer
model

l 2
(ft)

ts
(n)

A2
(ft')

Balance center
x-Coordinate'*

(ft) (in)

AV1
AV3
AV4

K
S
T

0.782
0.782
0.782
1.000
1.370
1.458

0.597
0.597
0.597
0.607
0.622
0.675

0.325
0.328
0.328
o.475
0.575
0.674

0.053
0.053
0.053
0 . 1 2 3
0.487
0,582

0.63
0.63
0.63
1.47
5,84
8.98

**For trailBr belenco center, y-coordinets is 0.0 ft; z-coordinate is -0.298 tt.
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Etfects of Operating Conditions
As described previously, several areas were examined

which are more or less independent of vehicle confrgu-
ration. These included:

r Repeatability and hysteresis
r Total airspeed
r Vehicle surface roughness (level of detail)

These are described below, referring to the plots in the
Appendix (for lateral data) and (for longitudinal data).

Repeatability and Hysteresrs Plot I in Appendix shows
aerodynamic data for the sedan with body utility trailer
(F|lAVl) taken on two separate runs. The lateral data
show excellent-nearly identical-agreement for both
tow car and trailer data between the two runs.

The longitudinal data are less repeatabl-particularly
in car vertical force-though still quite good. Checking
the vertical force and pitching moment sensor resolution
and noise levels shows that the basic resolution band
( + lo) is about one plotting symbol wide. This is about
the same as the variation in the C, data between the two
runs. Other differences around zero yaw angle, associated
with the large drag peak, may be related to nonstationary
flow.

Hy$teresis is examined in Plot 2 for the station wagon
with streamlined travel trailer (F2,/S). Almost no hyster-
esis is detectable in any of the data at nominal yaw angles.
The only hint of hysteresis is at 30 degrees yaw angle in
the trailer drag data, and reflected also in the side force
and roll moment data. From the shape of the curves this
is probably related to stall of the planform flow, and
associated shifts in the backside separation point with
ascending and descending yaw angle. Though of small
magnitude, it is remotely conceivable this could excite
limit cycle trailer swing behavior at large crosswind an'
gles, and could be studied via simulation.

Total Airspeed. It is well known that the aerodynamic
forces acting on a body are directly proportional to the
square of the relative airspeed or, in other words, pro-
poftional to the dynamic pressure

: Dynamic pressure
: Air density
: Relative or total airspeed :

UffiTTJ
: Vehicle speed
: Headwind speed
: Crosswind speed

This speed-squared proportionality holds true to a very
high degree, except when large parts of the flow are

initially laminar, but separate and become turbulent as
speed increases. This transition is Reynolds number de-
pendent [occurring at about R. : 0.5(10)u]. However,
with typical real ground vehicles at real highway speeds,
the Reynold$ number is about ten times this value, and
so the flow always involves turbulent, separated flow with
large wakes. The only time Reynolds number (or, in other
words, V' proportionality) becomes an issue is when the
real flow is being simulated in a wind tunnel.

To test whether any non-speed-squared effects were
present, a range of dynamic pressure$ were examined,
using the most sensitive vehicle combination (i.e., the
smooth hatchback/streamline trailer, C/S). The following
range of speeds was used:

e H u V
rsD (10" 1-r; (ft/sr

20. 0.8 132.
62. 1.4 233.

102. 1.8 300.
141 .  2.1 351 .

o :  * J '

The results are shown in PIot 3. The lateral data show
virtually no sensitivity to Reynolds number across this
wide range. So the lateral results reported in the bulk of
the data apply directly to full scale. Furthermore, in full
scale all speed effects can be modeled as q-dependent, via
Eqs. 2 and 3.

The longitutinal data-particularly those of the
trailer-show some yery modest differences between the
lowest and highest Reynolds number runs. These are
small enough so that useful inter-vehicle comparisons can
still be made.

Most of the remainder of the test runs were performed
at the highest dynamic pressure of l,t0 psf, which is closest
to the full scale Reynolds number of about 5(10f.

Vehicle Surface Roag/rners. As shown in Fig. 20, some
tufts and disturbance strips were added to surfaces of the
sedan and boxy trailer. This was done for a threefold
purpose, namely:

r For flow visualization.
r To confirm that omission of minor modeling details

(such as windshield wipers) and generally low flow
turbulence did not affect the measurements.

. To attempt to uncover the mechanism causing the
large drag cusp near zero yaw, as seen in the longi-
tudinal data.

The results are shown in Plots 4 and 5. Once again the
lateral data show no sensitivity to either tufting or rough-
ness elements. The longitudinal data show little sensitivity
to tufting, and a moderate reduction of the sharp lift and
drag cusps in the car data. This suggests that the latter
may paftly be artifices of model smoothness and vortex
flow. The overall drag and lift curves are unaffected.

q
p
v

u.
u"
v8
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,
View of tufts and roughness strips added to corn-
bination vehicle F1 /AV1.

Effects of Vehicle Shape, Configuration, and
Combination

This article discusses the influence of confltguration on
the aerodynamic characteristics of combination vehicles'
In particular, this describes the effects of:

r Trailer shape
r Tow car shape

r Articulation angle
r Truck proximity

Treiler Shape. A key area of interest at the outset of
this study was the influence of trailer box shape and layout
on crosswind sensitivity. Figure 2la and b (Plot 6) shows
trailer aerodynamic characteristics for four different trail-
ers being towed by the hatchback car. Note that among
the trailers the only systematic shape change is between
AVI and AV4, thcse bcing very similar except for fairing
details. Trailers K and S are of different size as well as
shape. The lateral data show several interesting trends.
The side forces on the trailers (normalized by frontal area)
are strikingly similar, except for the boxy utility trailer,
which has /ower side force at larger yaw angles. This
could be due to larger backside separation regions,
whereas the srnoother or finer (longer) trailers may have
more back corner "yacuum" because of less separation.
A similar trend is evident in the roll moment data. How-
ever, here there is some evidence that the rounded lon-
gitudinal edges on the streamlined trailer S give some
advantage, in that it has slightly /ess overturning mo-
ment-though it is higher and larger-than the morc
angular K trailer. (This is clearer in some subsequent
data.) The yaw moment data show a wide spread in
characteristics, and, as discussed, this seems to be one of
the more crucial characteristics for handling. Generally
speaking, the rounded nose trailers show substantially

f f ik - l
Figure 20.

- .6

CONFIG
c / K
c / s
c/Avl
C/AV4

- 1

--t

SYM RUN
a  1 0 6
o 160
tr 163
*  1 6 1

141 ,43 ?.1
141  76  2 .1
141 .58  ? .1
1 4 1 . 0 1  2 . 1

-- 1.4

--3.? - 1 6

- 1

Figure 21a. Etfects of various hatchback/trailer combinations on trailer lateralcharacteristics.
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SYM RUN
A 106
o 160
D 163
#  1 6 1

CONFIG
C / K
C / S
C/AVI
C /AV4

141 .43  2 .1
141 ,76  2 .1
141 . s8  2 .1  1 ,0
141 .01  2 ,1

-40 -30 _20 - 1 0

Figure2lb. Effectof varioushatchback/trailercombinations on trailer longitudinal characteristics,

higher yaw moments than similar sized angular trailers.
This is partly due to their higher stall angle (30 deg versus
10 to 20 deg) and is probably again related to greater
suction at the front downwind corner.

The trailer longitudinal data are not surprising. The
drag coeffrcient varies by a factor of ? to 1 between the
boxy utility trailer AVI and the streamlined travel trailer
(although these must be multiplied by frontal area to get
actual drag force). The drag stays relatively constant with
crosswind angle, except for the noseconed utility trailer
AV4, which has substantially less drag at high crosswind
angles.

These data can be compared with the trailer alone data
of Plot 27 . As seen in the lateral data, absence of the tow
vehicle results in only slightly higher (e.g., 10 percent)
coeffrcients in most cases, and very similar curve shapes.
The prominent exception is the boxy utility trailer AVl,
which for crosswind angles less than 30 deg-without a
tow vehicle-shows a reversal of yaw moment coeffrcient
(giving a weathercock tendency). This is not unexpected
and is the classical result reported elsewhere for rectan-
gular solids (Adding a tow vehicle wake makes this vehicle
behave like the other, typical "blunt body" trailers.). The
longitudinal data similarly show very little differences,
with and without tow vehicle, for the straight-ahead con-
dition. The main difference is that without a tow vehicle.

the trailer drag increases substantially at crosswind angles
of 20 or 30 deg, typical of single, blunt bodies whereas
for combinations, drag stays about constant. Overall, for
this relatively "sleek" contemporary hatchback car, the
presence of the tow vehicle has surprisingly little effect
on the trailer aerodynamic forces and moments. The dy-
namic pressure prevailing at the trailer could be said to
be 90 percent or more of its freestream value (with the
exception of the high crosswind angle drag case).

Of course, as the tow vehicle becomes larger and less
streamlined, this situation changes, and the trailer op-
erates in increasingly "dead" air behind the tow vehicle.
As would be expected, the trailer shape differences be-
come less and less important in such a situation, and the
magnitude of the forces also diminishes. This is shown
in Plots 7 and 8, which compare the S and T trailers
being towed by the wagon (F2) versus the pickup (P).
Especially in the case of drag, the pickup shows a smaller
difference between the rounded and angular trailers and
a factor of 3 reduction in trailer drag. (Of course, this is
compensated by a large increase in tow vehicle drag.) The
prevailing dynamic pre$$ure for the trailer could be said
to be around 25 percent of freestream. So, to a very good
approximation, with some exceptions,

. Wind tunnel measurements performed on single
trailers alone can provide useful quantitative infor-



Figure 22. Comparison of aerodynamic drag, side {orce, and
yaw moment of various bodies at 30 degrees
crosswind angle.

mation applicable to their characteristics when being
towed behind contemporary passenger cars.

Other trailer shape effects are shown in Plots 9, 10,
and I I for the utility trailer variations. These support the
observation that adding rounded vertical corner$ and
nosecone can result in increases as large as 50 percent in
side force and 100 p€rcent in yaw and roll moment at
large crosswind angles, The change in trailer yaw moment
seans partly due to rounded corners, while the changes
in side force and roll moment $eem to mainly be due to
the nosecone addition,

All the above data show very small effect of trailer
shape on tow vehicles forces and moments, with the pos-
sible exception of tow vehicle drag.

A final comparison of trailer shape effects is presented
in Figure 22. As noted, the previous lateral data have
been normalized by frontal area, hitch-to-axle distance,
and wheel track. A ftrore pertinent normalization from a
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designer's standpoint would be by side area and box di-
mensions. This would help answer the question;

. Given a certain side area, what shape characteristics
can help improve lateral aerodynamics?

Thig normalization has been performed in Figure 22,
which shows drag coeffrcient (relative to frontal area),
side force coeffrcient (relative to side area), and yaw mo-
ment coefficient (relative to box volume and volume cen-
troid) for trailers alone. These are plotted for a 30 deg
yaw angle as a function of body fineness ratio, defined as
the ratio of length to height. Besides the six trailers shown,
other reference bodies are shown for comparison.

The data show that trailer type bodies bear a close
relationship to other ground and airborne body shapes,
when properly normalized. In terms of drag, they lie a
little below the rectangular solids repofted by Barth (Ref.
33) and the tractor-trailer trucks measured by Weir, et
al. (Ref. 29); and at somewhat higher drag than predicted
by slender body theory and ellipsoidal shapes (e.g., Ref.
35). The trailer drag coefficients range from a high of
about 0.9 for the boxy utility trailer (AVl), followed by:
the slightly rounded utility trailer (AV3); the two "chisel-

nosed" travelers (K, T); the noseconed utility (AV4); and
the most streamlined travel trailer (S), having a drag
coefftcient under 0.45. This suggests the range of drag
coefficients that can be practically obtained via body
shape.

The sideforce dats show the trailers to be generally
closer to the rectangular solid shapes, as expected, The
one exception is the streamlined trailer S, which is closer
to the ellipsoids and airship shapes (e.g., Ref. 35). An
interesting point is the vast difference between the
noseconed vehicle (AV4) and the streamliner. The much
lower side force for the latter is probably due to the
rounded longitudinal corner$ (cross-section streamlining).
On the other side, the extreme nose rounding and sharp
longitudinal corners of AV4 magnify its side force sen-
sitivity.

The yaw moment data, taken about the center of vol-
ume, show the trailers to be in good agreement with
slender body theory; that is, the longer the vehicle, the
greater the antiweathercock yaw moment about the box
center. As expected, the trailers with rounded noses give
higher yaw moments, while the boxy and chisel shapes
are lower. The verified relation to the volume centroid
in the last plot suggests that:

. The location of the volume centroid of the box is an
important parameter for yaw sensitivity of the trailer
and therefore the carltrailer combination.

Obviously, if the box center could be moved aft relative
to the axle, more of the lateral aerodynamic forces would
be reacted by the trailer tires, and less by the tow vehicle,
which is the desirable trend. Of course, this may be in
conflict with the trailer weight distribution requirements.
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AIso, it needs to be borne in mind that a subatantial part
of the yaw moment on these vehicles can be caused by
forc/zft pressure differentials (i.e., drag) acting out of the
plane of symmetry, as opposed to slender body effects.

Tow Vehicle Shape. Tow vehicle shape has already been
mentioned in regard to its effects on trailer aerodynamic
forces. The tow vehicle itself, ofcourse, represents another
disturbance input source, expressed in terms ofits lateral
aerodynamic characteristics. These are shown for the four
t€sted tow vehicles alone in Plot 12.

The lateral data show the expected trends with body
shape, with the streamlined hatchback having the lowest
side force and greatest adverse yaw moment sensitivity.
For the more flatsided and weathercock shapes, the ex-
pected trend away from this shows up, and the pickup/
camper gives into the wind yaw moments. The extremely
large roll moment of the pickup/camper is also noted. In
general, the tow vehicles show yaw moment stall around
25 deg and no side force stall up to 40 deg, in some
contrast to the trailer shapes.

The longitudinal data are remarkable, with typical drag
"buckets" being shown by all vehicles. The drag varies
over a range of 2 to l, like the trailers, though the tow
vehicles are at generally lower values because of higher
ftneness. The pickup/camper shows a large nose up pitch
moment (due to drag), which conceivably could affect its
high speed handling, expecially when coupled to a large
trailer.

Other effects of different tow car shapee are shown in
Plots 13, 14, 75, 76, 77, 19, 19, and 20. These again
confirm that:

. Lateral tow car and trailer characteristics are rela-
tively unaffected by the presence ofthe other vehicle,
except for the case oflarge high drag tow car, which
can reduce the lateral aerodynamic forces acting on
the trailer.

. There can be a relatively strong interaction between
tow car and trailer drag, each one being reduced
somewhat by the presence of the other; and the drag
on the total vehicle being greater than the drag on
either one, and less than the sum of the two.

The lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the six trail-
etr, as affected by the four tow vehicles, at 30 deg
crosswind angle, are summarized in Figure 23. These have
been plotted in terms of the "side force effective area"
(defined as the side force divided by dynamic pre$sure
or, in other words, the side force coeffrcient times the
side area); and the "hitch force effective area" (defined
as the yaw moment divided by dynamic pressure and
hitch-to-axle distance). The former is an indication of the
side-to-side accelerating force acting on a trailer due to
gusting; the latter indicate$ the hitch side force acting on
the car, due to gusts hitting the trailer.

As clearly shown, the presence or shape of the tow car
has little effict on these trailer charccteristics, until one

Figure 23. Comparison of trailer yaw and side force cross-
wind sensitives.

considers the large pickup/camper. (Also, the most
streamlined trailer, S, seem$ to show some sensitivity to
tow car shape.) Otherwise, the rank ordering of the trail-
ers shows interesting trends. In terms of side force area,
the nosecone utility trailer is substantially more sensitive
than the boxy utility trailer, with the rounded trailer lying
between these. On the other hanrl, the most streamlined
travel trailer is fairly close to the smaller chisel shaped
travel trailer, though its side area is substantially larger.
This underlines the effectiveness of rounded cross sec-
tions, and the adverse effects of rounded planforms. The
latter is brought out eyen more dramatically in the hitch
force area data, where the rounded planforms result in
larger hitch forces than squarer bodies of similar or even
larger side area.

Articulation Angle. The effects of articulation angle on
combination vehicle aerodynamics are shown in Plots 21,
22, 23,24, and 25. For the trailer lateral dara rhese een-
erally show that:

r Articulation angle changes are similar in effect to
crosswind angle changes.
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. When the sum of articulation and crosswind angles
is Iarge enough to produce stall (around 30 deg),
articulation angle changes have Iittle effect.

The effect of articulation angle on tow vehicle lateral
aerodynamics is relatively small, though perhaps notice-
able with the large "tail area" vehicles such as the pickup
camper.

A further analysis showed that, for at least one com-
bination vehicle (FllAVl), the trailer side force coeffr-
cient was 40 percent "stiffer" due to articulation angle
changes than due to crosswind angle changes. This may
be due to aerodynamic camber effects.

The longitudinal data showed only modest (and not
highly organized) changes in tow vehicle and trailer drag
with articulation angle changes.

The full implications of these effects on combination
vehicle stability are yet to be uncovered.

Truck Proximrty. The subject of truck,/combination ve-
hicle aerodynamic interaction is a complex one, and one
which should be treated via appropriate dynamic simu-
lation. The data presented in this report are voluminous
and have not been examined in detail with regard to the
effects of vehicle shape and size. Casual examination con-
flrrms the presence of truck bow wave and gap flows
resulting in large forces and moments on both tow vehicle
and trailer, which are also dependent on relative longi-
tudinal position. Of course, for straight-ahead (no
crosswind) conditions there is a repulsion force between
truck and trailer when the trailer is alongside the gap;
and there is a small suction force between the van and
trailer toward the aft of the rig.

Regarding articulation angle effects in truck proximity,
Plot 26 and other similar data show that articulation angle
has little effect toward the rear of the truck, and somewhat
more effect near the gap and bow waves, as compared to
the freestream (no truck) condition.

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recapitulation
An experimental investigation of combination vehicle

aerodynamic$, pertinent to crosswind and truck-induced
disturbances, was performed. The need for this work was
indicated by previous full scale tests which showed po-
tential loss of control situations. Also, past accident data
indicate a relatively high involvement of wind, truck blast,
and aerodynamic disturbances in passenger vehicle/trailer
accidents.

The study was accomplished via l/10 scale model wind
tunnel measurements performed on 6 trailers and 4 tow
vehicles. and various combinations thereof. For some
tests, a non-metric tractor trailer model was placed in the
flow field near the combination vehicle model.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

A large data base of aerodynamic characteristics was
gmerated for these contemporary vehicles, comprising 6
force and moment coefficients as a function of crosswind
angle. The effects of airspeed, articulation angle, trailer
and tow vehicle shape, surface roughness, and truck prox-
imity were quantified.

The program, which was to be followed up with com-
puter simulation and full scale tests phases to uncover
basic problem areas, was curtailed after the wind tunnel
e:(periments, because of Governmentwide fiscal cuts at
that time.

General Findings. The following are preliminary ob-
servations and trends substantiated by these data:

r To a very good approximation, the aerodynamic
characteristics of a typical utility or travel trailer in
tow are accurately represented by the characteristics
of the trailer by itself. With some exceptions (ex-
tremely sharp edged or streamlined vehicles), it
seems reasonable and useful for trailer manufacturers
to perform trailer alone wind tunnel measurement$
during vehicle development.

r Contemporary passenger vehicles are aerodynemi-
cally clean enough that their presence does not
greatly alter the flow and forces on the trailer, with
the occasional exception of drag. Of course larger,
body RV type tow vehicles reduce all the aerodyn-
amic forces and moments on the trailer and tend to
reduce inter-trailer differences.

r A good appreciation for the effects ofshape on trailer
aerodynamics can be gained by referring to the clas-
sical aeronautical shapes and extent data. The latter
accurately bound the forces and moments acting on
real trailers at large crosswind angles, when the
proper normalizing dimensions are used. The best
set of the latter was found to be; frontal area (for
drag), box side area (for side force), box volume (for
yaw moment).

r Rounded front faces (in trailer planform) tend to
give somewhat higher side force sensitivity and sub-
stantially higher (up to lfi) percent) yaw moment
sensitivity, as has been shown in past aeronautical
studies.

r Rounded longitudinal edges (i.e., rounded cross sec-
tions) can result in greatly reduced side force sen-
sitivity, as is also known from past data.

r The yaw moment sensitivity of trailers can be im-
proved by moving the ccnter of volume of the box
aft relative to the axle centerline. All other factors
remaining equal, this can result in reduced tow car
yaw dispersions and control diffrculty in crosswinds.

r The drag interaction between tow car and trailer
seems to result in the total drag being less than the
sum of the tow and greater than either one, with
large variations within this range dependent on ve-
hicle shape details and interaction.
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Recommendations
Since only a cursory examination of this large data base

could be performed, and in the absence of simulation,
analysis and full scale work on this problem area, it is
recommended that at some future date the original con-
tract objectives be again pursued. It is realized that this
should take place as a result of established and contem-
porary accident trends, and need for problem identifi-
cation, and also recognizing that the trailer and RV
industry could probably make constructive use of such
results.

The extent and depth of the current experimental data
are large enough that other investigators could make more
fruitful use of them than what has been possible here.
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Gonslderation About the Relation of Headlamp Glare and Driving
Visibility

HIROAKI SHINKAI, YOSHIMASA OSUMI
Toyota Motor Corporation

ABSTRACT

As we often drive a car at night under the driving
situation that only the use of low beam in headlamps is
permitted, despite driver's desire to use high beam, pho-
tometric improvement in the low beam is considered to
be necessary in order to improve driving visibility. Most
drivers wish to have improved low beam which is capable
to see a far distance, while they demand not to have
dazzling light distribution on opposing cars. A means to
see a far distance is to increase the lamp intensity or an
upward looking lighting line. In the latter case road sur-
face near the vehicle becomes dark. For thar reason an
increase of lamp intensity is selected in order to see a far
distance. But, as we know, it is the glare that affects
driver's visibility which causes an increased serious
problem.

Hence the threshold level of the glare is examined based
on field tests finding a tolerable level of discomfort due
to the dazzling and target visibility. Further, increase of
visibility distance is examined when the headlamp inten-
sity is increased to threshold level of the glare.

INTRODUCTION

Driving visibility at. night ie obtained with roadway
lighting and vehicle headlamp. Roadway lighting brightly
illuminate the road surface and surrounding, and con-
tribute to accident prevention. Figure 1 shows effect of
roadway lighting in Japan (l). Furthermore this efTect
has been reported in several countriee (2) (3) (4). But,
installing roadway lighting to all roadways would give
adverse effect to energy and cost saving. For that reason
it will not be enforced. Hence headlamp performance
becomes irnportant to s€cure driving visibility at night.
Headlamps are equipped with low and high beam. Pres-
ently, high beam is used few times. According to our
investigation, the rate of used low beam is over ninety
percent on ordinary roads in Japan. According to a study
in the U.S.A., seventy-five percent of drivers use low beam
even in very light traffic (5). Considering thar situarion,
a single beam headlamp, with removed high beam, has
been made for a study (6).

On the other hand, at traffrc conditions which require
illore than low beam, thoughtless drivers who use high
beam for unsatisfactory low beam visibility annoy other
drivers, If the low beam gives a proper visibility, unsat-
isfactory visibility and annoyance to the other drivers are
solved. A three-beam headlamp system, for supply be.
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Figure 1. Accident rate at night with and without roadway
lightings.

tween low and high beam visibility, has been studied (7)
(8) (e).

From the cases discussed so far, we consider that im-
provement of driving visibility at night means to improve
the low beam, and to increase the visibility distance.
Therefore the low beam needs an intensity increase. But,
increasing low beam intensity, opposing drivers suffer
discomfort due to dazzling and visual obstacle in forward
field of view. A polarized headlamp system has been
reported to be successful to reduce glare and see a far
distance (10). But it is not yet used in practice.

Hence, when the low beam intensity in the cuffent
headlamp system is increased, we considered the follow-
ing:

l) What is the permitted glare level?
2) How much is the increase of visibility distance when

the lamp intensity is increased to the permitted glare
level?

ESTABLISHMENT OF THRESHOLD LEVEL
OF GLARE

Concept
Glare is a temporary visual disturbance, which occurs

when the eye receives more than the adaptation light.
Glare has been distinguished between discomfort glare,

which is subjective glare, and disability glare, which be-
comes a visual obstacle in the forward flreld of view. In
this study, we experimented discomfort glare test, which
answered the glare feeling, and disability glare test, which
recognizes the target shape. We considered the threshold
level of the glare from both te$t results.

Method
Procedure. Location of observer and glare vehicle are

shown in Figure 2. Test was done at static condition.

The following explains the test procedure.

l) Observer and glare vehicle is set at a normal aiming
which is provided by the security and inspection
standard in Japan.

?) Subject watches the target which moves farther
away, and gives a signal when the target shape be-
comes the threshold level of recognition.

3) Glare vehicle headlamp is changed by certain de-
grees to a look upward position. (Glare increasing
method is increase of intensity and look upward
position. In this test, Iook upward was chosen.)

4) Subject gives a signal when the target shape becomes
unrecognizable.

5) At that time, illuminance of eye position (cornea
illuminance) is measured.

6) Subject answers discomfortability feeling a five point
scale:

5 unbearable
4 very dazzling
3 dazzling
2 a little dazzling
I same as normal aiming condition

7) Glare vehicle is moved to the next distance point.

Procedures from number one to six are repeated. From
the above procedures, cornea illuminance of threshold
level of target shape recognition and evaluation value of
discomfortability feeling are obtained.

Condition. The distances between observer vehicle lamp
and glare vehicle lamp are selected in the range of 50 m,
100 m and 150 m, that they may affect glare. The lamps
with the U.S. and the European beam pattern adapted
for Japanese Industrial Standards are used as the glare
lamps. As the target, a gray cylinder of 300 mm height,
110 mm radius and 13 Dercent reflectivitv is used. l0 male

Figure 3. Fonvard field of view during the test. (Target is
seen in the center of the photograph,)

O A S T R V E F  V E H I C L E
(  S U B J E C T  )

t c  t 0 0

D I S T A N C E  B E i l E E N  U M E  ( n I

Figure 2. Location of test vehicles.
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subjects, whose visrrd acuity are from 0.7 to 1.5 meaeurcd
by Landolt Ring, participated in this experiment.

Result and Consideration

Comparison of Beam Pdttern The relation of the dis-
tance between lamps and the maximum cornea illumi-
nance for the shape recognition of the target, is shown
in Figure 4 by the U.S. and the European beam patterns.
The significant difference could not be observed between
the U.S. and the European beam pattern.

A comparison of these beams has been made many
times (ll), but a superiority of either one has not been
concluded.

The Threshold Level of the Glare. Since there are no
difference of beam patterns, these data are pooled and
the mean value is calculated. Figure 5 shows the maxi-
mum cornea illuminance level for the shape recognition
of the target and the isodiscomfort level.

Since the mean of the maximum corflea illuminance
level is equivalent to the 'dazzling' level, its illuminance
level is not allowable as the threshold level of the glare.
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Figure 5. The maximum cornea illuminence level for the
shape recognition and the isodiscomfort level.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

The threshold levcl of the glare must be selected in the
range that almost all drivers can see targets with little
discomfortability. A lower limit of 95 percent confidence
interval of'a little dazzling' level is selected as little dis-
comfortability level and shown in Figure 6. It is nearly
equal to the 'x - l.c'of the maximum cornea il lumi-
nance level.

Statistically about 85 percent of drivers can recognise
the target at 'i - l.or'.

Therefore the 'x - 1.a' of maximum corrl€a illumi-
nance level is adopted as the threshold level of the glare.

The Relation among Opposing Yehicle Position, Cornea
Illuminance and Target Visibility. It i$ said that the veil
produced by the lamp of the opposing vehicle increases
the background brightness of the target and produces a
negative effect on the visibility (12). The formula based
on this fact is expressed as follows.

Bv' = lO.E' / (A (0 + 1.5))

Where Bv' is veiling brightness, E' is cornea illuminance
and d is angle between opposing vehicle lamps and target
from driver's view point. The relations among Bv', E'and
0 are shown in Figure 7 by applying this formula with
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E' as the threshold level of thc glare and d as the cal-
culated value from the distance between lamps and target
position.

When the glare vehicle is far and d is small, in terms,
the glare lamps reaches central vision, and the allowable
cornea illuminance E' decreases. When the glare vehicle
is near and 0 is large, in terms, the glare lamps is far
from central vision, and the allowable cornea illuminance
E' increases. Whether the glare vehicle is far or near,
accordingly, the veil brightness Bv' almost remains at a
constant level. Since Bv' affects the target visibility, it is
almost the same regardless of the glare vehicle's position.

CERTIFICATION OF INCHEASED VISIBIL-
ITY DISTANCE BY INCREASING LAMP
INTENSITY

The effect that increasing lamp intensity up to the
threshold level ofthe glare increased visibility distance ie
introduced in the case of shape recognition and presence
recognition.

Shape Recognition
Method, The distance between lamps is set at 50 m or

100 m, and the test procedures are as follows.

l) The lamps of the observer and glare vehicle are set
at normal aiming.

2) The Subject watches the target and answers the
farthest position in which he can recogrrize its shape.
The visibility distance is defined as the distance
between the observer vehicle and the target.

3) The Inmp intensity of the vehicles is increased up
to the threshold level of the glare.

4) The subject answers the farthest position in which
he can recognize its shape.

Result. Figure 8 shows that increasing the lamp inten-
sity makes the visibility distance 6 to l0 percent longer
with glare vehicle and 19 percent without glare vehicle.
It is expected that increasing the lamp intensity improves
the driving visibility at night.

Presence Recognition
Method. The visibility distance is dedved without glare

vehicle, and the procedures are as follows.

l) The subject in the stationary vehicle watches the
moving target and answers the fartheet position in
which he can recognize its presence. At that posi-
tion, a vertical illuminance is measured.

2) The lamp intensity measured in darkroom is con-
verted into the vertical illuminance on the road,
whose isolux line is drawn.

3) The visibility distance is defined as the distance

EXFERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES
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Figure 8. Visibility distance for shape recognition.

between the observer vehicle and the point where
the isolux line at the vertical illuminance, observed
in the field test, intersects the extention line of the
vehicle center line.

4) The visibility distancc is derived at normal aiming
level and at the threshold glare level.

Result. The result of the field test shows that the subject
can see the target when the vertical illuminance is more
than 3.8 lx.

The isolux line at 3.8 lx vertical illuminance calculated
is shown in Figure 9. It shows that the visibility distance
is 45 m in normal aiming level and 60 m in the threshold
glare level. Therefore, the rate ofincreased distance is 33
percent without glare vehicle. Accordingly, increasing
lamp intensity makes visibility distance longer to give
drivers the time for judgment and reaction.

CONCLUSION

Improvement of night time visibility can be erpected
by the increase of low beam intensity. If so, increased
intensity has maximum value. Threshold level of the glare
is considered from relation of glare and target visibility.

t I N C R E A S T D  I a T E N S I T Y  T A M P

i O R H A L  A I M I N G  I A M F

Figure g. Visibility distance for presence recognition,
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l) Headlamps intensity which do not exceed the
threshold level of the glare, can be increased up to
the said glare level. Then visibility distance will be

. increased. Visibility distance, in our case, was about
40 m to the shape, and about 60 to the presence
recognition.

2) Headlamps intensity which exceed the threshold
level of the glare, should be decreased down to the

' said glare level to reduce the glare of driver-

These results were obtained under the static condition.
and supposed target was used, However, these results may
change with road and trafftc environment. Therefore fur-
ther studies are needed.
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Vehicle Handling and Active Safety Alfa Romeo's Researches on
Driver Vehicle System

LUCIANO CHIDINI
ALFA ROMEO s.P.a.

ALFA ROMEO FOR SAFER DRIVING

The aim of research on Active Safety is to reduce
accident risk to a minimum by improving stability, han-
dling and braking characteristics.

The directions followed by such re$earch are threefold;
to analyze these characteristics with precision, to establish
the type of improvement called for, and to find the way
to obtain it.

The problem is made all the more complex by the wide
range of factors that affect the dynamic behaviour of a
vehicle; moreover, safety depends above all on the inter-
action between DRIVER, ENVIRONMENT and VE"
HICLE.

Up to now the main approach to this question has
taken the form of simulation by expert test-drivers of the
various kinds of manoeuvre that may be made by various
kinds of driver. The acceptability of a vehicle's safety is

based on a subjective evaluation of the results given by
the vehicle.

Obviously, this experimental approach cannot be ap-
plied in the design phase but only afterwards when the
prototypes are built. It is theretbre essential to realize to
what extent the design parameter$ contribute to achieving
the ideal characteristics of progressivenes$, predictability
and uniformity of vehicle behaviour.

With this aim in mind the real behaviour of the
DRMR,/VEHICLE System is subjected ro intensive
study at Alfa Romeo. This research activity has two in-
terrelated facetsr the experimental approach and the the-
oretical approach. The purpose of the theoretical
approach is to obtain mathematical simulation models.

The experimental approach usqs track tests to learn
about the vehicle's dynamic behavibur in a series of ma-
noeuvres, thanks to instruments able to establish all the
parameters regarding motion, course angle, and sideslip
angle.

Alfa Romeo's experimental research is carried out on
the Balocco track, which covers an area of500 acres with
driving $urfaces totalling more than 20 kilometres in
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length. The roads include bends with radii ranging from
20 to 300 metres and reproduce the most frequently en-
countered types of surface and irregularities.

The vehicles u$ed are in effect mobile laboratories, in-
corporating the latest and most sophisticated instruments
available, which are capable of measuring all the param-
eter$ of movement.

Some of these instruments are actually designed by Alfa
Romeo: for example, sensor$ for measuring the slip angles
of tyres, the device for maintaining predetermined angles
and others.

In the course of theoretical research a model with N
degrees of freedom is studied, bearing in mind the non-
linearity ofthe real behaviour oftyres, suspensions, shock
absorbers, etc. The most important movements are those
of roll, yaw and lateral traverse of the sprung masses.

The validity and refinement of the mathematical model
are determined by an experimental/theoretical compari-
son of the main parameters of the vehicle's steady state
and transient state responses.

The various aspects of the vehicle's rflotion are noted
by the on-board instruments, recorded on tape and de-
coded with a processing computer.

A comparison of the motion parameters measured ex-
perimentally and those obtained by calculation from the
mathematical model of the vehicle assure$ the validitv of
the latter.
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DRIVEH'S MATHEMATICAL MODEL
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

In this particular case we have a comparison between
the calculated response to transversal acceleration and
that mea$ured experimentally in a test of overtaking at
100 kilometres an hour with superimposed steering law.

In this way we are able to establish the dynamic be-
haviour of the vehicle and its suspensions and tyre$ in
manoeuvres that utilize the adherence available to its
limit, and to reproduce it by calculation.

What is particularly significant is the high degree of
lateral hold achieved by the vehicle, in that the higher
this is, the greater the margin of safety for the driver.
And this, not only to obtain a better performance, but
above all, to be able to control the vehicle in emergency
conditions or those created by errors ofjudgment on the
part of the driver.

COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED AND AVERAGE EX-
PERIMENTAL STEEHING LAWS. CALCULATED TRAJEC-
TOHY OF THE VEHICLE.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE VEHICLE/DRIVEH
SYSTEM

Simulation of an impegnative manoeuvre of insertion while
corner ing  r :  100 m;  v :92  km/h  (57 ,5  mph) ,  la te ra l
acceleration corresponding : 0,65 g

Bad road-holding caused by excessive understeer
inhibi ts dr iver B to keep this car on the road when

leaving the corner.

In this steering pad test transversal acceleration exceeds
0.9 g: in other words, the centrifugal force acting on the
vehicle is equivalent to 0.9 times the weight of the vehicle
itself.

However, in defining the optimum compromise be-
tween stability and handling, the variable represented by
the driver mu$t not be overlooked.

Thanks to this familiarity with the vehicle's possibili-
ties, the expert driver can obtain the best possible per-
formance from it, while keeping control even in
emergency situations.

Such is these case with the Italian Police squad car
drivers, who must undergo intensive training.

In these courses, which are held at the Car and Engine
Experimental Institute at Anagni, not far from Rome,
the driver is taught to identify a car's limits and, if nec-
essary, to reach them.

By practising special manoeuvres drivers become pro-
ficient in performing slaloms, S-bends, cornu spirals, etc.

T E  S T  I

D R I V E R  A

E X F E F I M E N T A L

C A  L C  U L A T E O

Vehicle ryith excessiye undErsteet

OriYar A {6xpfri)
Fcsoonse time = O.55 sft

Avrrog" poth tudgefredt eilor = O,9 it

,0 i ,

Driv€r B lof modest otility)
Resmns tim€ = I,l 3*

Av€roge Doth iudgamadt crrs = 2,9 m



MATHEMATICAL II'ODEL OF THE VEHICLE/DRIVER
SYSTEM

$imulation of an impegnative manoeuvre of in$enion while
corner ing  r :  100 m;  v :92  km/h  (57 ,5  mph) ,  la te ra l
acceleration corresponding : 0,65 g

Driver B manages to complete the manoeuvre but is obliged
to apply opposite lock and make use ol all the available road
surface.
But the training and equipmant required to achieve this
degree of skill in driving (which is professionally neaessary
for this category road-user) are not available to the vast
majority of drivers.

Who exactly is the average driver, and how does he
react, especially in emergency manoeuvres?

Unfortunately it is not possible to measure either the
degree of experience or the psycho-physical state of a
driver. We have, therefore, tried to define, as for vehicles,
a calculation model that simulates, through reasonable
hypotheses, a driver's real behaviour.

ln our model it is assumed that the driver uses the
steering wheel in an attempt to follow as far as possible
the course he regards as ideal, so as not to go out of his
lane and, even more imperative, off the carriageway al-
together.

The extent to which the steering can be corrected is
limited physically or the one hand by the adherence avail-
able at the front wheel, and mentally by the precision

SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

with which the driver receives and analyzes data cort-
cerning the road.

The validity of the model is checked in exhaustive
transient state manoeuvres by comparing the average
course of the steering law observed experimentally with
that obtained by calculation. In this instance the com-
parison refers to an overtaking testr the correspondence
between the steering angle data observed and those cal-
culated is quite good, especially in the light of the dis-
persiveness of experimental data and of the relative
simplicity of the calculation model.

By means of models based on experimental observations
we are thus able to recreate by calculation manoeuvres
that are not repeatable experimentally, for reasons of
space or driver safety, or becaurie of the unpredictability
of environmental factors such as wind, aquaplaning, etc.

Such is the case with a bend mistakenly taken at an
excessive speed.

This manoeuvre is simulated by the computer with

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE VEHICLEIDHIVEH
SYSTEM

Simulation of an impegnative manoeuvre ol inserlion while
c o r n e r i n g  r : 1 0 0  r n i  v : 9 2  k m / h  ( 5 7 , 5  m p h ) ,  l a t e r a l
acceleration corresponding : 0,65 g

Vehich with optimired underste€r

Drlv; A (crocill
Response t'mc - O 55 #6

Ave?qf,c poth tudgement error = O,9 m

Orivcr B (ol mode3t obilitvl
Rd3@r6{ trnd = t,t sGG

Aerrogs poth iudgement mor = 1.9 m

Vehicle with insuff ioent underst€€f

Drivcr A {axo*i}
Rrspon* tifri = 0,55 9fr

Av|rolt polh 1udgomenr error = 0.9 m
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Driver B lot modest obilityl
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varying degrees of understeer as applied by drivers of
different levels of proficiency.

As is to be expected, the expert driver has no difftculty
in controlling the course of the vehicle with adequate
steering laws.

The differing degree of understeer of the vehicle is

reflected in the extent of the steering corrections.
In the same conditions the inexpert driver is able to

complete the manoeuvre only with the optimized under-
steer to compensate for his lack of driving skill.

The result of excessive understeer and insuffrcient un-
dersteer, as compared with optimized understeer, is going
offthe road. However, control of the vehicle is influenced
not only by manoeuvring errors but also by unforeseeable
external circumstances.

One such case is the abrupt release of the accelerator
on a bend, caused, for example, by a sudden obstacle on
the carriageway.

The greater the initial transversal acceleration of the
vehicle, the more dangerous this manoeuvre is.

In this case, too, the vehicle's under$teer is of funda-
mental importance. Following throttle release the vehicle
with optimized understeer tends fltrst of all to close the
bend and then to enter a circular course with a reduced
radius. The vehicle with less understeer, on the other
hand, presents an unstable behaviour.

The vehicle with optimized understeer thus calls for
only a modest intervention on the part of the driver to
maintain control of its course.

To conclude, we may say that only limited number of
drivers are experienced enough to make full use of the
potential of present-day vehicles, to adapt to changing
environmental conditions, and to carry out instinctively
the most effective manoeuvres needed in emergency con-
ditions.

But it is as much true that higher levels of cornering
properties represent for the '*normal driver" a reassuring
margin of safety.

It is, then, up to the setrse of initiative and responsibility
of the individual car-maker to reconcile stability and han-
dling requirement$ so that control of the vehicle is rea-
sonably for drivers ofdiffering experience and skill, even
in the eventuality of errors of judgment and emergency
situations. These are the goals that have always inspired
Alfa Romeo, and which specifically determine the ori-
entation of the company'$ present research on the Driver-
Vehicle Svstem.

Increase of Driving Safety Through New Concept Four Wheel Drlve
Vehicle

HEMPEI MATSUMOTO, GYOICHI HATAYA,
TETSUO SATO, MAMORU MORINAGA,
ANd YOICHI DESAKI

Subaru Engineering Division
Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd.

ABSTRACT

Four wheel drive vehicles have superior performance
in driving safety on mountainous terrain and snowy roads.
They have usually in the past, however, been inferior to
conventional vehicles in stability in the high speed range,



quietness and riding comfort, and maneuvering ease, ac-
companied by disadvantages in price and fuel economy.

The growth of motorization has brought recently an
increasing number of motorists who wish to drive safely
and comfortably under various circumstances. The four
wheel drive vehicle we introduce here (referred to here-
after as NC4V-A) is an answer to such a demand in the
market; it is designed on the basis of a front wheel drive
car and has a part-time 4WD system, with which the
driver can switch from FWD to 4WD and vice versa
without stopping the car. This new model of four wheel
drive vehicle is provided with greater security in driving
on hilly, snowy or rainy roads, and also with directional
$tability, quietness and riding comfort in high speed driv-
ing on ordinary paved roads, comparable with those of
conventional passenger vehicles. Price and fuel economy
also compare well with other conventional cars.

An automatic transmission model is also available, in
which instantaneous and easy switching of the drive mode
is possible with the push button control, on any road and
at any speed. It enables the driver to select the drive mode
freely, and makes possible a safer car, which can be easily
driven in various circumstances even by an unskilled
driver.

On the same basis of design concept, a cab-over typc
mini car, wagon and truck modele, with part-time 4WD
system (referred to hereafter as NC4V-B) was developed
as a derivative of the RWD mini car, which is propelled
by a 550 cc engine.

In this paper, construction of these "New Concept
Four-Wheel-Drive Vehicles" is outlined. and their drive-
ability on rough roads, stability, controllability, and
crashworthiness are discussed, as well as fuel economy
and quietness.

BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF NC4V

Four-wheel-drive vehicles in Japan before 1970 were
constructed principally for the purpose of off-road driv-
ing. They were stout and excelled in rough road drive-
ability. Their hard suspensions, however, made them
uncomfortable and unsuitable for high speed cruising.
Moreover. 4WD controls were rather difftcult to handle
and were not always accepted by the average driver, The
expansion of motorization in this country since then
brought a $trong demand by the increased number of
motorists for safer and more comfortable driving under
various circumstances. This came on one hand from the
increase of snowy road driving for winter sport$, on the
other hand from the situation that about $eventy percent
of this country is mountainous and a large number of
houses are built on hillsides, as shown in Figure l. These
illustrate one of the extreme snow-fall districts, where in

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 1. Sample of houses on slopes.

roads are covered witb snow for about half the

To cope with this situation, the NC4V-A, was devel-
oped as a vehicle which has both the rough road drive-
ability of 4WD cars and the roominess and comfort of
passenger cars, and which also has good stability on
$nowy or slippery roads. Production began in 1972 and
has steadily increased year by year. Nowadays it wins
wide acceptance by con$umers as a general purpose pas-
senger vehicle and as their means of daily transportation
in the snowy and/or mountainous regions.

NC4V-B is derived from a small RWD commercial
vehicle, and was developed with the aim of improving
driveability on $nowy roads or muddy surfaces, which
was a relatively weak point of its predecessor, while the
advantages in the utility, total economy and riding com-
fort were not diminished. In 1980, it was brought into
production and now it is very popular, especially in the
snowy districts.

OUTLINE OF NC4V

Model Line-up
The NC4V"A has a line-up of four models: station

wagon, 4 door sedan, hatchback and open type MPV, as
shown in Figure 2. There are two engine families, 16OO

StaiLon lfsgou 4 Doar sdcian

ilatch Back

NC4V-A lines.
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES
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Figure 3. NC4V-B lines.

cc and l80O cc; this light curbweight (915 kg to 1090 kg)
and accordingly small displacement contribute to the
lower fuel economy and price.

The NC4V-B has two models, cab-over wagon and
truck, as illustrated in Figure 3. Engine displacement is
550 cc and the curbweight is so small (670 kg to 795 kg)
that it is very economical.

NC4V User Attributes
The NC4V-A is, as described above, designed as a

multipurposemeans of transportation which can be driven
safely by the average driver under various climate and
road conditions, accompanied by the ordinary perform-
ance of a passenger car. This design concept is reflected
in the NC4V-A user attributes. For the sedan, commuter
use is the most common at 6l%o, followed by lTVo for
recreation, lSVo for business, and gTo for shopping or
visiting. For the station wagon, business use leads at 43Vo,
next 35Vo for commuting, and lgTo for recreation. Per-
sonal use leads business use in both cases (Fig. a).

The NC4V-B is used mainly in snowy districts for daily
transportation; market research has revealed that it is
employed widely not only for business use but also for
personal use. In particular, the high-roof wagon model's
recreational use is about 4OVo wd illustrates its multi
purpose utility (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. General use of the NC4V-B in Japan.

Construction of NC4V
Basic construction of the NC4V-A consists of transaxle

(transmission of the original FWD passenger vehicle com-
bined with additional rear wheel drive mechanism), pro-
peller shaft, rear differential gears and rear axle shafts
(Fig. 6). Front suspension is a MacPherson strut type,
which employs a leading rod link to lessen the distortion
of wheel alignment even in the case of a slight impact.
Rear suspension is a semitrailing arm type.

The dual range transmission of the NC4v-A is illus-
trated in Figure 7, in which secondary two-stage (high
and low) transmission with synchromesh mechanism is
assembled between clutch and main gearbox. In most
examples of the traditional 4WD design, the selector
mechanism is set up behind the transmission gearbox, so
that the driver has to stop the vehicle in order to select
the dual range gear position. With rhe NC4V-A's dual
range gearbox configuration, it is possible to select the
position when the clutch is disengaged without stopping
the vehicle. FWD : 4WD switching and control of sec-
ondary gearbox are performed by means of a single lever
that the driver may operate without any confusion or
difficulty.

Figure 6. Phantom view of the NC4V-A.
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Figure 7. Transmission, transfer and dual range system of
the NC4V-A.

Figure 8. Automatic transmission and transfer system of the
NC4V-A.

Automatic transmissiofl of the NC4V-A is illustrated
in Figure 8, where the transfer for 4WD is composed of
a hydraulic multi-disc clutch and solenoid valve. FWD
: 4WD switching is instantaneously performed by push-
ing the button located near the automatic transmission
control knob (Fig. 9). With this system the braking effect
due to the difference of front and rear wheel revolutions
is eliminated by means of regulating the capacity of the
transfer clutch to correspond to engine load.

SECTION 5: TECHNTCAL SESSIONS

Figure l0 is an outline drawing of the NC4V-8. Here
the FWD system is added to the original RWD system,
with maximal consideration to preserving the space utility
of a RWD vehicle and to avoiding deterioration of vi-
bration, noise and controllability factors. The engine and
transaxle units are located transversely in the rear and
ordinarily propel the rear wheels. Power output for driv-
ing the front wheels comes from the transfer in front of
the transaxle and is transmitted through the propeller
shaft located forward along the center line of the body,
to the front differential gear under the driver's seat. RWD
: 4WD switching is performed by means of a push-pull
cable connecting the transfer and the drive selector lever
under the driver's seat. Figure I I shows the 4WD tran-
saxle of the NC4V-8.

SAFETY OF NC4V :

Driveability
Superior driveability of 4WD vehicles on snowy, icy

or gravel roads is one of the most distinguished factors

Figure 10. Chassis, suspension and driveline of the NC4V-
B.

Figure 11. (Flight) Transmission, transfer-system of the
NC4V-8.

Su

Figure 9. (Left) FWD-aWD switching button tocat€d near the
automatic control knob of the NC4V-A.
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whe
R-t.:
Rlo:

, L :

of their better safety performance compared with 2WD
vehicles. In the case of the NC4V. in which even unskilled
drivers can easily switch from 2WD to 4WD, this factor
is most etTective for safety.

re
normal load on front wheels on level
normal load on rear wheels on level
coeflicient of friction between the driving wheel and
road surface

p. : coefficient of rolling resistance

The climbing ability limit might be generally decided
by the vehicle weight and engine output, when the coef-
flrcient of friction between tire and road surface holds
satisfactory value. Actually, however, it is in most cases
limited by wheel spin, where the limit gradient is given
as Figure 12.

As explained by equation (1), FWD is not as good as
4WD or RWD regarding climbing ability; therefore much
consideration must be given to weight distribution on
front and rear wheels.

Comparison of climbing ability of 4WD and FWD,
using the data of the NC4V-A, is shown in Figure 13,
where the ratio of maximum climbable grade of 4WD
and FWD is 1.5 to 1.7.

Though RWD has better climbing ability, as explained
by equation (2), the difference between 4WD and RWD
becomes greater art p decreases,

In Figure 14, driveability on snowy surface is evaluated,
comparing FWD with 4WD by the NC4V-A and RWD

Figure 13. Climbing ability of 4WD and FWD
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Figure 14. Driveability on snowy surface of 4WD and 2WD.

with 4WD by the NC4V-8, respectively. In the case of
somewhat greater gradients than are encountered ordi-
narily, 4WD has the ability to climb both on frozen sur-
faces with hard snow. and on surfaces covered with thick
hard snow, and to drive easily on flat roads covered by
250 to 300 mm thick fresh snow. and it can overcome
400 mm of thick fresh snow. For the inhabitants of snowy
districts, it is an everyday matter that roads are covered
with fresh snow or that they become icy; therefore these
driveability data prove the excellent safety performance
of 4WD vehicles in such districts.

Stability and Controllability
In the case of a part-time 4WD vehicle, it is undesirable

to have much difference in stability and controllability
between the two drive modes. Stability and controllability
are strongly affected by the basic vehicle dimensions (lo-
cation of center of gravity, wheelbase, and track, etc.)
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Figure 12. (Left). Equation of the climbing ability.
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Figure 17. Steady state cornering (result of experiment;
NC4V-A),

wheels, there is little difference among the drive modes.
Near the limits of lateral acceleration, however, under-
steer increases for FWD and 4WD and spin out trend
occurs in RWD. Next, other factors being unchanged,
and with weight distribution of 6O/4O, understeer in-
creases and differences among the drive modes become
more apparent; FWD shows stronger understeer than
RWD, with 4WD in between.

Some results of experiments ar€ shown in Figures l7
utd 18. Comparison is made of FWD with 4WD using
the NC4V-A (Fie. l7), and of RWD with 4WD using
NC4V-B (Fig. l8), on both dry (p:O.gS) and wet
(p:0.50) surfaces in both cases, In the case of the NC4V-
A, similar to the simulation analysis, 4WD experiences
less understeer than FWD; the difference is so slight that
it could not be detected in actual driving. For the NC4V-
B, the difTerence between RWD and 4WD is also small
(below 0.4 g lateral acceleration). As it approaches the
limit, RWD has a reverse-steer tendency and 4WD has
increasing understeer; that is, in the critical state, the
difference between the drive modes for the NC4V-B is
greater than for the NC4V-A.

On low p surfaces such as gravel or snowy roads,
especially on winding roads, the influence of spinning of
the driving wheel becomes remarkable, and it causes great
differences among the drive modes. FWD shows a tend-
ency to drift out, and RWD shows a tendency to spin
out, while 4WD maintains its gnp on front and rear
wheels to a higher range of lateral acceleration; therefore
4WD will give a feeling of comparatively easy driving to
an zverage driver, especially when he switches from RWD
to 4WD.

and suspension setting. Here these factors are identical
and the effects of drive mode on turning behavior are
examined.

Mathematical simulation analysis was carried out first,
by means of a simulation program called SSPVD (SU-
BARU Simulation Program of Vehicle Dynamics), which
involves a vehicle suspension model having front
MacPherson strut, rear semitrailing arm, and rack and
pinion steering, as illustrated in Figure 15. Fundamental
degrees of freedom of this model is 32; that is, the sprung
mass (5 about center of gravity of vehicle), the unsprung
mass (6 X 4 about center of gravity of each wheel), and
steering system (2, rack translation and steering wheel
rotation). One hundred twelve basic equations, including
76 for constraint conditions and 4 for equilibrium offorce,
and approximately 3fi) auxiliary equations, such as those
for tires, rubber bushings, springs and transformation of
variables, compose the total system, by which compre-
hensive analysis and evaluation of vehicle dynamic be-
havior could be carried out.

Some of the results of analysis are shown in Figure 16.
In a case of 50,150 weight distribution on front and rear

Figure 15. Subaru simulation progrem of vehicle dynamics
(ssPVD).
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Figure 18. Steady state cornering (result of experiment;
NC4V-B).

Crashworthiness
Body construction of NC4V-A is identical with that of

the original FWD passenger vehicle, which complies with
FMVSS regulations, No. 204, No. 212, No. 219, and No.
301. Because the fuel tank is located under the floor to
improve utility of passenger room special consideration
is given to the interference of the differential case and
fuel tank at impact.

In a case of frontal collision, in order to prevent the
mutual interference of differential case and fuel tank, the
impact load cuts the front $upport of the differential car-
rier so that the drive train bends down at the point of
the propeller shaft joint (Fig. l9), while rearward dis-
placement of the power plant is restricted by the inter-
action between a hook attached to the transmission case
and the center crossmember: also on the rear side of the
differential carrier a protecting cover i$ attachsd to pre*
vent impact on the fuel tank. Figure 20 shows the result
of the crash test at 30 mph of the NC4V-A.

In a case of rear-end collision, impact energy is ab-
sorbed satisfactorily through utilizing completely the
crash stroke between rear end and fuel tank while the
protecting cover of the differential case described above
is also effective.

As cases of a pedestrian crash, victim's head striking
the hood are very frequent. Location ofthe engine under
the hood is very important to absorb crash energy. Lower
position of the horizontally opposed engine and appro-
priate location ofthe spare wheel contribute to decreasing
the impact on the pedestrian.

Figure 19. Diflerential carrier dropping after frontal collision
to protect fuel tank.
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Figure 20. Flesult of NC4V-A crash test.



NOISE AND FUEL ECONOMY OF NC4V

Noise

As the NC4V-A is derived from a pa$sengcr vehicle,
it is the quietest of all 4WD vehicles. In Figure 21, two
other makes, representative of the average Japattese do-
mestic 4WD van-type vehicle, are used for comparison.
This figure shows that the interior noise level of the
NC4V-A is lower than that of other makes by about
10 dB, and the difference increases especially in the higher
speed range, over 90 km/h. Compared with the origirral
FWD vehicle, the noise level of the NC4V is higher by
about ldb, because of the lower gear ratio of 4Wl). The
drive train has little influence on noise level, as simple
unitized con$truction ofthe transaxle with less gear noise
is employed. The little difference of noise level between
two cars. orre with and one without rear wheel drive train,
proves this fact.

Similarly, with NC4V-8, comparison of noise level of
4WD with RWD is shown in Figure 22, where the dif-
ference between the two modes is also negligible.

Fuel Economy

On this point 4WD vehicles are considered to be at a
disadvantage due to weight increase and, mechanically,
to loss of the additional drive train. The NC4V-A has,
however, good fuel economy thanks to light weight body
construction, which is made possible by careful config-
uration of the 4WD system, as mentioned above. Fuel
economy of the NC4V-A utrder various road conditions
is illustrated in Figure 23. On ordinary paved roads, the
difference between the two drive modes is quite small,
while on rough roads., 4WD has better fuel economy than
FWD. This difference increases as road surface friction
decreases. On hard gravel roads, 4WD is better by 4To
than FWD, while on soft sand, 4WD gets fully lffiVo
better fuel economy than FWD.

Figure ?1 . Felations betwEen vehicle speed and interior
noise (NC4V-A and other vehicles).

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 22, Noise level of 4WD and RWD (NC4V-B).

Figure 23. Comparison of fuel economy between FWD and
4WD under various road conditions.
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Figure 24. Comparison of fuel economy between FWD and
4WD on snowy upgrade road.

Figure 24 illustrates that the ratio of fuel economy of
4WD to FWD increases according to the increase of
gradient of snowy upgrades. These figures show that on
snowy roads, 4WD drive gets better fuel economy than
FWD, and this difference expands as the gradient in-
creases.

Slip ratio and fuel economy of the NC4V-B on snowy
roads with 2deg. to 3deg. gradient for both RWD and
4WD modes are shown in Figure 25. Because slip ratio
increases with vehicle speed under such road conditions,
4WD exceeds 2WD in fuel economy by SOVo or more,
and in maximum climbing speed by about l0 km,/h.

Slip ratio is defrned as follows;

sr iprat io: [ (of f i - r ]
x 100 (7d)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

4WD has generally superior driving performance on
mountainous, snowy, and rough roads. In addition, the

Figure 25. Fuel economy and slip ratio of RWD and 4WD
on snowy road (NC4V-B).

NC4V-A has the same crashworthiness as normal pas-
senger vehicles, and has better handling characteristics
on low frictional surfaces.

Furthermore. the NC4V has the same interior noise
level, riding comfort, and airconditioning provision as
normal passenger vehicles.

Therefore, anybody can drive it comfortably on various
roads and in all weather conditions.

Also, the NC4V is a very economical vehicle, because
ofits low price and good fuel economy, as good as those
of normal passenger vehicles.

Besides all this, the NC4V can be operated as easily as
a conventional vehicle.

Because of the above mentioned many advantages, such
as high safety and multi purpose utility, we believe that
demand for the NC4V type vehicle will steadily increase
all over the world.
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Performance of a Simplified Control
Technique for Antilock Brakes

MAI(OTO SATOH
SHUJI SHIRAISHI

H o n d a R & D C o . , L t d .
{'t}tr,

INTRODUCTION

Antilock brakes can be broadly divided into two types.

. Rear-wheel only antilock brakee; and

. Four-wheel antilock brakes.

The rear-wheel antilock brake can greatly improve
straight line stability during panic braking or on a low
coeflicient surface, but it does not serve to preclude loss
of vehicle steerability resulting from front wheel locking.
The four-wheel antilock brake, on the other hand, ad-
ditionally allows vehicle steerability during panic braking.
Generally the antilock brake is most frequently needed
on a snow-covered or iced slippery road where long stop-
ping distances are normally required, and also this is
where the system's advantages are fully demonstrated.
Therefore, capability to maintain adequate steerability
even during panic braking is an important factor in pre-
cluding an accident, particularly when the vehicle is run-
ning on a slippery road. This is exactly why the four-
wheel antilock brake system has come to be installed in
automobiles.

However, it would be desirable for future systems to
be improved with respect to:

(l) Braking performance on rough or gravel roads, and
(2) System complexity, size, weight, and cost.

This report discusses a new four-wheel antilock brake
system that, employs "select high" logic for the front
wheels and "select low" logic for the rear wheels. This
new brake system is capable ofretaining sufftcient vehicle
stability and steerability even during panic braking. And
unlike its predecessors, this system does not result in
significantly greater stoppirrg distances on rough or gravel
roads, and its structure can be simpliflred.

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING THE BRAK-
ING PERFORMANCE OF FOUR.WHEEL AN-
TILOCK BRAKES ON ROUGH OR GRAVEL
ROADS

Four-wheel-control antilock brakes now in use cin be
broadly divided into:

(l) Four-wheel independent control system: and
(2) Composite system with an independent control sub-

system for the front wheels and -'select low" sub-
system for the rear wheels.

The brake system (l) independently controls all the
four wheels to keep their braking torque at a near opti-
mum level.

In the second system, the right and left front wheels
are controlled independently, but the rear wheels are both
controlled simultaneously in response to a signal from
either of them which is predicted to lock flrrst. This means
that when the vehicle is running on a road surface with
different adhesion coefftcients (p) for the right and left
wheels, the braking torque on the side with a higher p
becomes somewhat smaller than in the independent con-
trol system because it is controlled to the same level as
for the other side with a lower ;r. However, the reduction
of braking force is small for front-drive cars which depend
relatively little on the rear wheels for stopping capability.

A major factor affecting the brakirrg performance of
these two antilock brake systems on a rough road is the
possible "over-control" of the front wheels. As noted
esrlier, both systems independently control the right and
left front wheels; more specifically, they are designed to
automatically reduce a wheel's brakirrg torque when a
change in wheel speed indicates that the wheel is likely
to get locked. The prediction of wheel locking is generally
determined by the formulas below;

(1) I > h.o and (2) Vw < Fo

Where
I - slip ratio of the wheel as computed by

the formula \ : I - Vw,/V, where V
represents vehicle speed ftm,/h) and Vw
represents circumferential wheel speed
(km/h)

: V w : circumferential acceleration of the
wheels

Io : reference standard for slip ratio-usually
Ito * l\Vo

Bo : reference standard for circumferential
acceleration of the wheel-usuallv -9.8
through - 15.0 (m/s')

On very rough road, however, wheel speed becomcs
irregular at random and pulsations of wheel speed occur
due to differing conditions of tire contact with the road
surface even if the brakes are applied so lightly that none
of the wheels will actualty become locked.

Figure 2 presents an example of wheel speed pulsations
that occur when the brakes are applied lightly on a rough
road whose $pectrum is shown in Figure l. The definitions
of a rough and very rough road in this diagram are based
on the ISO/TCI08 specifications.

Figure 2 shows wheel speed Vw, vehicle speed V, cir-
cumferential acceleration of wheel Vw, slip ratio L and
straight lines for Bo : - 15 (m,/s') and tro - lOVo.
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Figure t. Characteristics of the rough road used for the test.
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As is apparent from the diagram, operating conditions
represented by formulas (l) and (2) above may sometimes
occur on a rough road even when the driver steps on the
brake pedal so lightly that none of wheels will actually
become locked.

This causes system over.control and reduces the brak-
ing torque unnecessarily. On a split road with a rough
surface on one side and a smooth one on the other. the
antilock brake system may over-control only the wheel

on the rough surface, putting the braking forces for the
right and left wheels out of balance. Under such circum-
stances, there are possibilities the vehicle may sometimes
tend to pull to one side. Over-control of braking force
could also occur with the rear wheels, but its effect may
be practically negligible because automobiles, particularly
those with front-drive, depend relatively little on the rear
wheels for their stopping capability.

. .SELECT HIGH''  TECHNIQUE FOR THE
FRONT WHEELS

The "select high" technique, in contrast with the "sel€ct

low" technique discussed above, controls the right and
left wheels simultaneously by a signal from either of them
which is predicted to be the least likely ro get locketl.
Not surprisingly, application of this technique for rhe
front wheels may sometime allow one or the other to
become locked, but never both at the same time. System
over-control is avoided even if the pulsations appear in
wheel speed due to a rough road surface except in the
rare case where the right and left wheels simultaneously
meet the conditions represented by formulas (l) and (2).
The select high front wheel control technique will, there-
fore, improve hraking performance on a rough road com-
pared to an independent front wheel control system.

As to the question of whether the select high technique
can maintain adequate vehicle steerability for practical
purposes when one of the front wheels gets locked during
hard braking, the front wheel which can generate a
smaller cornering force will tend to lock, while the other
wheel that affects vehicle steerability to a greater degree
will never be locked. On a split road surface with different
adhesion coeffrcients on the right and left sides, for in-
stance, the wheel on the side with a lower adhesion coef-
flrcient will be locked. If the driver srep$ hard on the brake
while the vehicle is turning on an even, uniform road
surface, for another instance, the wheel on the inside of
the curve that receives smaller load may be locked. In
either instance, the wheel on the other side which pro-
duces the greater effect on vehicle steerability will never
be locked. This suggests that the select high system can
maintain adequate vehicle steerability for practical pur-
poses,

PERFORMANCE OF THE FOUR-WHEEL-
CONTROL ANTILOCI( BRAKE WITH THE
SELECT HIGH TECHNIQUE FOR THE
FRONT \,VHEELS

To examine the above concept, a series of tests were
conducted on the following two experimental systems,
both prepared with exactly the same control logic, to
compare their braking performance

(km/h)

40

20

0
(%)

+ 1 0
0

- 1 0

+50
o

-50
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Figure 2. Example of wheel speed pulsations.
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(a) Antilock brake "I-ALB" with independent control
for the front wheels and select low technique for
the rear; and

(b) Antilock brake "H-ALB" with the select high sub-
system for the front wheels and select low subsys-
tem for the rear,

The details of the test include:

(l) Stopping distance on a dry asphalt road, wet con-
crete road and rough road as described in Figure
t ;

(2) Directional stability during braking on a split road
with a rough surface on one side and smooth sur-
face on the other;

(3) Directional stability during braking on a split road
with dry asphalt surface on one side and wet con-
crete on the other;

(4) Braking performance during turning on a dry as-
phalt road; and

(5) Evasive maneuverability during fall braking on a
wet concrete road.

Tests (l) through (3) were also applied to a conve,n-
tional vehicle without antilock system (N-ALB). AII tests
were performed under the following conditions:

r Test vehicle: Front-drive, four-door sedan with a 1.8
litre engine;

. Occupants: 2 persons; and
r Force applied to the brake pedal 882 N (90 Kgf).

Stopping Distance Test
The adhesion coeflicient (p) between the tire tread and

each of the selected road surfaces was:

Dry asphalt road: p : 0.80
Wet concrete road: p : 0.4O
Rough road (as in Fig. 1): p : g.SJ

As shown in Figure 3, both H-ALB and I-ALB
achieved a shorter stopping distance than N-ALB on the
dry asphalt road, but the difference was little.

On the wet concrete road, H-ALB showed a stopping
distance some l0 percent longer than that of I-ALB.
However, the results of H-ALB are considered satisfac-
tory as the $topping distance was more than l0 percent
shorter than that of N-ALB. On the rough road both H-
ALB and I-ALB required a longer disrance for stopping
than N-ALB, Compared with I-ALB, however, H-ALB
achieved a much shorter $topping distance, demonstrating
the select high technique produces favorable effects in this
fespect.

Stability Test on Flough/Smooth Sptit Surface
Test method: Yaw angles of the three test vehicles were

compared when they came to a stop under full braking

ROUGH ROAD
IN IT IAL SPEED SOKm/h

WET CONCRETE
lNrTlAt  SFEEDrSokm/h

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
STOPPING DISTANCE (M)

Figure 3. Comparison ol stopping distance.

with the steering wheel fixed in the straight-ahead position
on the split road surface shown in Figure 4. The initial
speed was set at 50 kmA.

Results
As shown in Figure 5, H-ALB was subject to a smaller

yaw than I-ALB apparently because of the favorable ef-
fects of the select high technique for the front wheels. It
may be assumed that I-ALB also has practically satis-
factory capabilities since it can stop the vehicle under the
speciflied conditions with only an 8 or 9 degree yaw.

Stabiliff Test on DrylWet Split Surface
Test method: Exactly the same test as discussed in 4.2

was conducted on the three vehicles with the initial brak-
ing speed 80 km,/hr on a split road surface riescribed in
Figure 6.

Results
As is apparent from Figure 7, both I-ALB and H-ALB

proved to maintain sufficient stability with only small

DRY ASPHAL} ROUGH ROAD

' P" o2fioTsa.s'%'
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Figure 4. Rough/smooth split roed.



Figure 5. Flesults of stability test on rough/smooth split road.
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yawing during full braking. With N-ALB all wheels
locked, and the vehicle was naturally subject to a very
large amount of yaw; this did not decrease appreciably
even with corrective steering. "N-ALB (Manual)" in Fig'
ure 7 shows the behavior of this vehicle when correction
steering was performed to help stabilize it. The data in-
dicate that the vehicle was out of control during braking.

The apparent rapid slow down of the vehicle (N-ALB)
during braking was due to the measuring method used
in this test which recorded only the speed along the lon-
gitudinal axis of the vehicle; it does not mean that the
test vehicle actually slowed down rapidly.

Braking Performance Test during Turning
Test method: The position and heading of each test

vehicle were recorded when it came to a stop under full
braking applied while it was turning with a given radius
at a given speed on a dry asphalt road with the steering
wheel flrxed in that turning position. The test was con-
ducted with the initial speed set at 80 km/h and turning
radius set at three different lengths, i.e., 168 m, ll2 m,
and 84 m. These radii, in the decreasing order, are equiv-
alent to an initial lateral acceleration of0.3 g, 0.45 g, and
0.6 g, respectively.

Results
The te$t findings are as shown in Figure 8. The white

and black circles indicate where the vehicles stopped,
while the arrows show their heading. As is apparent from
the diagram, H-ALB deviated little from the speciflred
course and kept heading tangentially; it could maintain
sufficient turning capability even during full braking.

Figure 6. Dry/set split road.
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Figure 7. Stability on dry/wet split road.
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Figure 8. Test results on braking performance during turning.
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It was found that both H-ALB and I-ALB can easily
stop with their heading kept on the specified course if
the driver is permitted to perform corrective steering.

Evasive Maneuverability Test under Full Brak-
ing on Wet Concrete Surface

The evasive maneuverability of the test vehicles were
compared during full braking to examine their steerability
on a slippery road. N-ALB was excluded from this test
because it was not able to complete the maneuver during
full braking.

Test method: Full braking was applied at a given point
on a test course described in Figure 9 which the vehicle
was running at a $pecified speed. Distance / between
the braking point and the obstacle was gradually reduced
until it became too short for the vehicle to avoid a col-
lision. Then the range of / in which the test vehicle
could avoid hitting the obstacle was determined. Five
rounds oftest were carried out for each distance, and the
vehicle was considered to have suflicient evasive maneu-
verability if it could stop without touching rhe obstacle
at any onc of the five tries.

Results
Figure l0 shows the test findings. H-ALB, although

liable to lock one of the front wheels, proved to have
evasion capability nearly equal to that of I-ALB. Ir was
found that the difference in the distance / between the
two systems is only about l0 percent.

Typically, evasive maneuvers on actual roads are lane
changes which have to be immediately followed by cor-
rection of vehicle heading. In such operations, the dif-
ference between H-ALB and I-ALB in evasion capabilities
will no doubt become still smaller because the steering
wheel is not turned so sharply as in a test course evasive
maneuver.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL
SYSTEMS

Figure I I shows the general construction of H-ALB
used in this test. The four-wheel-control antilock svstem

i

s' d

Figure 10, Results ol evasive meneuver test.

Figure 11. General construction of the te$t system.

with the select high technigue for the front wheels and
select low technique for the rear wheels has an electronic
control unit that receives a signal on wheel speed from a
sen$or attached to each wheel. Then the control unit
regulates the brake pre$$ure modulators through solenoid
valves.

To ensure high responsiveness, the system uses a hy-
draulic control modulator as shown in Figure 12 which
can respond to a command from the control unit with
only about 5 ms delay,

Figure 13 presents the inside structure of the control
unit. Wheel speed signals from each wheel sensor are first
sent to the select circuit which picks out signals on either
the most likely to lock (select low rear system) or least
likely to lock (select high front system).

Based on the results of calculating the selected signals,
the decision circuit gives the solenoid valve a command
to actuate it. Since highly accurate control of hydraulic

-0(m)
30

rrJ 20
(J
z
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o 1 0

40 60 80

lNlTlAL SPEED(Kmih)

TRAFFIC CONTROL CONE

Figure 9. Maneuverability te$t course.
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MASTER CYLINDER

Figure 12. Modulator.

SOLENOID VALVE SIGNAL FO.?GCCH

Figure 14. Example ol system operation (1),

BRAKING POINT

@tow 1l sURFACE (! =Q.r1l fJ asernlr t4 =0,7 I

Figure 15. Fload with sharply differing sudace.

Figure 13. Electronic control unit.

pressure is required in a four-wheel antilock brake, the
control unit is designed to regulate the solenoid valve in
five different modes;

( l )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Rapid increase of pressure
Gradual increase of pressure
Maintenance of pressure at a constant level
Gradual decrease of pressure, and
Rapid decrease of pressure

Figure 16. Example of system operation (2).

operation when the brakes are applied during straight-
ahead driving on a smooth, iced road with an extremely
low adhesion coefficient.

As is apparent from the diagram, the select high system
seldom lets either one of the front wheels get locked when
the vehicle is running straight ahead on an even, uniform
road surface on both sides.

CONCLUSION

As noted earlier, the new four-wheel antilock brake
system utilizes the select high technique for the front
wheels and the select low technique for the rear wheels.
The foregoing tests and analysis found that this antilock
brake system is subject to only a small reduction in brak-
ing force on a rough road, while it can maintain suffrcient

By comparison, I-ALB has separate calculation and
decision circuits for each of the front wheels to control
them independently. However, the control logic of these
circuits is exactly the same as the assembly used for
H-ALB.

Figures 14 and 16 describe how the antilock brake
system operates. The first diagram gives an example of
system operation for the front wheels when running on
a course with sharply differing surface conditions as de-
scribed in Figure 15. The wheels get locked alternatively
depending on the road surface. Figure 16 shows sy$tem
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vehicle stability and steerebility during panic braking.
System over-control for the front wheels on a rough road
is undesirable as these wheels play a major role in pro-
viding stopping ability. The loss of braking force on a
split road surface due to the installation of a select low
subsystem for the rear wheels is not signiflrcant since the
rear wheels provide a minor portion of stopping capa-
bility. This sugge$ts that the new system is particularly
suitable for front-drive cars which depend more heavily
on the front wheels for their stopping capability.
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Stereo Radar System for Automoblle Gollislon Avoidance
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ABSTRACT

Various radar systems have been proposed to avoid or
mitigate the effects of automobile collisions. In these sys-
tems, one of the most critical problems is that of iden-
tifying potentially dangerous objects as opposed to those
alongside the road or in an adjacent lane, especially on
curves.

The authors have devised an improved pulse-Doppler
radar with two antennas which are used alternately in
scanning. In addition to range and range-rate information,
the radar can obtain the lateral component of the relative
motion of an obstacle by detecting the phase difference
between two Doppler signals, each of which corresponds
to the relative velocity between the obstacle and the re-
spective antenna.

Test results show that the phase difference signal ef-
fectively discriminates between an impending collision
and an object which will safely pass by.

INTRODUCTION

Most traffic accidents on the highways are reat end
collisions which result from the drivers' miscalculations
concerning the possibility of a collision and then a delay
in taking corrective action.

In many countries various collision avoidance systems'
such as radar collision warning and,/or radar automatic
braking systems, have been studied since the early 1970's.
The intent is to avoid or mitigate the effects of automobile

accidents by eliminating drivers' crrors and delay in tak'
ing corrective action.

In these systems, however, false alarms and/or erro-
neous readings, especially on curved road$, remain one
of the critical problems to be solved. These radar systems
are not capable of identifying potentially dangerous ob-
jects in the road as being different from objects such as
guard rails and sign posts alongside the road or vehicles
in an adjacent lane (Fig. 1).

Several methods for solving this problern have becn
attempted. The usual method is to shorten the radar
detection range on curves (t) (Z) (Fig. 2). Another method
is to change the radar beam direction proportionate to
the steering angle (Fig. 3).

However, shortening the radar range may delay
detection of an impending collision and changing

NON-HAZARDOUS
OBJECTS

L
l

RADAR
DETECTION AREA

CARRIER
VEHICLE

Figure 1. Detection of non-hazardous obiects.
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Figure 2. Restriction of radar detection range.

radar beam direction requires complicated devices to con-
ttol the radar beam.

The third method proposed uses two radars (10 GHz
CW radars), (3) and discriminates between an object ap-
proaching at an angle and from straight-ahead by the
lateral motion of the object as determined by the differ-
ence in the relative velocity (Doppler frequency) between
the object and the respective radar. However, in this
method, the determination of an impending danger is
delayed because it takes a long time to detect the Doppler
frequency difference.

The authors have developed a binaural radar system
using two pulse-Doppler radars which are to be mounted

NON-HAZARDOUS
OB.JECTS

DETECTION AREA

Figure 3. Change of beam direction.

on the front of each side of thc vehicle. The system cen
detect the lateral motion ofan object from changee in the
phase difference between the two Doppler signals from
the two radarr. It determines whether or not the object
will collide with the vehicle by ueing this new information,
phase difference, as well as the distance to the object,
carrier vehicle velocity, etc. Experimental results confirm
that the system can discriminate a potentially dangerous
object from others passing by. This paper discusses the
binaural radar system on the basis of the experimental
results as well as the underlying principle.

DANGER DECISION LOGIC BY PHASE
DIFFERENCE

Principle of Detection of Lateral Motion
In Figure 4, when PA - il' : K (K: constant,

a > 0) holds, the locus of the point P (x,y) becomes a
hyperbolic line, which can be expressed by equation (l).

( l )  ( p , q > o )

Here, a and p, q are given by equation (2), and K and p
by equation (3), respectively.

x,? ye r- - ; - - = l

p' q'

[ " :.f:r q-t (2)
I
I  r :  zp (3) ( K \ 0 )

A'(-a, o)

Figure 4, Hyperbolic lina.
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K
T

the phase difference A$ is 0, n atd}tr (distance difference
K : 0, L/4, L/Z).

In Figure 5, the signal from an object alongside the
roadway Q,, such as a guard rail, which approaches at
an angle to the vehicle, shows that the differential value
of the phase difference Af to the distance y, d(Ag),zdy,
becomes large. On the other hand, an object in the road-
way Qz, such as a vehicle running ahead, which ap-
proaches the vehicle head on, has a small d(Af,)/dy value.
Accordingly, whether or not the object will be dangerous
can be determined from the value of d(AS)/dy.

Threshold of Danger for Collision Avoidance
Even when the value of d(A{)/dy is small, the object

may not be dangerous if the object is far from the vehicle.
Further, ifd(A{)/dV is large, the object can be dangerous
if the object is near the vehicle. It is, therefore, impossible
to determine the poter;tial danger of an object from the
value of d(Af)/dy alone.

In Figure 6, T,, assumes the position of an object at an
instant. OP is a $traight line of position with an equal
phase difference that passes through To. L and R are both
sides of the vehicle, and A and A' are the antennas.

From equations (2) and (3), p
follows:

and q are expressed as

p :

q :

AIso, when pl, becomes equal to pn' (f : 0), the locus
of the point P (x,y) is expressed by:

X : 0

Therefore, when the diflerence between the distances
from the two points, A (a, 0) and A' (-a, 0) becomes
K, the locus of the point P (x, y) is expressed by:

x : 0  ( K : 0 )

(4)

(5)

o, - 'L - ", 
,.r: l  (k \ o) (6)(t "'-(+)

Here, each antenna is set at the point A, A' respectively
and an object is set at the point P. When the phase
difference between the two Doppler signals received by
the two antennas becomes constant, the locus of the object
becomes a hyperbolic line, which is expressed by equa-
tions, (5) and (6). Ifa (: 15tr, l,: wavelength) and K (:
L/4, x/2 . . . nA,/4) are applied to equation (6), equation
(6) can be approximated by the linear equation (7):

'  y :  * l i l x  '  ( 7 )
n

Figure 5 shows the lines swept out by the objects when

.'- (+)'

I
Fv
f T ,

s
-_L
J

CARRIER
VEHICLE

To(xo, yo)

I

Figure 6. Danger decision logic.
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The object is defined as dangerous if it is between Tt
and T,'when it moves Ay from To in the direction of the
vehicle. That is, as stated under the heading "Principle

of Detection of Lateral Motion," when Af6, A{t, and
Af,' denote the phase difference between the right and
left Doppler signals at To, T,, and T1', respectively, if
d(Ad)/dv is smaller than (A{, - A00)/(-Ay) or (A{"
- A+")/(-Ay), the object may be determined to be

If tr is 0.0125 [m],

A4o - A0, :

where,

To'A'  :

EXPEHIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

(14)

(15) Figure 7. Calculation of estimation level.

9 1 2

dangerous. Next, (Af' - A+0)4-Ay) : (A0o - Lil,)/
Ay is expressed as follows:

T  ^ ' � -  T o . A  T , . A ' � -  T r . AAdro-Ap,:  + ) rE-

: ( f f i - r . l f  *Cf i -T ;a l
L/2

z{ r r ; ' -F) -c ; r - r ; ) }

0.0125 X 360 [deg] (8)

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

(12)

Here, let us consider a case where the vehicle moving
forward on a curve with a radius of curvature R.

In Figure 7, given that there is an object which is
displaced laterally from the course of the vehicle as far
as S, the position of the object To (*0, yo) at the initial
instant will be expressed by the following relation:

x o : ( R - J R ' - y J - S (13)

Here, let a be 15tr or 0.1785 lrnl ([ : 0.0125 [m]) and
b be 0.85 [m]. Further, if the value of xo at the initial
value ofyo is calculated by substituting into equation (13)
the experimental paramet€fs; R : m (straight running),
1000, 500 and 250 [m] and S : 0, 0.9 and 1.75 [m], the
change of phase difference (40" - AS,) can be calculated
by equation (8).

The object is judged to be dangerous by using the
criterion that the calculated value from the received sig-
nal, d(Ad)/dy, is smaller than an estimation level to the
collision, (ASo - A+'),/AY, as shown by equation (14).

d(a+) Ado - A0,
{ -

d v - A v

Here, the calculated values of (Afo - A0,) by changing
R or S, are found to be almost the same. As shown in
Figure 6, because ART.O and ALT.O can be regarded
as nearly equal to each other, the following holds.

OFFSET

OBJECT-

To(x., y") .--(n-,fn'- vt, v,t
- COURSE OF VEHICLE

RADIUS OF
CURVATURE

CARRIER
VEHICLE

( A f o - A 0 , ' ) : A 0 o * A 0 '



- NEW ELEMTTii T5
OISTANCE

LATIVE VELOCIT-/

P H A S T
DIFFLRE NCT
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I N ,
T U N N T O
GUNN

RELATIVE VELQCITY

CABRIEF VEHICLE VELOCITY

LEFT FI6HT
CONTROL SIGNAT

STEERING WHEEL ANGLT

F=- 
MrcRowAvE u"'t$REcErvrNG uNrr +1

I  osc ' rLn |  |
I ' P . l i
L - J

Figure 8. System block diagram.

Therefore, the criterion ofdanger is expressed by a single
curved line of estimation level irrespective of the radius
of curvature R and the offset S (Figs. 19, 20 and 2l).

BINAURAL RADAR SYSTEM

System Composition
As the u$e of two radars makes the system more corn-

plicated in composition and larger in size, this radar sys-
tem adopts one microwave unit and two antennas and
receiving units. Figure 8 shows a system block diagram
and Figure 9 the signal waveforms of the microwave unit
and receiving units. The signals (A) through (N) in Figure
9 correspond to the signals (A) through (N) in Figure B.
In Figure 8, the components and elements enclosed by
the broken line are what have been added to our radar
system (2).

Operation of Radar System
In Figures 8 and 9, the varactr:r diode modulates the

frequency of the Gunn oscillator inro the RF signal (C)
of f, [Hz] synchronously with the control signal (A). This
RF signal passes through the hybrid to the diode switch.
However, because the diode is short-circuited at this time,
the RF signal is perfectly reflected from the diode and
passes through the hybrid to the SPDT swirch, where rhe
signal is transmitted alternately to the left and right an-
tennas.

The RF signal radiated at f, [Hz] from the left (or

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

right) antenna is reflected by an object, so that the re*
flected signal enters the diode switch through the left (or
right) antenna, SPDT switch, and hybrid. As the diode
switch is now open, the RF signal passes through the
switch to the lst mixer. Also, the frequency of the Gunn
oscillator, which has become f, [Hz], passes to the l$t

IAI LEFT"RIGHT. -  CONTROL SIGNAL
,- .  FREOUENCY
r"' cot'ttnolL stcwAt
(C) OSCILLATOH OUTPUT

rnl TRANSMtTTtN6'_,  SIGNAL (RIGHT)
1p1 TRANSMITTING'- '  

SIGNAL (LEFI)
1p1 LOCAL OSCILLATOR

SIGNAT (RF}
,^,  BECEIVED
IUI SIGNAL {BIGHT)
rHt RECEIVED
'' " SIGNAL (LEFT)
, , ,  I  s t  MIXERI" OUTPUT {IF PULSE)
1 n LOCAL OSCILLATOB.- ,  SIGNAL ( IF)
, , , ,  ?nd MIXER
r^/ ouTPuT (RtGHT)
, ,  ,  Znd MIXEF
rt' ourPUT (LEFI')

,T ' \  SAMPLE-HOLD
!. ' . ,  OUTPUT (BIGHT)
rr '  SAMPLE-HOLD"' '  ourPUT (L FFr)

Figure 9, Waveforms of each circuit ol radar unit.
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Table 1. Characteristics of bineural reder sy3tem,

GUNN DIODE

24 GHz

30 ns

2O mW

62.5 kHz {16 ,6)

SUPER HETFRODYNE

3,  ANTENNA

TYPE

GAIN

BEAM WDTH
(HORIZONTA.L X VERTICAL}

DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO
ANTENNAS

PARABOLTC (2)

32 du

4 x 5 "  
,

37.5 cm (3O,'.)

FREOUENCY

PULSE WIDTH

PEAK POWER

PULSE REPETITION CYCLE

DETECTION

Figure 10. Radar antennas.

EXPEFIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

DEScRIPibN
PULSE DOPPLER BADAE

,DISTANCE

'RELATIVE VELOCITY
'PHASE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TWO DOPPLEB SIGNALS

'CARRIER VEHICLE VELOCITY
'MAXIMUM DECELERATION
'STEERING WHEEL ANGLE
.ALARM (LAMP)

mixer as a local ossillator signal past the hybrid and diode
switch.

The lst mixer mixes the reflected RF signal of f' [Hz]
with the local oscillator signal of f' [Hz], and puts out
the lst IF signal of f, - f, [Hz].

The lst IF signal and a coherent 2nd local oscillator
signal are transmitted to the left (or right) 2nd mixer by
the 2nd switch.

As a result, the 2nd mixer produces a voltage which
corresponds to the phase difference between the lst IF
signal and the 2nd local oscillator signal, and a Doppler
signal can be obtained by the sample hold of this voltage'

The phase difference between the right and left Doppler
signals is transferred to a signal processing unit. In ad'
dition to the criterion of danger expressed by equation
(14), information on the distance to the object, relative
velocity (Doppler signal), carrier vehicle velocity, maxi-
mum deceleration, and steering angle is fed to the signal
processing unit, which makes a final decision on the po'
tential danger of the object according to this information.

Table I gives the major specifications of the binaural
radar system. Figure t0 shows the two antennas mounted
on the front of the radiator. There is a microwave unit
behind the bumper. Figure I I shows the receiving and
signal processing unit placed in the assistant's seat. A
waveform of the lst IF signal is shown in Figure 12.

EXPERIMENT

In this study, experiments were conducted to confirm
the following three objectives:

(l) The possibility of discriminating objects in the road

ffi

,d�m.*, * -*r^ ',* '
Figure 11, Receiving unit and signal processor.

VHRTI*AL :  lgglpVirt iV
HOHIZONTAL : lOns/div

Figure 12. lf signal (object-spherical reflector).
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(2)

(3)

from objects alongside the road or in an adjacent
lane on curves,
Whether or not continuous phase difference signals
can be obtained from objects with a complex shape
such as vehicles.
H,ow the phase difference signal changes in the case
of a plurality of continual objects such as guard
rail posts.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Experimental Method
As regards (l) and (2) above, the parameters were the

radius of curvature R, offset S, and object shown in Figure
13. In Figure 13, offset-0 (V,) indicates an object in the
roadway, offset-0.9 m (Vr) is half of the vehicle width
and indicates an object that may collide, and offset-I.75
m (V,) is an object alongside the road or in an adjacent
lane.

A spherical reflector (a : 15fi) mz, at 24 GHz) or a
passenger car (Cedric) was used for the object. Figure 14
shows the condition of the experiment, and Figure 15 the
reflector. Objective (3) was examined by using actual
guard rails.

Experimental Results and Considerations
(l) When the passenger car located in the position of

V, in Figure l3 was used as the object in an adjacent
lane on a curve with a 500 m radius, the phase
difference ver$us distance characteristics were as
shown in Figure 16, From these results, it is known
that a succession of phase difference signals can be
obtained from a pa$$Fnger car in an adjacent lane
in spite of its complex shape; that the phase dif-

' ference signal changes regularly; and that the
changing rate of phase difference with the distance
to the object becomes larger as the distance is
closer.

(2) Likewise, the phase difference veflrus distance char-
acteristics of a passenger car as an object in a
straight road are shown in Figure 17. The ef,per-

, imental result discloses that if a passenger car is in
the road, the changing rate ofphase difference with
distance to the object is small.

(3) Fig. l8 shows the phase difference signals obtained
when guard rails were the objects. It is clear from
the results that the phase difference changes irreg-
ularly in the case of a plurality of objects like guard
rails, and that the changing rate ofphase difference
with the distance is large where the phase difference
changes regularly.

(a) The changing rate of phase difference versus dis-
tance characteristics, d(A$)/dy were calculated

clllFl | | oBJEcr; spHERtcAL REREcToR
VbHI{*LT PASSENGER CAR

Figure 13. Parameters of experiment.

Figure 14. Experiment.

Figure 15. Spherical reflector.

CONTINUET)
olsrANcE To oBJECI

16m

R 500m
OBJECT : PASSENGER CAR
OFFSET | 75m

' . F l r o -
TO OBJECT I

Figure 16. Phase difference characteristics.
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Figure 17. Phase difference characteristics.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

Figure 20. Changing rate of phase difference-distance
characteristics.

Figure 21. Changing rate of phase difference-distance
characteristics.

values of d(Ad)/dv of the rate of phase difference
of the object in the roadway with the distance
(shown by . r I o A in the figure) are small,
and that most of the d(AS)/dy values are below
the line and these objects are dangerous. Further,
the results in Figure 20 reveal that for objects that
are likely to collide, the data values of d(Af)/dy
of the rate of phase difference vereus distance char-
acteristics are very near the line. Also, the resulte
in Figure 2l show that for objects alongside the
road or in an adjacent lane, the data values of
d(Af)/dv of the rate of phase difference versus
distance characteristics are above the line and these
objects are safe. From the foregoing facts, it is
evident that danger-safety judgment by the crite'
rion of danger described previously is effective.

Figure 18. Phase difference characteristics object guard
rails.

Figure 19. Changing rate of phase difference-distance
characteristics.

from various phase difference-distance character-
istics with the object, radius of curvature R, and
offset S as the parameters. Their classifications by
the offset are shown in Figure 19 (offset'0, object
in the roadway), Figure 20 (offset-O.9 m, object
that is likely to collide), and Figure ?1 (offset-l-75
m, object alongside the road or in an adjacent lane).
The curves in Figures 19, 20 and 2l are the lines
of estimation level described under the heading
"Threshold of Danger for Collision Avoidance"
that determine whether an object is potentially dan-
gerous or not. The area above the line is a safety
zone and that below the line the danger zone. From
the results in Figure 19, it is found that the data
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SECTION 5: TECHNTCAL SESSTONS

CONCLUSIONS

(l) Using the phase difference between the right and
left relative velocities in addition to the conven-
tional information of distance, relative velocity, car_
rier vehicle velocity, maximum deceleration, and
$teering angle, the binaural radar system has proved
to be capable of discriminating potentially danger-
ous objects in the road from objects alongside rhe
road or in an adjacent lane. The sy$tem also extends
the radar detection range on curves.

(2) A single radar unit could be used by connccting a
microwave unit alternately to two antennas. This
eliminates errors in the phase difference caused by
fluctuation of the right and left microwave fre-
quencies, so that the lateral motion of an obstacle
can be accurately detected.

(3) This type of binaural radar can reduc+ the cost
increase resulting from an increase in the siae and
weight and is easy to install, paving the way to
miniaturization, weight reduction and cost reduc-
tion. The following points are left for future con-
sideration:

* Confirmation of the applicability of this binaural
radar system to objects of more complicated shape
than the passenger car's, such as large-sized trucks.

r Because the binaural radar system requires two
antennas to be mounted on the front of the vehicle,
another problem may arise with the actual mount-
ing of the antenna.
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Automotive warnlng system ueing F0GHz Band Radar
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T. SAKAMOTO
Fujitsu Ten Limited

ABSTRACT

A cmpact 50GHz band radar sy$tem for kecping safe
headway and for warning has been developed.

A simple FM-CW is adopted using a yaractor tuned
Gunn Oscillator and a naffow beam 2' X 2'is obtaincd
by use of a Mill's Cross Antenna System of compact size.
A microcomputer interfaced with the radar used to dis-
criminate betwen the valid targets and false targets and
to handle the warning algorithm.

An indicator announces audible and visible wamiflgs
ac+ording to the signal from the microcomputer.

In this pap€r, an outlifle of the system, some experi-
mental results of sensitivity tests and road tests are de-
scribed.

INTRODUCTION

The main problems in practical use of this kind of
system are due to the diffrculties of realizing reliable sys-
tem operation in complicated road geometries and traffic
flow, cost, frequency allocations and radiation hazards.
We have been developing 50GHz radar systems, since
they offer the sharp beams which are efTective in reducing
malfunctions and physical size that permits easy instal-
lation in a compact car, combined with reasonable cost
and manufacturing technology.

Among radars reported elsewhere, the highest fre-
quency is the 35GHz band used by VDO Adalt Schindling
AG and Bendix Corp.

We, however, consider the optimum frequency to be
50 to 60 GHz to make the system more compact.

Our radar model features simple construction, with the
transmitter and receiver antenna in the shape of a V, with
the RF circuit and amplifier at the base of the V.

With this model, performance degradation due to
weather conditions such as rain or snow, detection prob-
ability and false alarms occurring due to various kinds
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Figure 1. Principle of the system

of road geometries and under the congested conditions
in Japan have been tested.

Since radar range limitation is considered to be the
most effective way to suppress false alarms, some con-
siderations of collision mitigation are also conducted in
rclation to the radar range reduction.

OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM

A traffrc situation is shown in Figure L When a radar
equipped vehicle is closing on a vehicle in front at speed
Vo, the alarm is calculated according to the equation (l).

In equation (1), the value of a. should be determined
for various kinds ofroad conditions, though it should be
noted that 73% of rear-end collisions occur on drv roads
in Japan.

So we used s" : 7 m/s?.
The value of TR is determined to be 1.0 second.
Figure 2 shows the system block diagram. The system

consists ofa radar $ensor, signal processor, indicator and
vehicle sensors. FM-CW radar sends out the beat sigaals
obtained by the antenna-transceiver to the signal proces-
sor. The signal processor executes range and range rate
calculation, false target discrimination and warning de-
cision according to equation (1). The indicator announces
alarms by sound and LEDs. Distance to a vehicle in front
is also displayed by LEDs all the time.

In addition to the above, other information from the
vehicle sensors, such as steering angle, brake ON or OFF
are input, and the alarm output is restricted as occasion
demands.

Rt.l{f, trid R.ngr rd. C{kuhtrfl

8.*. Al.m .nd Wemi{ DRffi

Figure 2. System bfock diagram.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 3. Block diagram of lundamental FM-CW radar.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF RADAR SEN.
SOR

50GHz Band FM-CW Fladar
In automotive radar installations, the size of antenna

is, in particular, a decisive factor with regard to the ease
of installation on vehicles.

Since the space for antenna installation in a compact
car is limited to a diameter of 100 to 200 mm, a frequerrcy
of 50GHz was selected to obtain 2o to 5o beam width in
this size. In view of production engineering cost, 50 to
60GHz is considered to be the upper limit at present.

There are various radar systems, such as FM-CIff,
Pulse, etc. The FM-CW system was selected because the
system is simple in configuration, hardware is easy to
develop compared with other sy$tems and, with the de-
velopment of microcomputers, highly sophisticated signal
processing functions can be incorporated in the system
to facilitate false alarm prevention at a comparatively low
cost.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the fundamental
FM-CW radar system. The Gunn Oscillator output is
coupled to the transmitter antenna through the directional
coupler and, at the same time, fed to the mixer as the
local oscillator signal.

The received signal is input directly into the mixer from
the antenna.

For the parameters of FM-DW triangular modulation,
we chose a frequency modulation of {f : 75MHz, a
Bweep rate of/m : 73OHz and center frequency of/o
: 49.5GH2. For these parameters, a range of lm cor-
responds to 750H2 and a relative velocity of lm,/sec to
333.3H2.

MILL'S CROSS ANTENNA SYSTEM WITH
45" POLARIZATION

Figure 4 shows the photograph of the antenna tfans-
ceiver. For better air-flow and design at the front of the
car and to obtain a sharp beam, a Mill's Cross Antenna
System is adopted.
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In addition, thie anteflna system e'nrploys 45" poleri.
zation, thereby reducing mutual interference with cars
running in the opposite lane.

MODULAR TRANSCEIVEH CIRCUIT AND
MILLIMETER WAVE INTEGRATED CIR-
CUIT.

More detailed configuration of the antenna-transceiver
is shown in Figure 5. The transmitting antenna con$ists
of a longitudinal-shunt-slot array and parabolic-cylinder
reflector, while the receiving antenna is an edge-shunt-
slot array with a similar reflector.

The Gunn oscillator, directional coupler and mixer are
built in a block at the base of the V-shaped transmitting,/
receiving antenna.

We have developed a Millimeter Wave Integrated Cir-
cuit mixer with a special structure, the so-called In-Line
Type mixer, in which the received signal is supplied from
one side and the local oscillator from the opposite side'
Since the received signal and local signal differ in plane
of polarization, the cross coupling element is inserted at

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

beam(z"x2 ' )

Figure 6. lllustration of composite beam.

the local signal side. As shown in Figure 6 the beam
width is 2' X 6' for either the transmitting antenna or
the receiving antenna, and the polarization is 45', the
crossed beams giving a useful beam width 2" y 2'when
installed in a car.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show typical receiving antenna
pattern data.

DESIGN OF FHONT GRILL

$ince the front grill in front of the radar is located in
the propagation path of mm wave, materials and $tructure
of the front grill influence the radar performance signif-
icantly.

Many considerations were given to phas€ distortion,
gain drop, enlargement of beam width and deterioration
of side lobe.

In this sy$tem the front grill is designed so that a
dielectric board of resin is in the propagation path of the
mm wave. Figure 9 shows configuration of the front grill.

The thickness of board t is determined according to
the following equation.

where ,t : Free'space wavelength
f r ; Relative dielectric constant

' 0 : Angle of incidence
n r Integer

We select t : 4mm (n : l).
When this front grill is installed in the vehicle, gain

drop is 0.1 dB, enlargement of beam width is 0.2 degree
and deterioration of side lobe is approximately 0. I dB.

These are negligibly small.
Coating materials for front grill include aluminium and

carbon powder which are considered to influence the
propagation of mm wave, but as shown in Table 2, it is
proved that sensitivity deterioration is 0.7 dB at mosq
and also negligible in practice.

t : :
2{f r - sin'0

n ) r (2)

Figure 4. Photograph of 50 GHz band radar.

96iEbolic -cylinder

-tlrnBmilling antennt

cdge-ilr$tlt---1. .'
longiludin6l -Bhunl
-rlot rrrEy
fadofilcalol array

I
l r a n a c o i v e r . '

'--vr|4to. tu.r.d Gunil
Olclllolof lnd sa8ochlGd
€ircuit.

Figure 5. Configuration ol the antenna-trensceiver.
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Table 1. Technical specification.

General
Radar System

Frequency
Modulation

Radar performance
Antenna

Beamwidth

Polarization
Gain

Transmitter output
power
Fange
Range rate
Size of antenna
transceiver

Non-cooperative
Bistatic Radar
49.5GHz
FM.CW

V shaped Mill's Cross
Antenna
2 " x 2 '
(composite beamwidth of
transmitting and receiving
entenna)
45'
32 dB
(for transmitting or
receiving antenna alone)

30 mw
3 t o 6 0 m
0 to 120 km/h
204494 x 66 mm
( H x W x D )

lq
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h
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i
o
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o
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3o
EL

o
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o
o
cc

rsdB I \ 14.7d8

degrees

Figure 7. Typical data on receiving antenna (H-plane).
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degreer

Figure 8. Typical data on receiving antenna (E-plene).

EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

Figure L Front grill for the radar.

Table 2. Influence of lront grill coating materials on radar
performance.

Coating ma-
terials Pigment composition Attenuation
A A1:2o/o, Carbon:0.6olo 0.1 dB
B A1;3%, carbon:O.9olo 0.3 dB
C A1:4o/o 0.3 dB
D Carbon:3% 0.3 dB
E Carbon:Zyo, organic pioment 0.7 dB

MICROCOMPUTER.CONTROLLED SIG NAL
PHOCESSING

The Signal Processor consists of I chip CPU, zKB
ROM and 3 I,/O LSIs (Fig. l0), and operates according
to the flow chart shown in Figure ll.

Range and closing rate are calculated from the beat
frequency during the modulation up and down swing.

Since false alarms caused by false targets must be min-
imized., received signats are analyzed from various angles
to discriminate between the valid targets and false targets.

That is, since very frequent false alarms are sent out
ifthe equation (l) is calculatedjust from the beat signals,
we plan to decrease the number of false alarms by the
following methodsr

Figure 10. Photograph of signal processor.
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Figure 11, Outline of signal processing.

(l) False target discrimination according to thc re-
ceived signal level.

(2) Distance and velocity output hold whenever there
is an instantalreous drop in receiving level'

(3) Alarm calculation output inhibition wheneverthert
is a sudden change in the distance or velocity.

Alarm calculations are etecuted every 50ms according
to equation (l) and when the equation is satisfied thre€
times in succession without braking or steering maneu-
vers, visible and audible alarms are triggered.

RADAR HANGE CUT

It is reported that selection of optimum beam width
and radar range cut is effective in suppressing false alarms'

In this system, a narrorv beam 2' X 2'is obtained by
use of Mill's Cross Antenna System. In relation to the
beam width, when the radar equipped vehicle runs near-
by roadside obstacles such as guardrails on a straight
road, the range selected should be 45m.

As shown in Figure 12, when the vehicle runs along
the curved road where the maximum lateral acceleration
is assumed to be approximately 0.3g, the distance to ob-

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

stacles is calculated as 4Om at l00lffi4r (situation B in
the figure). So we adopted 4Om for the radar range.

That is, alarms are restricted when the distance between
vehicles is more than 4Om.

We investigated the distance in normal traffrc flow and
the distance at which drivers activate the brake when they
recognize dangerous conditions in city traffrc, urban
trafftc and on the expre$ways in Japan.

Test resulte are shown in Figure 13.
Drivers do not keep their distance on the assumption

that the vehicle in front will suddenly stop with no stop-
ping distance, and the assumption in equation (l) that
the radar car can stop at the same deceleration as the
vehicle in front is confirmed to be suitable.

Recognition of dangerous conditions occulr at a dis-
tance corresponding to reaction time of 0.9 * l.lsec; well
within the 4Om range in normal traflic flow, for example
at 25 * 27m when vehicle speed is lmknt/h. Test results
also show reaction time TR of l.0sec matches the typical
driver's driving habits.

We selected the 2' x 2'beam width and 4Om range
for false alarm problems and reaction time TR : l.Osec
after some experiments.

Therefore, under certsfur condifions, the syetem be-
comes only a collision mitigation system which reduces
the impact velocity and impact energy. The safe distance
as a function of relative velocity is shown in Figure 14.
For example, if the vehicle is closing on a fixed obstacle
at more than 53km/h, a collision is unavoidable'

Impact velocity Vc is calculated according to the fol-
lowing equation.

V c :
(3)

where R. r Radar range
Vr r Closing speed
Vo : Own vehicle velocity

d : Braking deceleration

3
LIJu
=
{
h
E

Stopping distance -----_1r-

to 20 30 40 50 60 70 B0
Vehicle Speed (xmztr)

Figure 13. Actual dlstance in normal traffic flow'Range reduction required in curves.
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rrdiuB

Figure 12.
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Figure 14. Relationship between retative vetocity and safe
distance.

As shown in Table 3, if the radar equipped vehicle is
closing on a fixed obstacle at 80km/h and the driver
actiyates the brake not later than 1.0sec after the rec-
ognition of alarm, impact velocity is reduced to 56.3km/
h which reduces impact energy 507o.

Table 3. lmpact velocity and energy reduction as function
of closing speed.

Closing speed lmpact velocity lmpact energy
reduction

65 km/h 15.6 km/h 93yo
70 34.2 76
80 56.3 50
90 73.3 34

100 88.2 22

EVALUATION TEST

Detectable Range
Shown in Figure 15 is the record of range outputs when

the experimental vehicle runs toward a fixed comer re*
flector (a : 22.8 dB).

The figure shows that the maximum detectable range
is 170 to l80m on a straight road under good conditions.

For actual passenger cars, the radar cross section is
presumed to be l0 to 20 dB, and the detectable range is
approximately 80m.

Figure 16 shows the data collected under the running
conditions of both radar equipment and target vehicles,
and with maximum range limited to 6Om to reduce mal-
functions.

This figure reveals that sensor performance is such that
even compact cars can be detected satisfactorily up to a
range of 60m.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES
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Figure 15. Detection range.

ttme(soc)

Figure 16. Typical road test data.

WEATHER EFFECT

Regarding the effect of rain and snow which are sup-
posed to pose the most serious problem with millimeter
wayes, the following performance te$t was conductedr

Deterioration of sensitivity caused by rain or snow,
through their adhesiofl to the front grill, attenuation in
the air and back scatter are considered. In actual running
conditions, decisive degradation of sensitivity caused by
rain or snow was not observed at all.

Figure 17 shows the range data garhered by making
use of an artificial rain facility in order to evaluate back
scatter by rainfall.

The detectable range is signiflrcantly reduced due to
clutter, but this value is only a reference, since the pre-
cipitation at the test site registered about l50mm/h, m
amount of rainfall such as we hardly ever encounter in
nature. In an actual road test when there was a normal
rainfall, no poor sensitivity was observed.

Regarding some 20 to 30mm/h of rainfall, we have not
had the opportunity to carry out such a test and results
are still awaited.

E
(u
o
c
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,B
(Vo : Own vehicle velocity)

Relative velocity (km/h)
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Figure 17. Detection range.

HOAD TEST

Target Discrimination and false alanns have been eval-
uated by use of the test vehicle in various road geometries
and traffrc conditions. Because of the narrow 2" x 2
beam and alarm restriction at more than 4Om. few false
alarms occurred: merely several alarms per 300km.

Almost all these false alarms were acceptable to a
driver, for they occurred, for example, when the radar
equipped vehicle passed another vehicle very recklessly
or when the vehicle ran very close to the guardrails on
a curved road.

As a result of the basic evaluatiofl testing we have
gained confidence that the system performs suitably for
practical use, in view of false alarm problems. In addition,
the road tests have been conducted over a few thousand
kilometers, and we have not had any trouble with the
millimeter wave devic€, which has been found to be highly
reliable.

CONCLUSION

We selected a frequency of 50GHz and obtained & mdar
sensor with beam width of 2' X 2" and small size of
204 X 334 x 66mm(H X w X D).

(l) Under good condition$, the detectable range is ap
proximately 80m for a compact car, and attenua-
tion due to rain or snow in the air was not found.
Considerable back scatter due to rainfall was found
when the rainfall rate was a very heavy l50mm./
h. But in rainfall such as we normally experience,
no groor sensitivity was observed, so we consider
this to be no problem in practical use.

(2) We investigated the target identification causcd by
roadside obstacles on curved road.
Since it is considered that maximum lateral accel-
eration of the vehicle is approximately 0.3g, we
adopted a short radar range of 4Om, to suppress
false alarm occurrence.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

AII false alarms were acceptable to a driver, for
they occurred when the vehicle was passing other
vehicles very recklessly or running very close to
the guardrails in a curre.

(3) Because of the short radar range, however, under
certain conditions, the system becomes only a col-
lision mitigation system.
For example, if the radar car is closing on a fixed
obstacle at 80kmA and the driver activates the
brake not later than l.0sec after alarm occurrence,
impact velocity will be 56kmA and impact energy
will be reduced to 50Vo of initial energy.

(4) Even the system at present is considered to be
effective because probability of fatal accidents or

. severity of injuries sustained by the driver will be
significantly reduced.

(5) Trade-off of false alarm suppression and collision
avoidance is a subject for future study.
In terms of hardware, it is necessary to follow up

I on enhanced reliability under various environmen-
tal conditions such as temp€rature, vibration, EMI

, etc. and for cost reduction.
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NEW CAR DEFECTS

It should not be forgotten that a eubstantial number
of cars are delivered with material or assembly faults, and
poor driving technique is often blamed for short com-
ponent life or loss of control incidents. Per$i$tent com-
plaints by a number of our members are typical. They
experienced diffrculty in changing gear and the inability
of the dealers to trace and rectify the cause. The typical
sequence of events runs something like this: After several
months of unsatisfactory motoring and the fitting of one
or two new clutches, a complete strip of the power unit
would be undertaken, revealing the absence ofthe proper
thrust washer in the engine.

Mechanics and reception engineers, even the manufac-
turers' representative, never experienced a great deal of
diffrculty with gear changes on this car, for they were
skilled in clutchless changes, using the synchromesh to
best advantage.

DIFFICULW OF DIAGNOSIS OF DEFECTS

The garage trade, in many instances, fails to diagrrose
correctly the causes of customer complaints. They may
use the same jargon, but this may describe very dissimilar
occurrences. A common complaint is: "The car is running
rough, particularly at speed". We have on record a num-
ber of cases where repeated attention to engine tune,
including systematic replacement of sparking plugs and
then the complete HT system, even re-conditioning of
carhuretors, were undertaken, all to no avail. In others
clutch and flywheel were removed and dynamically bal-
anced. Replacement of brake discs and hydraulic dam-
per$, new steering joints, all frgure prominently. Yet in
many cases the cause was nothing more fundamental than
a rear wheel tyre which no longer had uniform steel belt
stiffness. Casual inspection, check for legal tread depth,
even re-balancing on standard wheel balancing machines
would not reveal that the tyre was approaching the state
of imminent failure. A few of the tyres had built-in short-
comings such as poor bonding ofdifferent layers or lateral
run-out, but the majority had just become age deterio-
rated.

Whereas vehicle inspectors have been given fairly clear
guidelines on the extent oftolerable deficiences in steering,
brakes, and suspension (which of course includes struc-
tural strength of their attachment points) beyond which
they must fail the vehicle in its MOT or equivalent safety
te$t, no proper guidelines exist when it comes to age
affected tyres. There is also some doubt whether the Vol-
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INTRODUCTION

It is in the nature of things that the majority of mo-
torists ride about in cars that are older and less well cared
for than the shiny new models in dealers' showrooms.
The average age of cars in regular use in the UK is 5f,
to 6 years and is rising as Companies and private pur-
chasers delay replacing vehicles by a year, in an effort to
eave on capital expenditure.

This paper concerns itself with some of the inevitable
age deterioration effects and how they may affect vehicle
safety. Age deterioration in the form of metallurgical
changes, from fatigue cracking in steel to crack propa-
gation in high strength aluminium alloys, and above all
corrosion of high temperature turbine blades, is well
understood by the aircraft inspectorate as potential safety
hazards. All aircraft operators accept rigorous and fairly
frequent replacement of age expired structural parts and
moving components as a sensible, although costly, safety
measure. After all they are professionals. Yet there would
be an outcry by millions of motorists if they were com-
pelled, by law, to replace tyre$, suspension elements, en-
gine and transmission mounts, fuel tanks, as a preventive
measure on an age or mileage basis, for this would prob-
ably be long before they have reached the point of un-
serviceability in the eyes of their owners. Owners are, of
course, generally lacking any expertise in such technical
matters.

ARE AGE-DETERIORATED COMPONENTS
A MAJOR CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS?

There appears to be conflicting documentary evidence
on whether age and mileage deterioration is a major factor
in real life accidents. It is a bit like the case of the old
cracked jug, which sometimes outlasts a new whole onp
ownenr take extra care when using it and made due al-
lowance for its imperfect condition.

Under normal operating conditions most drivers can
and do compensate for the progressive deterioration of
clutch, brakes, wear in steering linkages, even the partial
collapse of hydraulic dampers. Only in emergency acci-
dent avoidance manoeuvres is it likely to cause serious
problems.



untary Recall Systcm operated by the vehicle manufac-
turets is the most cost e{fective way to ensure safety.

HECALL CAMPAIGNS

Despite ever more sophisticated quality controt pro-
cedures being adopted by the majority of vehicle and
component manufacturer$, far too many vehicles leave
the factories with safety related defects.

In the UK the number of cars, light vans and pick-ups
recalled for safety checks and rectification between April
lst 1980 and March 31st l98l was 560,880, or around
36Vo ofthe annual new car registration. This is under an
Industry Voluntary Recall Code and most of the cars
affected were still within their one year warranty. Even
so only 78Vo of these were actually traced, checked and,/
or rectified by April 1982.

This represents a very good response by the motoring
public and is much better than that found in, for instance,
the USA. But so it should be, for if the manufacturer
cannot encourage an owner/operator to take his vehicle
back to his franchised dealer whilst the full warranty coyer
operates, he has far less hope of success thereafter-par-
ticulady as an ever larger proportion of owners skimp on
maintenance, attempt some DIY repairs and no longer
regularly entrust their vehicles to the recognised fran-
chised dealers for maintenance and repair, once the car
is over 3 years old.

FASTENER DEFECTS

24fi7o of the recalled cars and car derivatives had noth,
ing more fundamentally wrong than inadequate fasteners,
which ranged from incorrect, or missing, locking washen
or circlips to the wtong rivet material, from inadequate
pre-loading to material of nuts and bolts not being up to
specification.

It is all too easy to dismiss these f,s minor problems,
which owners will have attended to as soon as an assembly
becomes sloppy or rattles a bit, in other words long before
a real safety hazard occurr. But that argument loses all
credibility when it come$ to suspect seat belt fixings which
could affect some 15,370 cars, for they could fail at well
below their design load, and at the first time they were
called upon to perform.

What possible reason should induce an owncr of a
factory new car to check after a bit of brisk motoring
whether the self locking nuts on his front suspension are
starting to come undone or suspect that there is a like-
lihood that the purposeful growl of the sportier version
of a popular family car is due to hub flange bolts stretching
under the increased loading? Would he not be entitled to
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expect that the material specification for securing front
brake calipers on a high price, high performance sar is
such that they will neither stretch, come loose, nor snap
during repef,ted braking from high speed? And why
should he be expected to realise that if he regularly motors
acro$s undulating corrugated roads, which are not un-
comrnon in many pafts of Europe after a severe winter,
he must refrain from doing so at 50rnph or above or
expect the front suspension tie rods to come undone?

One would hardly expect that vehicles built in 1981
would suffer from such a basic lack of appreciation of
fatigue loading. It is a regrettable fact that even in 1980,/
82 we come acro$$ examples of nuts being harder than
bolts, the threaded portion ofbolts being too long or too
short to perforrn properly when engaging with the mating
RUIS.

Such signs ofpoor design were not confined to any one
country of origin. Also production volume and cost of
the vehicle are not a guarantee against plain human fail-
ings. Manufacturers believe that their feed-back via war-
ranty claims, submitted through franchised dealers, is
adequate and effective, yet this assumption may need re-
examining from time to time.

IS THE VOLUNTARY RECALL SYSTEM THE
BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH SAFETY DE.
FECTS?

It is probably still the only practical way in which we
can tackle the complex problem of vehicular safety and
reliability without creating a vast bureaucratic apparatus
to monitor after-build rectification operations, which are
carried out under such euphemistically titled schemes as:
"Pre-delivery lnspection", "l$t Free Service at 1000
mil€s", "Free Safety Check", "Extended Warranty In-
Bpection", "Fine Tuning", "Voluntary Free of Charge
Recall", "Personal Reminder". . etc,

But the system leaves unanswered such questions as;

l. Why do we have an average of I million voluntary
recalls in Britain every year, mostly on relatively
new cars and often well before they are due for their

. first MOT safety check, i.e., at under 3 years or at
less than f; of the designed life?

2. Is this really the most cost effective way of deeling
with such situations?

3. Whilst generally only a small fraction of all the cars
sold would be at risk, who can determine with cer-
tainty which ones?

The tracing of owners, the follow up administration
work, the provisioning of special tools, replacement parts,
etc., under the Voluntary Recall System, on average, costs
20 to 100 times as much as getting it right first time,
namely at the manufacturing and assembly stages.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPULSORY
VEHICLE SAFETY CHECKS

lVhile statistics exist about Recall Campaigns, little is
known about the changee of primary and secondary safety
of vehicles due to age deterioration or how effective MOT
type safety checks really are. For reasons of cost, annual
or biannual compulsory safety checks can only cover a
limited number of essential safety features. The real value
of such compulsory checks appears to be in persuading
owners to replace doubtful and part-worn parts prior to
submitting their vehicles to the MOT or equivalent test.
Alternatively they may decide that the time has come to
scrap their car, if they are afraid that the cost of the
necessary repairs and parts replacement to ensure a pass
is substantial or more than they can afford.

There are obvious economic limits to the scope and
methods ofinspecting cafs. The costly procedures ofprop-
edy recording and feeding back relevant data to the ve-
hicle and component manufacturers (in such a detailed
manner that these could be used by them to improve their
products), has hardly ever progressed beyond the stage
of discussion paper or feasibility study.

WHAT ARE THE HEALISTIC RISKS OF
FAILURE TO TRACE AND RECTIFY
SAFETY DEFECTS?

Despite the excellent fesponse to the recall camfaign
by the owners and the garage trade, over 150,000 cars
were missed that year in the UK alone. It is not unrea-
sonable to a.ssums that they too followed the general
pattern ofvehicles recalled for safety checks, namely that
only between 3To and 87o werc really at iskof imminent
failure. The number of new vehicles in circulation in the
UK with such latent defects is therefore not likely to be
in excess ofabout 12,000, or ofthe order ofless than l7o
of the annual registration of new cars.

The number of older or badly maintained cars which
are at risk from latent defects is, ofcourse, much greater.
But little reliable data exist to quantify this. It thus be-
comes more a matter of extrapolation of limited in-depth
investigations and "expert opinion", guesswork, even ru-
mour$ freely circulating in the garage trade and insurance
circles.

Fortunately, not every mechanical failure occurs at
epeed, nor does it generally result in injury accidents.
These are the accepted reference standards by which to
judge whether the various steps taken to minimise acci-
dents have been really effective. For every recorded injury
accident about 18 to 22 occur involving minor or quite
extensive damage to the vehicle only. And a far greater
number are near misses (l).

Many of the fastener failure$ on suspension and steering
will occur when applied loads are relatively high, such

as when moving in or out of side street$, going up or
down ramps, on roundabouts, even reversing to park.
These are usually fairly slow speed manoeuvres. Defective
tyres, on the other hand, frequently fail at speed or when
attempting a rapid lane change.

BRAKE DEFECTS

Can one be sure that ofthe recalls concerning hydraulic
brake defects-in which the owners did not call on the
franchised dealers to have them rectiflred, over 10,0fi) in
1980/81-none will manifest themselves later on in loss
of control in situations where the driver brakes to avoid
a collision, or attempts to slow down from high speed
prior to changing direction?

Nearly 200 cers had rear brake elave cylinders of too
large a diameter, which would cause premature locking
up of rear wheels and thus could produce a rear end slide
during emergency braking. Over 8,500 had suspect brake
servos, and the remainder had wrongly assembled brake
units or badly routed brake lines.

After Accident Investigation by a trafftc accident in-
vestigating police officer would rarely establish that the
car involved had a questionable braking performance due
to "inherent manufacturing defects", particularly so in
relatively flew cars. For he would at best carry out a static
test to establish whether the hydraulic braking system
was still pressure tight or not. Ifthe system held pressure,
he would naturally assume that the driver rather than
the vehicle manuacturer was at fault.

TYRE DEFECTS

lVhen it comes to tyres, there is far less inclination by
manufacturers to arrange for a voluntary recall. In recent
years the quality control of several tyre manufacturers,
as well as their skills, have improved considerably. Some
tyre manufacturers act more responsibly than others.
There remain, however, those manufacturers who rely on:

a) the difftculty of aggrieved motorists being able to
prove manufacturing defects, for it is all too easy
after a tyre failure to ascribe it to owner neglect or
abuse,

b) suspect tyres tend to wear out fairly early in their
life, or,

c) some suspect tyres are so diffrcult to balance that
the motorist will return to the tyre dealer who will
then make a concessionary adjustment and fit a
replacement one.

Two or three tyre manufacturers have gone beyond the
voluntary code commitment of the Tyre Industry and
generously replaced substantial numbers of their high
performance tyres as a precautionary measure, once cer-
tain manufacturing shortcomings have come to light. For



no manufacturer enjoys condemnation by the media fol-
lowing a series of unexplained serious accidents, even
though he may be exonerated from blame in subsequent
court proceedings.

ACCIDENT CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

It is always diffrcult in accident investigations to clearly
identify and record a// contributing factors, particularly
if the vehicle is badly damaged. While it is generally
accepted that mechanical defects are not the prime cause
of injury accidents and that driver action may well be at
least a major contributing factor in 2l to 3/. of them, one
cannot ignore that, in real life situations, road layout,
traffic conditions, other road users, wind and weather
have considerable influence on the sequence of events
leading up to or aggravating the accident.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO IMPROVE THE
SITUATION?

There is little that can effectively be done about varying
climatic conditions, which play a major role in creating
the pre-conditions for road accidents. The erection of
wind breaks, better road layouts and improved traffic
flow, lane segregation of slow and faster moving vehicles
are desirable alleviating features, $o are purpose built
motor-ways and urban ring roads, but all cost money and
it takes a good deal of time before they are fully imple-
mented.

Better Driver Training, and Government Safety Prop'
aganda is costly. Yet, despite persistent exhortations, good
advice, even visual horror shock treatments on television,
etc., it is diffrcult to detect signs of improvements in
driving habits. Motorists still take unnecessary and un-
warranted chances.

Even police prosecution and heavy fines for offenders
against trafftc regulations have only a temporary deterring
effect. One must therefore accept that there will always
be some careles$, even reckless drivers about.

THE CONCEPT OF THE "FORGIVING'' CAFI

Cars should, therefore, be designed to be as forgiving
as practicable to the incautious or erratic driver and not
merely be approved by "expert" drivers as having a
"sporty app€41". ln other words, the maximum techni-
cally feasible may not be the ideal solution. It is, in my
opinion, preferable to have a car with accelerating, brak-
ing and road holding performance of below the maximum
technically feasible, but with little variation in perflorm-
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ance in these vital characteristics over a wide spectrum
of environmental and operating conditions. This is par-
ticularly important if ageing and lack of maintenance
could drastically lower the effectiveness of brakes, tyre
grip and predictable and crisp steering input responEe.

Superb performance for certain conditions and there-
after a dramatic loss of control, once a threshold limit
has been reached or environmental conditions have al-
tered, may well give a false sense of security to many
drivers when motoring under favourable conditions. If
the driver receives early warning of impending but pro-
gressive loss of control over a widely varying set of con-
ditions. with time to take some corrective action, he has
a better chance of surviving, with a bad fright or a minor
dent to his ego or his car, than in the case of total con-
trollability up to the limit of adhesion of tyres, followed
by a spectacular spin, if he tries that little bit too hard.
For tyre to road grip can vary substantially on any long
distance trip.

It depends so much on the type of surface dressing, its
harshness, macro and micro texture and state of polish,
which in tum are greatly affected by level of heavy trucks
travelling over it daily. Whether the surface is dry, damp
or rainsoaked, is of major signiflrcance. In most loss of
control accidents it takes only about Z second for the
transition from marginally safe to alarming and a further

Ito I sesond for the driver to perceive the danger and
react as best he can. Yet in many instances the road layout
could be such that total loss of control would take place
within l/, seconds.

TYRE TO ROAD GRIP

Most car tyre testing has been carried out on wet $ur-
faces, for this gives a lower p value (and hence longer
braking distances), than in the dry. The aim throughout
the last 15 years or so has been to give a new car tyre as
near the sarne ,J, value as applies in the dry and it is no
longer remarkable to find that for the same road surface
(other than the Bridport Pebble with its very low p value)
the p value (wet) is about 0.80 X g. value (dry). But
there are considerable variations between certain makes
of tyres. The range of p (wet) : 0.75 X (dry) to p (wet)
: 0.85 X (dry) covers most West European quality tyres.
But we have come across values as low as p (wet) :
0.63 X p (dry) on car tyres from hot, dry countries.

While many tyre manufacturers are using similar types
of polymers for their tread compounds, there are differ-
ences in "effective pr", particularly in the wet, Each man-
ufacturer will tend to select a compound which suits his
productiofl plants and gives the best compromise in the
quest for a low cost tyre which has good wear resistance,
good braking charcteristics in the wet, high speed dura-
bility, and performs well over a wide temperature range.
These are often contradictory requirements.
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In order of significance the options of change opm to
a tyre manufacturer to optimise his new range of tyres
are:

l. Tread Rubber Compounds.
2. Tyre Construction Details.
3. Tread Pattern.

In part-used tyres the tread wear pattern, and partic-
ularly the remaining depth of tread, is often of greater
significance than the 3 factors listed above when operating
on rain soaked roads.

Typical "p" values obtained when braking from 50km,/
h on a dry concrete surface for 3 different 165SR13 steel
belted radial tyres were:

TYRE TREAD
PEAK LOCKED WHEET COMPOUND

0.96 0.88 : .92 X Peak 237a High Hysteresis
Styrene Butadiene
(Most common on UK
summer tyres)

0.93 0.80 : .86 X Peak High Level of Natural
Rubber

0.85 0.70 - .82 X Peak High Level of Polybu-
tadiene (Commonly
found on European
winter tyres)

The ambient air temperature was l8'C.

SKID HESISTANCE OF ROADS

Research on skid resistance of roads started in Britain
in l92l at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), and
has been continued ever since by the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory GRRL) and various Highways and
Local Authorities reporting to the TRRL. It was decided
quite early on to concentrate on the tyre to wet road grip
during the summer months with a normalised tempera-
ture of 20'C. For this was considered to be the most
hazardous road condition.

The first skid resistance measurements on wet roads
were carried out by mounting a smooth tyred wheel set
at a considerable angle on the sidecar of a specially mod-
ified motor cycle and sidecar combination, and recording
via a mechanical linkage system the vertical reaction be-
tween tyre and road, as well as the side thrust of the
wheel.

Test spoeds were moderate: 25km4r up to 50km/1.
For higher speeds modified road cars were used in the
1950's, front wheel drive Citroens up to about 1967, fol-
lowed in 1965 by Austin l80O cars, in use until about
1972. These have since been replaced by specially designed
tanker lorries carrying water. All of these 4 wheeled cars
and trucks have one feature in common-a separate sth

wheel mounted inside the wheel base and set at an angle
of 20' to the direction of travel. The smooth tyre is similar
to that used on the original sidecar, but has a different
rubber composition.

The first of these special SCRIM vehicles was com-
missioned in 1968 and several have been sold overseas.
In addition to this, a special braking force trailer has been
used to record locked wheel braking and peak braking
effort at speeds up to l30km/h. The advantage is that
standard production tyres can be used and compared
against the smooth reference tyre. Similar trailer units
are in use in various parts of the world to facilitate tyre
development work. All the above test vehicles suffer to
a greater or lesser extent from several defects. On heavily
trafftcked routes road surfaces can have marked undu-
lations and hence the vertical loading on the test tyre is
not constant. It will be influenced by the vehicle suspen-
sion dynamics and these will differ from one type of test
vehicle to another and will change with age and general
lack of maintenauce of such vehicles, which are generally
standing idle for many months every year. With age and
exposure to ozone and strong light, rubber hardens and
the tyre will tend to bounce up and down more. A bounc-
ing wheel does not develop full side thrust (SFC).

HOW RELIABLE AHE THE TEST HESULTS?

In 1978 the TRRL reported that, following the intro-
duction of the SCRIM trucks for routine skid resistance
measurements on the highways, an increase in side force
coeffrcient (S.F.C.) had been recorded on sections of road
on which no resurfacing work had taken place. But before
taking these at face value one must be certain that changes
in the test equipment and its associated instrumentation,
test methods, and procedures, as well as the character-
istics ofthe reference vehicles have not introduced a shift
of the datum line.

Average skid resistance throughout the UK had ap
parently increased by l9%o, when comparing 1973 and
1974 test data with those of the preceding l0 years, and
was 28Vo higher for the period 1975/76. The increase in
SFC closely follows the progressive phasing out of the
older test vehicles (2).

In order not to lose continuity of records the TRRL
results from 1972 onwards have been "adjusted" to bring
them into line with the earlier data. But others using the
same equipment have not done so.

It is arguable that it might have been more sensible to
correct the earlier TRRL results and thereby avoid the
confusion which will inevitably occur when current re-
search data emanating from many differcnt sources are
being compared.

It would also explain why some of the author's eadier
test results, when investigating loss ofcontrol and steady
state critical speed cases, were giving tyre to road adhesion



values about 25% higher than the TRRL's. The fact that
tyre construction differs from one manufacturer to an-
other and the inevitable change of properties with age
and usage might account for difference in recorded values
of around l0%o-a fact that was not appreciated until the
late 1970's.

The skid resistance of a tread rubber in contact with
a normal road surface can conveniently be separated into
four rubber properties:

l) adhesion, 2) deformation, 3) tearing and 4) abrasion.
All of these are quite obviously affected by the road

surface conditionr whether it is rigid, such as brushed
concrete or well embedded stone chippings in a tarmac
binder, or broken and with loose debris: whether the
surface temperatures are high or low: whether the surfaces
are dry, damp, rainsoaked, flooded, snow or slush cov-
ered, icy or coated with a traffic film of oil, dust and
rubber debris. Above all the degree of polishing of the
road stones exerts a major influence. This in turn is af-
fected by traffrc flow. Buses and trucks in particular tend
to polish most road surfaces and thereby lower their wet
crip.

STATE OF TYRES AS ACCIDENT
CAUSATION

$urprisingly little reliable accident investigation infor-
mation exists in the UK on the relationship between injury
accident frequency and the state of the tyres before the
accident, particularly the depth of tread and whether
tread wear is even. What little information does exist is
generally pre 1968, i.e., before the minimum tread depth
regulations became mandatory in the UK.

The BRMA has commissioned in 1982 a Research
Project with Birmingham University to correlate their On
the Spot Accident Investigation Analysis with tyre con-
ditions, tread depth and road surface conditions, partic-
ularly depth of water. This is probably the first serious
in-depth investigation along these lines ever undertaken
in the UK. The factual data from other countries are
"patchy" or circumstantial.

CHANGES IN TYRE THEAD WEAR OVER
THE PAST 10 YEARS

On crossply tyres, tread wear is generally fairly even
across the full tread width, provided correct tyre pressure
is maintained. Too high an inflation pressure results in
pronounced crown wear. Insuffrcient tyre pressure results
in wear on both shoulders. More wear on one shoulder,
usually the outside shoulder on the front tyres, was in-
dicative of suspension characteristics of many car$, due
to marked camber changes. For rear engined rear wheel
drive cars, like the old VW Beetle, it was pronrrunced
shoulder wear on the rear tvres.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Since then many changes have taken place in both car
suspension and tyre design. Practically all new car models
have radial construction tyres, more and more of them
with steel reinforcing belts. These are essentially nonex-
tensible reinforcing belts laid over a carcass of textile
reinforcing cords at an angle ofabout 87'to 90", running
from bead to bead.

For car tyres the bias angle at which the reinforcing
belts run relative to the circumference is currently about
18" for each of the 2 steel belts in typical car tyres of the
SR and the higher speed HR rating. It has been steadily
decreasing from about 2{ to 26" for some early radial
tyres. The lower this bias angle, the quicker the response
to steering input. But there are practical limitations to
ever lower bias angles, for too low an angle (below l0)
makes a car's steering over sensitive and, under the in-
fluence of suspension mov€ment over a normal road sur-
face with some undulations, would result in a lowering
ofthe straight line stability back to the 1930 to 1950 type
crossply tyres, where the driver had to constantly correct
the steering at anything above moderate speeds,

OTHER TYRE DESIGN CHANGES

There has been a steady trerrd in making winter tyr€s
have more ruggedly knobbly groups oftread blocks stand-
ing well proud of the large open channels which separate
one group from the next. For the summer tyre the ribbed
design is being replaced by more open yet interlocking
blocks.

In the past the land to void ratio, i.e., the ratio of area
of rubber ribs or blocks in a normal dry road contact
patch to that ofgrooves and channels not making contact
with the road was of the order of 80:20; currently it is
about 60:40.

The purpose is to ensure adequate drainage of surface
water, even at relatively high motoring speeds, which is
essential for safety in handling and braking. If water is
not drained rapidly, then a wedge of water builds up in
front of the contact patch and the dreaded floating offof
the tyre, known as aquaplaning, takes place.

CHANGES OF FOOTPRINT WITH
CHANGES OF TYRE ASPECT RATIO

On the normal type of car tyre with an aspect ratio of
around 80, the "footprint" of a tyre on a dry road is
about that of a man's shoe and significantly longer than
its maximum width.

As the aspect ratio is reduced to 70, 65,60, 55, or
more, then a progressively flatter sportier appearance is
produced. Such lower a$pect ratio tyres may or may not
have a greater load carrying capacity, but they certainly
alfect ride and handling, for they alter the steering ge-
ometry.
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Above all their dry and wet road footprint changes. As
aspect ratio is decreased, i.e., as the tyre becomes fatter,
the "footprint" changes from an elongated ellipse with
its major (greater length) axis in the fore and aft direction
to one with its minor (shorter length) axis in the fore and
aft direction. This is not a desirable feature, for it reduces
the pneumatic trail, which provides the self aligning
torque and good straight line stability. Very low aspect
ratio tyres tend to make a car more 'Jittery"; also they
frequently tend to be more easily affected by water on
the road $urface, following a heavy rainfall, and can be
more prone to aquaplaning, and hence a potential loss of
control.

I,ow aspect ratio tyres tend to be fitted to the more
powerful versions of saloon and sports cars, which are
frequently driven with more verve and at higher speeds
than their lower specification humbler counterparts. The
transition from just manageable, i.e., marginally safe, to
unpredictable (in which neither braking nor steering effort
properly control the car's intended progress) is often brief
and sudden, when owners wishing to improve and cus-
tomise their vehicles go further in their modifications than
the vehicle manufacturers thought wise. This applies par-
ticularly to the jacking up of the rear end and fitting of
larger diameter and/or wider tyres. It is a mistake to flrt
extra wide tyres, willy nilly, to standard production cars,
and can make a faidy docile car into one that is only
marginally safe on twisty, wet roads.

THE EFFECT OF SUSPENSION DESIGN
CHANGES

On early independent suspension cars dynamic camber
changes used to be quite considerable, of the order of 8'.
This was the reason for the domed appearance of early

tyres, including the flrst gefleration of steel belted radial

tyres, which tended to be fairly narrow by modern stand-

ards. It also made the definition of effective tread width
a bone of contention in legal actions, and this in turn is
partly the reason for the current arguments in the UK

about minimum legal tread dePth.
In the intervening years the car manufacturers have

effectively given a more level ride to their more recent
models and greatly reduced the dynamic camber changes.
This allows wider tyres, and squarer shouldered ones at
that, to be fitted. The effect of this is safer braking and
higher safe cornering speed limits.

WHY LONGER TYRE TREAD LIFE POSES
NEW PROBLEMS

Modern steel belted car tyres are now lasting so long
under normal operating conditions that they should be
replaced on grounds of safety, before being worn down
to the legal minimum tread dePth.

Whereas crocsply tyres tended to wear out in under
25,000km of normal motoring, it is nowadays not un-
common to achieve twice that on most quality steel belted
radials before they are worn down to the legal limit of
lmm tread depth. With an ever increasing proportion of
cars being front wheel drive, the rear tyres can achieve
a remarkably low wear rate, at least on well designed
cars, and can last for many years on relatively low annual
mileage cars.

In contrast to the front ones, which have to provide
the forces and moments to effect steering and power trans-
mission, the rear ones tend to carry less than half the
weight and are primarily trailing. If the suspension system
is reasonably well chosen, then the sideways guidance
forces and braking provided by the rear tyres should never
be more than a fraction of what the front tyres are called
upon to provide.

Whilst there are some notable exceptions to this rule,
(in which the rear tyres wear out all too quickly, almost
regardless of tyre brand selection), in the vast majority
of modern designs the service life of rear tyres can be lf,
to 2 times that of the front ones-barring kerbing damage
or undiagnosed punctures. It is therefore not uncommon
to see cars in circulation with some 6 to I vear old tvres.

AGEING EFFECT ON RUBBER TYRES

Both sidewall and tread rubber are likely to harden,
craze and crack with age, exposure to oxygen, ozones,
strong sunlight and high temperature.

Whilst quality tyres have small quantities of fairly
costly additives to counter these effects, mixed in with
the respective rubber compounds likely to be so affected,
the majority of tyre manufacturers did not anticipate that
a substantial number of their tyres would still be in regular
use 6 to 8 years after manufacture. At the time of their
manufacture average life expectancy was very much
shorter. So some ofthese car tyres probably did not have
sufficient special additives to remain supple for such a
long life.

$ynthetic and natural rubbers are generally so for-
mulated that modern car tyres have a reasonable shelf
life, under careful storage conditions, of2 to 3 years, plus
a normal in-service life of at lea$t 2 years. During these
5 years a degree of leaching out of oil extender to the
surface is to be expected and this will generally manifest
itself in frne surface cracks and some hardening of the
running surface.

It will also mean that there will then be a greater
difference between dry and wet road grip than that found
on new tyres. This can affect handling and braking re-
sponse when motoring on roads which are dry one mo-
ment and wet the next, if one of the tyres fitted is old,
whilst the others are relatively new. A similar problem
can arise if one new tyre only is fitted, the remainder
being 6 or 7 years old.
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Age on its own is not the main criterion, The condition
of storage affects shelf life and the normal cyclic loading
ofa tyre in use can have a fatiguing effect on the carcaes,
in particular the rubber bonding strength.

Tyres are on display in garuge forecourts and special
depots. In the ordinary open site garage forecourt the
following may be present to a greater or lesser extent;
high ambient temp€rature, rain or high humidity, ozone,
strong sunlight, fuel and oil vapours. Warehouses are
often poorly ventilated and very hot in summer. Whereas
the tyre manufacturer may control storage to minimise
age hardening effects, the subsequent links in the chain,
from newly manufactured tyre to ultimate disposal of
$ame, are generally less scrupulous- It is a case of not
epending any money-if at all possible.

The same applies to tyre use. Many are run with in.
different, infrequent or no checks at all on correct tyre
pressure maintenance (3). Once rubber has been degraded,
however slightly, due to neglect, over temperature, ex-
cessive flexing, etc., it will never recover its designed
properties, even though the tyre may recover its general
shape.

THE EFFECT OF UNEVEN WEAR ON TYRE
TO ROAD ADHESION

One of the purposes of our investigation was to test
whether tyres with pronounced shoulder wear suffered
from loss of grip and whether there was any correlation
with increased hardness.

Dunlop and Karlsruhe University (2) have demon-
strated that there is a considerable loss of braking per-
formance of car tyres with pronounced shoulder wearn
once roads have a hlm of water of lmm or more.

For about I of the time roads in the UK are wet of
rain soaked, though not necessarily always to the depth
which would cause aquaplaning at speeds in excess of
80km^. There is little doubt that car tyres with pro-
nounced shoulder wear tend to lose grip in the wet when
motoring briskly, both in braking and in cornering. But
our t€$t$, which confirnred this, also established that the
same applies when cornering in the dry, though straight
line braking was not affected.

We also established that there can be a notic€able dif-
ference in hardness acros$ the tread width of unevenly
worn tyres. It is somewhat academic to the motorist
whether this apparent increase in hardness is really due
to the influence ofthe steel belt being closer to the running
surface or the partial exposure ofundertread or edge strip
rubber. There is not the same degree of resilience and
flexibility on a shoulder worn down below about llmm
of tread depth. Up to around T'/rmm tread depth there is
no apparent hardening effect, even on 7 year old tyres,
over and above that due to age-hardening. However, at
below lmm treed depth the effective hardness is signiflr-
cantly higher than on the less worn rest of the tyre.

lVhen motoring briskly, tread shouldcrs tend to "bitc"

into the road and are providing the majority of sideways
force required for safe cornering. We found that under
thete dry road surface conditions, the harder the tread
surface, the lower the sideways grip. When driving
briskly, a car with on€ tyre with just legal tread depth or
badly worn shoulder-whilst the remaining ones have a
fairly uniform tread depth of at least 3mm-may show
peculiar handling characteristics. It will tend to run wide
on left hand bends, yet will follow a neutral path on right
hand bends when the shoulder worn tyre is on the right
front wheel. Rotating the tyre to different positions dem-
onstrated that, whenever such a tyre was on the outside
of the bend and had to provide the largest amount of
sideways guidance force, it tended to slide sideways until
I new $tate of equilibrium was established, in which the
flatter crown provided the restoring force.

Whilst such design features as track width and wheel
base, roll stiffnesq spring and damper rates, play impor-
tant roles, we found that a relatively narrow rim would
aggravate the situation. For they allow the tyre wall to
flex to the extent that practically 4OVo to 6OVo of the
cornering force of a tyre is provided by the shoulder
region.

Our road testing programme has not reached the state
where we can give categoric advice where it would be
best to fit a tyre with a badly worn shoulder, for it varies
from make to make and possibly model to model. Such
tyres should generally be considered to fall into the cat-
egory of "Get You HomeSlowly" spare wheels and not
be pressed into long distance high speed motoring.

HOOT CRACKING AND CORROSION OF
STEEL BELTS

One ageing factor which tend$ to be ignored is cracking
of the rubber in the root of tread blocks. As long as the
remaining tread depth is still legal, few motori$ts will
change their tyres. The cracking may be due to ozone
attack, polymer migration, or mechanical working of the
tread blocks causing local fatigue degradation, or a com-
bination of these factors, Whatever the causes, the con-
dition favours flint cuts penetrating right through to the
top belt and thereby allowing ready ingress for moisture
and corrosive salts. Corrosion of single strands of wire
or larger areas of the steel belt will then follow.

Depending on the detail design of wires and their cov-
erage with rubber during the processing stage of the steel
belt (including the hollow centre of the bundle), it is
possible for wire bundles to act as a wick. Then rusting
out of wires may take place l50mm to 250mm away from
the local penetration. Moreover, such penetrations, even
if they go right through to the lower belt, will generally
not result in loss of inflation pressure. On tubeless tyres,
which make up the majority of tyre fitments, even a
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peiretration right through both belts may not cause any-
thing more noticeable than a slight air loss. This can go
unnoticed for days and weeks. Undiagnosed steel breaker
weakness can manifest itself in breaker edge loosening,
uneven wear, tyre creaking, vibration, and in some cases
in total structural collapse (CBU), or tread strip.

FACTORS AFFECTING AGEING OF TYRES

The properties of tyres change with ageing and con-
dition of storage. Research by B F Goodrich (7) has
indicated that there are two phases ofchanges ofphysical
properties-a slow one from the day of manufacture to
about day 30, and another more pronounced one there-
after. Both generally cover the period before tyres reach
the ultimate user, at least, in the UK. This is true for
both OE equipment on new cars and replacement tyres
sold through retail outlets.

The question arises whether tye manufacturers have
put suffrcient anti-oxidant, anti-ozonant and general anti-
ageing additives into the composition and blending of
rubber compounds (particularly tyre tread compounds)
to ensure suppleness, resilience and hysteresis to be un-
affected by time, indifferent storage and subsequent usage.

When assessing the age effects-particularly on hard-
ness and elasticity-it is all too easy to forget that com-
pound composition and processing details may well have
changed over the years and that each new formulation is
a compromise, with limited factory options to deviate
from the original specification.

When we started on our investigations we were con-
frdent that one could establish a watershed type demar-
cation line, which would allow one to say that tyres over
about 5 years old are age-expired and suspect on a variety
of counts and should be discarded in the interest of road
safety.

I am no longcr convinced that such a cleardemarcation
line exists and yet feel that it is prudent to put a time
limit on certain rubber based components, for the follow-
ing reasons:

Rubber, unlike metal, is a material which, with time,
gradually and progressively changes its elastic and other
mechanical properties, including its strength of bond to
metal or fabric. There may well be an undetected migra-
tion of oil extender polymer to the surface with conse-
quent loss of resilience. In practical terms many 6 or 7
year old tyres will have become seriously age affected.

A convenient way of monitoring ageing effects for each
brand of tyre is to record surface hardness in either
Shore A or IRHD values against time lapsed since week
of manufacture. We notioed a fairly rapid increase during
the first few weeks and a very slow subsequent hardening
at the rate of about 'A' to l" per annum for many of the
fairly standard tread compounds with relatively little oil
extenders, such as one having a23Vo to25qo styrene co-

polymer in high hysteresis styrene butadiene nrbber. (See
Graph No. 1).

Tread rubbers containing a high level of polybutadiene
or natural rubber tend to rise in hardness with age at
about twice that rate. It is self evident that in order to
establish absolute values one needs to have access to the
production quality control records of a very substantial
number of tyres of many different makes. One must take
note of such details as changes in compound composition
over the time span investigated, particularly percentage
content of the various compound constituents, including
oil extenders, particle size and type ofcarbon black used,
sulphur and accelerator used, vulcanisation time and tem-
perature.

We have no acc€fis to such company confidential, his-
torical data and have therefore had to confine ourselves
to noting typical trends, based on a statistically significant
sample of new, part worn and well worn steel belted radial
car tyres. \ffe cannot comment in detail on the service
and storage history of individual tyres, other than that
all had been in regular use on cars just prior to our tests
or had been inflated spares. Howevcr, we take the prag-
matic view that ordinary motorists also have no such
information to guide them.

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
RUBBER PROPERTIES

It has long been appreciated by the rubber industry,
though not by the general public, that heat is the enemy
of rubber and that once a normal car tyre has been locally
heated to around 100"C or above, even for a relatively
short time only, it will lose many of its physical properties
without a chance of recovery.

This affects in particular the bond streilgth of rubber
to steel or textile fabric. When such heating doee take
place, although it may be below the original cure tem-
perature of around l4OC, the desirable polysulphidic
croes linking of the rubber polymers tends to break down
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and changes to the weaker two or single sulphidic cross
linking.

Cooling the tyre, ganerally, does not have Buch an
irreversible and permanent weakening effect. Whereas it
is not uncommon for grossly underinflated tyres to
achieve local heat build up in excess of the bond strength
of textile flrbres embedded in a matter of minutes, i.e.,
after a relatively short distance run, few situations arise
in the UK in which a tyre reaches such a low temperature
as to approach the brittle impact fracture phase, where
hitting a pothole might shatter it like glass.

AII the same as temperatures drop below about 5oC,
the resilience drops drastically in some tyre$, particularly
so in the tread compound, which gets significantly harder.
In other rubber mixes this change is not so apparent. The
selection of the polymer is critical, for it greatly affects
the range of operating conditions at which the tyre will
out-perform its competitors.

For over 15 years, or so, the trend in Europe has been
to optimise wet grip without sacrifrcing tread wear. This
has generally been achieved by high hysteresis nrbbers of
the Oil Extended SBR (Styrene Butadiene Co-polymer)
type.

Such rubbers have a glass transition temperature, Tg,
of around - 55'C, at which temperature the rubber
changes mo$t rapidly from an elastic to a glassy state.
All elastomers have such a transition stage. For the con-
ventional tread rubber compounds the highest hysteresis
occufs at about 30'C above the Tg value, falling drastically
as rubber bulk temperature drops, and reaches zero at
around Tg. As rubber temperature rises above Tg +30'C
value, the hysteresis decreases fairly rapidly and then
settle$ to a plateau.

Whereas many of the conventional SBR or OESBR
tread compounds for summer tyres will be quite hard at
below - lZ'C ambient conditions, the polybutadiene
based ones and some ofthe natural rubber or polyisoprene
type will still be pliable at *30"C, or even lower. It is
important to remember that the majority of cars in the
UK are left out in the open, rather than kept warm in a
lock-up Bsrage.

The average individual trip distance in the UK is under
5 miles. This is insuffrcient to warm up tyres on the critical
first journey of the day to reach the reference tyre tem-
perature of 20'C, or 38'C, which are convenient sets of
laboratory conditions. It takes about 17 to 20 miles of
normal motoring before radial tyre temperatures $tabilise.
For crossply tyres it may be nearlr half that distance. On
average the tyre temperature as measured in the tread
grooves is l5"C to zffC above the ambient air temperature.
More aggressive motoring will result in doubling this
increment. The extent to which one tyre warms up more
than another under identical operating conditions de,
pends on constructional details and selections of mate-
rials. The cooler a tyre runs, the lower its rolling resistanc€
and hysteresis.

THE ALL WEATHEF TYRE

The ideal of the true all weather car tyre, which can
span all the operating and environmental conditions likely
to be found in, say Western Europe, has not been achieved
to date and probably will not be a commercially profitable
venture. For it would be expected to be optimised for hot,
dry road, long distance high speed motoring in Spain on
the one hand and cold winter conditions in Scandinavia
on the other, with a fair sprinkling of rain, snow, $lush
and water covered icy patches as well. These contradic-
tory requirements would call for very costly rubber com-
pounds to be chosen.

To achieve a reasonable compromise means sacriflrcing
either wear or wet grip, or high speed durability. There
are limits to what can be achieved by rubber compound-
ing, carcass design and tread pattern changes. We may
well have to accept a set of normal summer tyres suitable
for most of the year and a set of winter M*S tyres having
more aggressive looking, bolder tread blocks and above
all a tread rubber compound which remains resilient even
at very low temperatures.

At least this is a sound precaution for those owners
who operate in $cotland and Northern England. Over the
last 3 winters even the UK, particularly those areas ex-
posed to North Easterly winds, experienced air and
ground temperatures suffrciently low for diesel fuel to
freeze in the fuel pipe lines and filters. It may be an
occurrence which takss place only for a week or two, but
it affects many people.

Because it is an infrequent occuff€nce in the UK-at
least the - ?0'C winds sweeping across exposed major
trunk roads-it tends to be ignored by motorists until
they find themselves in a situation where progress is haz-
ardous. Unawareness ofwhat tyres can and cannot do in
extreme conditions has led to some fatal accidents, which
were, however, dismissed as "driver error" or misadven-
ture.

TESTING OF TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON
TREAD RUBBER HARDNESS

lVhen we compared the temperature effects on nsw,
unused tyres with those that had been in service for a
number of years, we noticed that there was more to it
than could be explained by just considering the remaining
depth of tread. Ordinary field service, age and mileage
travelled, caused the older tyres to be significantly harder
than the new ones when tested in the conditioning cham-
ber (a large industrial oven-freezer at temp€ratures rang-
ing from +50'C to -25'C. (See Graph No. 2).

For unused tyre$ we could see two basic pattems:

l. The high butadiene or part natural rubber polymer
tread compounds found on several winter tyres of
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different makes, had a basically softer compound,
which retains its elasticity of around 55' IRHD (or
Shore A) almost unaltered to about {3'C (i.e., from
very high ambient down to black ice conditions) and
then hardens progressively and fairly stecply with
fa[ing temperatures, reaching afl IRHD value of 90'
at about -25"C.

2. The hard wearing SBR 11ssd grrmm€r tyres. These
were harder at all temperatures and had a more
gradual rise in hardness right from very high am-
bient conditions onwaf,ds. The hardness at about
f 3'C corresponds to that of the winter tyre com-
pound at about - 13"C. As rubber temperatures fall
bclow freezing ofwater, a gradual divergence occurs,
depending on polymer selection for specific markets.
One tyre manufacturer's summer tyre compounds
hardens to around 90 IRHD at about - lz'C. At
about - l8"C to -zffC it reaches the value of 9E ,
which is equivalent to virtual total loss of tread
compound elasticity, for it is almost the same as
that of the steel belt underneath.

Yet a Spanish built tyre, which has to cater for some
snow conditions in parts of $pain, will retain sorne com-
pound elasticity to below *25'C. At temperatures below
about - l0'C the difference in hardness can become quite
marked between these tyres-and so can their grip.

For comparison we also included a Russian steel belted
radial tyre and a UK built crossply tyre. While generally
harder they followed the same trend as the $panish built
steel belted tyre.

One of the most diffrcult areas of tyre gnp research is
concerned with snow and ice. The density and cohesion
of snow can vary greatly and tread patterns suitable for
fairly dry $now nrsy tend to get clogged, once the heat
from passing truck tyres has partly melted the snow into
pronounced tracks or turned it into slush. Whereas really
cold zones will have basically dry ice road surfaces, in
the UK and many parts of Western Europe passing traffic
will abrade and./or melt some of the thin ice covering.

The condition of a thin film of water on top of sheet
ice is not easily reproducible in the laboratory. We, there-
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fore, suggeet that it is not possible to relate tread hardne*s
valuee directly to tyre grip for ambient conditions below
freezing of water. Other nrbber properties become very
important under these conditions. All the same, a very
hard rubber would not be a desirable feature, nor should
there be a great difrerence between tyre tread harnem
valuer on the 4 tyrer fitted to a car.

As far as part worn tyres are concerned, (See Graph
No. 3), they follow the same gurcral trend of hardening

with a fall in nrbber tread ternperature. But there are two
factors worth noting:

L Depending on the age of the tyre and its tread rubber
composition it may be several points harder at the
2ffC reference temp€rature and maintain that dif-
ference oyer a fairly wide temperature range. At
very low temperature the difference in hardness may
be much less.

2. Where the shoulder ie wom to below about llmm
tread depth the effective hardne$ at such zones
tend$ to be higher than that of the rest of the tyre
tread, even for high ambient conditions. But as tread
rubber temperature falls, the hardness difference be-
tween a shallow layer of rubber and a 4mm to 6mm
depth of tread decreases, until at very low temper-
atures there is virtually none. (Sec Graph Nos. 4
and 5).
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Regffdlcss of age and nrbber compound compoeition,
any tyrc which is harder than about 90" IRHD at the
ambient conditions in which it has to operate, should be
considered no longer suitable for regular use. It is really
up to tyre manufacturers to specify what they consider
to bc the safc hardness number for their products before
they are to bc phased out. For there is the risk ofincau-
tious mixing of old, high hardnees tyres with new softer
ones.

A FATAL ACCIDENT CAUSED BY
IMPHOPER SELECTION OF TYRES

A typical case involved I f,edi rm sized saloon car, resr
wheel drive with 3 different makes of tyree on its 4 wheels.
The 25 year old driver decided to fit "knobblies"Jd,

part worn M+$ tlpe tyres to the front to get better
steerability on the cold road surfaces in winter conditions
of - l5"C and, when one of them made rather too abrupt
a contact with the kerb and split, fitted the spare wheel
with its part worn fiust legal) tread.

Cutting in and out, to overtake a line of slow moving
vehicles, he reached a section of road which called for a
more drastic change of direction, started to slide, braked
and lost control altogether, finishing up in a broadside
slic€ into a rigd rteel post. The incident contains all the
classic elements of an avoidable injury accident. There
was a degrcc of almost reckless driving, over-con-fidence
in the good gnp of the winter tyrer a mismatch of tyre
makes and types and a staggered junction layout calting
for precirc handling.

I feel certain that the tyre mafl who sold part worn
winter tyr€s did not mcntion that they should always be
ns€d iu pairs on the same axle and that having one "knob-

bly" and one almoet bald tyre calls for "slow, get you
home" motoring, and that in heavy braking one wheel
would lock before the other, causing loss of directional
stability. The likelihood ie that the tyre fitter would not
know any ofthis.

The difference in tread hardness was of the order of
15 points on the Shore A hardness scale at 20'C and at
the - tffC operating conditions. A gross mismatch of
tyre pressure acrose the axle (which would have been a

SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

clear breech of the trafrc laws) would, moet likely, not
have had such dire cons€quenoefi as the differences in
cfrective tyre to road grip, for thic was of the order of
2OVo to 25Vo fw the odd mixture of tyres frtttd. Yet
neither the tyre fitter nor the driver were in breach of
the UK Tyre Regulations.

COMBINED AGE AND TEMPEFATURE
EFFECTS ON HUBBER BONDED
SUSPENSION ASSEMBLIES

On a particular range of UK built models, major sus'
pension elements rely on rubber bonded to steel to provide
both elastic support, dynemic damping of a wide range
ofrandom vibrations excited by the road unevenness, and
e degree of axle locstion. In other words, the units must
be capable of dealing with random forces in all 3 direc-
tions.

The field experiurce in oountries which have abrupt
and often dramatic tcmpefatwe drops as winter ap-
proaches-in addition to very uneven road surfaces, lead-
ing to hign flex loads-is that a high proportion of thes€
suspension elements suffer from early collapse. In the case
of one application it was due to escape of working fluid
under high pressure. In another it reeulted in a tear-out
of rubber bonded mounts. Both types of failure usually
occurred within the flrst winter perid, whereas in the
UK these elements were known to last for years and
eometim€s long after they exhibited signs of surface crack-
ing of the rubber or even partial loss of adhesion to the
$eel component. (See Photograph Nos. I and 2).

In my opinion, the desigrrers, when selecting c€rtain
grades of rubber, did not make adequate allowance for
the loss of mechenical properties of rubber at low tem-
It€ratures, particulady the changes in resilience. When
returned to the heated laboratory in the UK, thc hardness,
resilience ffid dqmping values of the companion units
would be found adequate and up to speification.

As far as I know, no one attempted to carry out full
dynamic teeting over a wide range of temperature before
the care went on sale abroad. Apart from any other design
shanges which would reduce the suspelrsion loading and
dynamic deflection of the rubber part, two eteps should
have b€rn fAken:

L A move toward a rubber compound capable of per-
forming over a wider range of temperatures, in-
cluding -20'C or eYen lower, afld,

2. Ensuring a better rubbcr to metal bond than that
of applying a chemical bonding ccment $traight on
to the steel parts, for these had not alwayt been
meticulously cleancd of surfact rust.

The required changes in material, metal surface prep
aration and bonding process might have cost a few pence

Ir€r car, but failure to respond to the environmental p+
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culiarities of this and similar export markets have had
far more costly consequences-the models have become
unsaleable. Fortunately none of the failures which have
come to my notice resulted in very serious injury acci-
derrts, though collapse of the suspension elements fre-
quently caused loss of vehicle control and wrecked a
number of cars and some street furniture.

CAR HANDLING OF OLD
NEGLECTED CARS

There is such a wide divergence in car harrdling char-
acteristics between individual makes and models, when
relatively new, that it is perhaps relevant to ask the ques-
tion: "Are old, badly rusted cars inevitably less safe than
new vehicles?" Outward appearances can be quite mis-
leading and, in our experience, whilst the safe handling
limit of some cars falls rapidly with age and mileage, this
need not be so for all designs. The analysis of 800 vehicle
handling tests carried out by the Automobile Association
in 1980-81 demonstrate this.

Handling tests were carried out on a well maintained
Air Force Base runway, under conditions varying from
dry and wind free to driving rain and gusty cross winds.
The runway has good rain drainage and a high p value
for both dry and wet road surface conditions.

Whilst differing from ISO handling test procedures and

such routine tests as are carried out by vehicle manufac-
turers, they tend to be more representative of accident
avoidance manoeuvres involving sudden lane changes at

speed. The relative, subjective rating ofhandling response
and precision follows reasonably closely the pattern of
real life narrow misses and collisions, as observed and
reported to us.

The purpose of the tests on a representative range of

current motor cars, of West and East European as well

as North American origin, was to establish:

What the subjective limits of handling are, as experienced
by different drivers.

l. The extent to which these limits were related to the
dynamic response of the vehicle's suspension, steer-
ing and general design characteristics such as
weight, weight distribution fore and aft, steering
gear, wheelbase to track width ratio, or tyre selection
and tyre pre$sures.

2. Whether they were determined solely by the crite-
rion of tyre to road grip, as determined by "1.1"

derived from locked wheel braking tests.
3. Whether safe handling at $peed was predictable and

repeatable in perfbrmance.
4. Whether, when the limits of handling were ap-

proached or exceeded, the vehicle could still be
brought back into line by driver correction or was
irretrievably lost.

5. Whether it is possible to compare car$ on a "merit

of forgiveness" rating.

..MERIT OF FORGIVENESS'
RATING OF CARS

A good indication of the relative rating under this
heading of one car compared to another is to measure
the degree to which a cross section of drivers are able to
regain control over the car after approaching, with ex-
cessive zeal or high speed, an unexpected road haeard
such as sudden switching of traffic from one side of a
motorway to the opposite one and back again in a very
short distance. This is a more searching test than the
Slalom, which many car manufacturers have adopted for
car handling evaluation purposes. (See Sketch Nos. 3 and
4 showing the respective test courses.)

Vehicle handling characteristics cannot be adequately
determined by one or two selected test parameters, and
many papers have been presented to cover individual
aspects of car hzurdling (6, 7, 8, 9). This paper suggests
another approach to establish transient input response.
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or ey€,ri brrking systeflr. Whereag moet moderately co,m-
petent drivers can cop€ with steady state and hence con-
stsnt conditions, they frequently get caught out by
unfoteseen, possibly unpredictable, transient behaviour of
a car in a severe change of direction manoeuvre, then
over-react, and loss of control follows shortly afterwards.

The course wae laid out to test the real lifecombination
of the driver and his vehicle in a situation which is not
uncommon on multilane highways subject to periodic
repair work on bridges or resurfacing.

The rise and fall for the length of the test course was
modeet, yet there was a difference in the way the road
hazard presented itself to the driver. Approaching it on
the downhill run, after coming up a gentle rise, he sees
a maze of bright red and white cones and has to slow
down from a normal high speed approach, to find where
he is supposed to position his car, so as to progress quickly
through the lane change sections.

Approaching it in the opposite direction, he not only
finds the coned off section is almost upon him before he
realisee thst it exists, but then discovers that there are
more abrupt changes of direction to come, as he breasts
the first slope and dips into the hollow.

In an effort to simplify the presentation of the complex
interaction of driver and car, I have devised Table No.
I on which the following are recorded against each test
vehicle:

1. The principal factors which limit the maximum safe
speed through the course.

2. The major driver reactions to the car.
3. The overall handling merit rating.

It can clearly be seen from this that in some makes
and models severe rusting of the body structure, though
not desirable, may not be a limiting factor and that, in
common with s€veral other models, safe speed through
the course was determined by what grip the tyree could
exert under the severe sideways loading caused by the
rapid changes of direction. All drivcrs were agreed on
this point. In all cases the ultimate handling limit was
found to be a function of the initial design. Much to
everybne's surprise tyre pressure settings, even deliberate
gross mismatching, had less of an effect than the inbuilt
basic vehicle handling characteristics. In some test nrns
there was momentary contact between road wheel rim
and the road surface, and in others the tyrer were folding
under, due to sideways force$, msking contact down to
about half height of the tyre sidewall in the extreme
handling manoeuvres. Screeching tyres end rapid tyre
tread wear demonstrated just how seyere some teeting
was. No ordinary driver would normally abuse his vehicle
or his tyres to such a degrerhe would gurerally tend
to motor no faster than driver No. 6, the clowest of those
who took part in the handling teets. In other words the
sidewaye forces would tend to be nearer 0.4 to 0.5 times
those generated by the profemional test drivers.

The objective of our teets was to establieh how vehiclm
behave under abrupt and severe lane change manoeuvres
and how "safe" they were in the hands of a selection of
drivers with markedly different driving styles.

Due note was also taken of the subjective comments
by driver and front seat passengers and whether the prog-
ress w&s smooth or jerky. We tested 13 popular European
and North American cars whose design concepts, size,
power and weight spart the range of vehicles in everyday
use in large nurnbers in the period 1972-81. Six motorists
who differ markedly one from another in driving expe,
rience, temperament, driving style, age and occupation,
drove these cars. Five of them, at least, could be consid-
ered to b€ better than average, judging by their accident
free motoring, ranging from 150,000 to over ll million
km. The test against the clock (grving the fastest time) is
not enough on its ocm, It clearly established the fact that
the professional test driver consisturtly out-classed other
drivers. It was more of a mea{iure of the "merit rating"
of the driver rather than that of the car.

lVith the much sharper change of direction which we
employed, the course ie made up of a section of short
straights, which will induce most drivers to vary vehicle
speed by alternately slowing down and accelerating. The
emooth€st and moat experienced driver will vary his speed
relatively little, the more ragged driver will tend to brake
into corners and accclerate hard into the straight sections.
In so doing he may well excite one or more vehiclc system
traneient harmonics, in either suspension, steering, tyres,
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

Exterrsive tests by Daimler Benz, VW, Volvo, GM, and
others, including those conducted by myself and my staff,
have clearly established that the ayerage sideways force
acceleration which motorists will accept as tolerable is
around 0.3g (about 3mlsec/sec), for moderately fast driv-
ers it is around 0.4g (about  m/sec/sec), and 0.459 (about
4'lm/sec/sec) for the spirited, more sporty drivers.

Similarly acceleration on the flat in excess of 0.159
(about l'/rm/sec/sec) is rarely used by the average driver
travelling at around 40mph, it can be 0.259 (about 2.5m/
sec/s6s) for the more sporty one, but it requires a re-
sponsive and sports car type power unit to be able to
achieve much in excess of 0.3g (about 3mlseclsec) ac-
celeration.

Deceleration during braking is around 0.2g (about 2m,/
sec/sec) for check braking, 0.3g (about 3m,/sec/sec) for
moderate braking, 0.4g (about 4m/sec/sec) to 0.5g (about
Smlsec/sec) for hard braking. By the time the average
motorist has pushed the pedal so hard as to achieve full
lock braking on all four wheels, he may be about to start
sliding out of control, having lost all ability to steer out
of harm's way.

Table No. 2 clearly shows that the transient sideways
acceleration figures achieved without loss of control were
quite high.

In all the many tests we carried out, the heavily rusted
I year old Italian built cars demonstrated superior acci-
dent avoidance performance potential to the US built ones
of recent manufacture, regardless of any individual driv-
er's characteristic style of motoring, (as can be seen from
Tables Nos. I and 2).

RUST DEGRADATION AND ITS EFFECT
ON CAFI SAFETY

There can be little doubt that corrosion can affect pri-
mary safety and the crunch strength of the passenger
safety cell. Corrosion is an ever present degradation fac-
tor, which ultimately will cause vehicles to be scrapped
off. Body corrosion is an almost inevitable fate, though
most manufacturers try to delay its onset for a number
of years. But, provided the manufacturers ensure that the
important sections retain their strength for about l0 years,
the effect of corrosion of the structure on both primary
and secondary safety may not be as seriou$ a$ a casual
inspection for obvious signs of rust might suggest.

THE MANUFACTUREFI'S RESPONSIBILITY

It is not impossible to see where, in a particular design
and construction, corrosion is likely to arise to a signif-
icant degree after five to seven years' normal usage in the
UK and many other parts of the world. The UK ranks
high amongst the most corrosively aggressive zones and

is not far behind the Snow Belt zones of North America.
It is significantly worse in that respect than most of Scan-
dinavia, Germany, France, Italy, Eastern Europe and
Japan. Whereas the emphasis has for many years been
on retaining the skin deep cosmetic appeal, for this is
most readily perceived by purchasers in monetary terms,
the underbody structure is more deserving of attention.

Designers, stylists and product planning engineers
should look more closely at comparable vehicles of their
own and competitors' makes after these have been in
service for about 5 years in these corrosively aggreesive
environments, rather than put all their trust in accelerated
corrosion test results. For it must not be forgotten that
in most accelerated tests the following features are absent:
mud, and dirt packing and 'breathing' of joints and as-
eemblies under dynamic loading in everyday motoring.

These allow mud, dirt and dust particles to erode away
thin anti-corrosive layers at or close to spot-welds, then
leave the steel unprotected against further attack.

Also important are the nature and concentration of
those dirt packs. These may contain not only aggressive
rock salt but also highly alkaline or acidic dust, the result
of road building or abrasive surface wear, as well as chem-
ical spray deposits due to agricultural pesticides, which
varies from one part ofthe country to another. It is these
dirt poultices which do the major corrosive weakening,
and yet they are largely absent in the standardised ac-
celerated test.

Some of these dirt and mud poultices have been found
even inside nominally closed sections of spot-welded sheet
steel, such as body sills, underbody stiffener cross mem-
bers and underbody panel seams. Once e$tablished, they
are diffrcult to dislodge.

In general terms, the more pafrs are spot-welded to-
gether to form the major stress bearing sub units, the
greater is the risk ofcorrosion weakening as the car ages.
No commercial process used in the mass production of
steel bodied cars fully protects the immediate zone close
to the spot-weld against eventual corrosion attack. Some
of the proprietary wax or petroleum materials injected
into hollow sections go a long way towards slowing down
the degradation process. They do, however, require pe-
riodic inspection and re-application.

STRUCTURAL CORHOSION

The deterioration of the structure of the car due to rust
can play as important a role in the aggravation of accident
injuries as, for instance, the deterioration of steering and
suspension elements, or poorly maintained brakes, both
of which may have been major contributory factors to
causing the accident in the first instance.

In order to get a proper appreciation of the efrects of
corrosion, it is important to compare, as far as possible,
like with like, namely similar types of accident, about the
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Table 2. Peak lateral acoslerad6n of vEhlcles achi€ved by diffErent drtug6.

Car no.
Road

eurface
condition

1 2 3 4 5 6

(1)

(2)

(s)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(71

(8)
(s)

(10)

(1 1)
(12)
a13)

dry
wet
dry
wet
clry
dry
wet
dry
dry
wEt
dry
dry
dry
wet
dry
dry
wel

0.829

0.829
0.809
0.82g
0.829
0.759
0.759
0.729

0.729
0.689
0.689

=
0.63o

0.739

0.809
0.729
0.739
0.819
0.709
0.68S
0,659

0.719
0.679
0.659

:
O-56d

0.659
0.599
0.629
o'1n
0.719
0.629
0.639
0.559
0.479
0.5s9
0.559
0.529
o'In

0.42d

0.659

0.759

o'1on
o'1n
0.659

o'3s
0.s49

0.459
0.509
0.55q

0.639

0.589
0.559

0.559

0.359

0.339

0.3s9
0.3s9
0.319
0.299

0.339
0.359

': '

same impacting speeds snd relative masse$ of the vehicles
involved. I eliminated high spccd collisions of such a
eeverity as would inevitably cause fatal injury' regardless
of whether the vehicle was badly corroded or not. For it
is ncither practicable nor deeirable to make cars so strong
that they will eurvive very high speed collisions' The
occupants could not survive the sudden deceleration.

Relatively little published information exists about the
effect corrosion has on etnrctural safety, the integrity of
the car occupant safety cell and the level of injury eus-
tained by occupants (10). Corrosion is an emotive issue
and not easily quantifiable. Many accidart investigators
would quite understandably conclude' after examining a
mangled wreck showing scveral rust affected sheet metal
panels, that the corrosion degradation must have in-
creased the peak loading on the seat belt constrained
humrn body and therefore added to the injury severity.
Thie need not be so. To begin with' one must clearly
differentiate between frontal and side impacts, rear end
shunts and rollovers

In a collision, the progtemive collapce of the body shell
under impact dissipates a major proportion of the kinetic
energy and the elastic deformation accounts for relatively
little. A controlled collapse in a front or rear end impact
can often be beneficial to the occupants, for it would tend
to lower the numerical peek value and suddenness of the
deceleration of the head. In ccrtain structures nrst can
produce just such a softening of the blow, due to the
reduced strength and hence different ctunch reeistance'
But it frequently results in greater intrusion into the pas'
$cnger space of steering wheel and steering column and
pmeible chest injury.

In the case of side impacts, the deep penetration of the
impacting vehicle into the survival sPace may in a large
mef,sure be due to corrosion weakening of the body struc-

ture. In a rollover, the abs€nce ofcorrosion at the upper
and lower junction of the pillars to floorpan and sill, as
well as to the roofand roll over bars, gives the occupants
a much better chancc of cscaping with a low level of
injuries.

No proper yardstick exists as yet by which to mea$ure
and assess the degret ofcorrosion degradation' For severe
nrsting in a front wing may look very serious, but has
only a negligible influence on the crunch resistance in a
frontal impact. A bitumastic anti-corrosion compound
liberally applied to the underside of the floorpan may
disguise the fact that the coating has cracked with age
and allowed corrosive salts and moisture unsuspectedly
to do their worst. In a side impact-particularly one
where the impacting vehicle striket the rust affected car
,rof at right angles, but rather at an angle of between 50'
to 7Cf to the longitudinal axis-this may be a very dif-
ferent matter, for it could result in the floorpan tearing
apart and offering very little crunch re$istance.

FRONTAL COLLISION

The location, relative to the occupants, of the major
masses, such as, power unit, transmission, wheels and
tyres, fuel tank, spare wheel, are of major sigrrificance'
In a frontel collieion a transversely mounted front'wheel-
drive power unit, the engine, transmission, drive shafts,
wheels and tyres will tend to be pushed back into the
wheel archlbulkhead zone (where they will jam in tight)'
more or less as one concentrated mass'

The effect of advanced body and structural corrosion,
whilst it may mnnifest itself in the suspension and power
unit attnchment points being pulled out, will not generally
alter the collapse mode by more than about l07o to l57o
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Sketch No'1.

further intrusion into the occupant safety cell. In a num-
ber of designs it is much less. Steering columns, however,
may not collapse in the mode they demonstrated in the
Black Duffy test, which is accepted as the International
nofin.

Re-arranging the power units into one mounted lon-
gitudinally, but still with front-wheel-drive, will alter the
mode of failure, for the major mass can then he pushed
farther into the front seat survival space, by tearing away
the rust weakened bulkhead and underfloor sheet steel
sections.

In the converrtional layout, power unit mounted in the
front and rear-wheel-drive, the degree of intrusion gen-
erally tends to be greater than in a transversely mounted
front-wheel-drive arrangement. But in modern designs the
remaining stiffness and strength of even a badly rusted
affected transmission tunnel would tend to prevent intru-
sion of the propeller shaft. Moreover, in many in$tances,
though the underfloor will buckle upwards and even
where seat runners fail under impact, the gearbox, in being
pushed back, will also deflect downwards. fn every case
we have studied, the mode of failure was determined by
the initial design, rather than subsequent rust weakening.

This is a bonus, for it allows one to anticipate, to a
great extent, collapse failure modes of age deteriorated,
rust affected cars from the measurements of progressive
collapse, under hydraulic pressure, in crunch te$ts offac-
tory new cars and their major body structures.

FLOORPAN CORROSION

As far as frontal, oblique and side impacts are con-
cerned, the effect of floorpan corrosion is most noticeable

overall in flat floorpan designs, to which the seat runners
are attached by two bolts each.

In a previous analysis (10) the author drew attention
to the loss of strength caused by severe underfloor
and,/or body sill corrosion in small, old cars, and reported
on experiments carried out to simulate the type of collision
commonly found at road inter$ections. The seats tended
quite readily to tear out of the underfloor and their run,
ners. Where the seat arrangement is such that there is a
strong $eat support structure, and general underJloor re-
inforcement, this risk of aggravated injury due to cor-
rosion is small. But the va$t majority of European and
Japanese car models in daily circulation do not heve such
an arrangement.

Notahle exceptions in the popular and low priced car
category are the obsolescent Fiat 124 and their East Eu-
ropean derivatives, the Renault 9, several quality cars
and, of coufite, the RSV's of Renault, Peugeot and VW
shown at various ESV Conferences from about 1978 on-

Sketch No2.

Design B
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wards. But such arrangements add weight and cost. Es-
sentially they constitute a redundant design.

As the primary structural part begins to collapse under
overload conditions, the secondary or redundant member
progressively takes up this load and acts as a load sharing
device. Overload can be due to a sudden shock load or
be brought into play by the structural weakening of the
part due to corrosion.

COFHOSION WEAKENING OF
SUSPENSION MOUNTS

Although there have been recent Safety Recalls of ac-
tual suspension elements following unexpected failure due
to corrosion of welded joints, the real risk is greatest on
those attachment points which arc difiEcult to inspect,
namely those in the body structure itself.

Since about 1973 we have taken a keen interest in
corrosion weakening of suspension mounts and the effect
on primary safety, namely the ease of carrying out ac-
cident avoidance manoeuvres and predictable and con-
trolled braking.

More than one manufacturer has experienced partial
frlling of boxed section with moisture, road splash, dirt
and corrosive salts. We have on record a number of sud-
den failures of such closed sections. Where these were
the chassis anchorage into which a torsion bar is inserted,
it simply meant that the car sat down in the road like an
ohstinate, overloaded mule. Similarly the collapse of the
dome shaped upper spring mount of MacPherson front
$trut$ rarely occurred whilst motoring at speed. They were
preceded by corosion. Final failure occurred after the
tyre struck a pothole or badly repaired section of road
or at roundabouts, when a change of direction put more
load on one wheel than its companion.

Adopting a degree of redundancy into the front sus-
pension design reduces the risk ofsudden loss ofhandling
control and inability to move the car. It is faidy easy to
achieve on double wishbone designs with a strong, stiff
cross beam which serves also as engine support and often
incorporates a supporl turret for the telescopic damper.
For, although they have been largely superseded by lighter
construction, such redundant designs had some advan-
tages. They could still function satisfactorily after partial
or totnl collapse of sections of the redundant structure.

Some manufacturers have adhered to the concept of
ladder frame or very strong subframes with suspension
and steering attachment brackets welded or brazed on,
in contrast to the light weight construction, which favours
multi-spotwelds.

Corrosion of chassis frame members is not uncommon,
and where mild $te€l pressing brackets for suspen$ion or
steering attachments are brazed on, there is always the
risk of combined corrosion and stress fatigue weakening
the joint to the point of sudden failure whilst manoeu-
vering.

Failures generally do not occur until about 7 or 8 years
of normal service. Under severe operating conditions, or
in areas where liberal application of corrosion promoting
de-icing salts is common, the propagation of crevice cor-
rosion can be more rapid and significant cracks will de-
velop undetected by normal visual inspection some
considerable time before a dramatic failure occurs. The
problem is aggravated by only partial filling with brazing
material of such a heavily stressed joint. A better solurion
would have been a shielded arc fabrication and a heavier
section bracket.

The photographs show a typical brazed assembly which
failed after 9 years of gentle motoring. Microphotographs
of the fracture faces indicate lack of proper penetration
of the brazing metal and long fatigue cracks. (See Pho-
tographs Nos. 3 and 4).

DOE$ PERFORATION OF BODY SILL AND
UNDERBODY INEVITABLY LEAD TO LOSS
OF CONTROL? COMPARISON OF THREE
DESIGNS

Lookirig at body corro$ion, it is all too easy to become
convinced that any significant perforation of the struc-
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tural components which make up the underbody, partic-
ulady those to which the running gear is attached, will
inevitably lead to loss of control incidents, aggravated
injury levels in accidents, etc.

Yet on a number of makes and models this is patently
not true. Perhaps it is easier to demon$trate that on two
typical underbody and running gear design concepts: Both
are unitary bodies (See Sketches I and 2), a construction
with reinforcing pressings, added to stiffen and strengthen
the under floor and suspension and steering reaction mem-
bers. In both designe there is a raised floor tunnel to
reduce boom and generally stiffen the structure, although
the power unit in one design (A) may be mounted in the
front or rear and drive could be either through the front
or rear wheels. Yet, with this floorpan arrangement, it
only requires the closed section welded-in crossmember
(1) to become seriously rust affected, holed or detached
from the side frame (2) or corrosion weakening at the
weld joint (3) of the front extension of the longitudinal
frame member (4) for handling control to be irrecoverably
lost in a rapid lane change manoeuvre, for there will then
be inadequate control of the high transient lateral forces
generated. The stiffening section of the bulkhead (5) is
too flimsy and offers no proper con$traint at the front
end of front compar-tment (6).

Severe corrosion along any one or all ofthe rust prone
zones (a), (b), (c), and (d) will seriously impair handling
of the car. If the welds (3) show signs of corrosion or
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cracking very major reeoirs are calld for, the cost of
which would often exceed the reeidual value of the car.

Frontal or oblique frontal impact of such cars in their
heavily corroded stf,te will result in a significant increasc
in steering column rearward intrueion and consequential
high loading of the driver's rib cage, for the progressive
collapse of the jointed steering column, can only tske
plam as long as there is suffrcient strength left in the
bulkhead and its attachment to the rest of the front-end
structure to act as a reaction member to the force applied
on the steering wheel rim. The various floorpan stiffener$
even in their heavily corroded etate have been found to
give a measure of protection against deep intnrsion in
side impects. It is certainly an improvement over the
basically very flat slightly comrgated floor pan without
such reinforcement, which is frequently found in front
wheel drive layouts.

The rear compartment, which has well reinforced an-
chorages for the trailing ann rear suspension and a strong
open-channel cross member to tie the longitudinal frame
members together, will generally retain its structural
strength and cohesion, even though severe rueting has set
in.

In deaign B due to the prcsence of a rtrong s€paretr
crossmember (not shown in the sketch), to which the
double wishbone suspension is attached, one can tolerate
a considerable amount of corrosion weakening of the re-
bound support without it having a marked effect on safe
handling. This contrasts markedly with the effect on di-
rectional control and safe braking if a MacPherson strut
mount in the reinforced inner wing scction or its asso-
ciatcd dome is badly corroded. In efforts to achieve weight

Sketch No3.

0esigq-E.

l a =,, I

Subframe for power unit and suspension.

rcduction of vchiclcs s.vc,rll menufacturcrs may bc rre
rificing long life durability of vital body structur€s.

DESIGN C (See Sketch No. 3)

In cars which incorporrtc subfrane cradlee for power
unit and suspension and brake elements, the two critical
zones are the attschment points to the body shell structurc
and the cloe€d or s€mi-closed sections of the subframe
itself. Both are liable to corrosion weakening with agc,
which can be quite serious after 4 to 5 years if anti-rust
protection at the manufacturing stage has not been of a
sufEciently high standard.

Wholesale safety recalls have had to be agrd on by
feveral manufacturers. In quite a substantial number of
cars rust affected in these zones the cost of rectification
has becn prohibitive, for there is no easy way to strengthcn
ligbt weight structures once inside+ut corrosion has taken
place.

FRONTAL CRASH TESTS ON HEAVILY
CORRODED CARS

Sincc the vast mejority of injury accidents are frontal
@llisions, we welcomed the opportunity of submitting
some very heavily corroded cars to barrier crash and seat
belt anchorage pull out tette. Instrumentf,tion was in ac-
cordancc with SAE Jzllb. All tests were carried out at
one of Europe's bcst equippd Auto $afety Centres. De-
Bpite their advanced state of corrosion and gross lack of
mninteaance the 4 cars were fully driveable prior to the
destructive tests and had been in regular use in New York
State. They performed adequately on the test @urse, over
the Belgian Pave track, on the hill climb scctions, in-
cluding sharp bends, hairpin turns, on both permanent
surface and looec gravel.

Two out of the four caru were then submitted to a scficg
of stflrctural tects, which were carried out in strict con-
fornity with the qurrent US Vehicle Safety Regulations-
in particular U$ Stsndard FMVSS 210 and the 48kmZt
vehicle frontal crash into a standard concrete block,
FMVSS 208.

The mode of failurc of the front seat belt attachments
mder ststic traction, applied by hydraulic jacks, was pull-
out at f, level 57Vo on one and 807o on the oiher above
that specified for passing the FMVSS 210 test. This high
level was achieved because there was no corrooion deg-
radation of strength of thc anchorage points. In several
other makes, where thc attachment points were located
in more corrosion prone areaf, tear out occurrcd well
bclow the stipulated FMVSS 2l0level.

Even in its severely rusted stste, the 8 year old saloon
csr gsvc oc€upant protection, which compares well with
cuffent motor csrs of other manufacture, and fu superior
to mffly Europcan cars in their factory new state man-
ufactured and tested around 1972/14,
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For the 8 year old models were of a strong, robust
construction, with a degree of redundancy in design,
which gave very good occupant protection, even though
some considerable corrosion weakening was present, as
indicated in Appendix'B'. Collapse under frontal impact
against the crash barrier at 48km/h gaye a better "ride

down" to the occupants than those recorded on similar
tests carried out on factory new cars 8 years and 6 years
earlier. No major model changes had occurred between
these 3 tests. They were thus directly comparable one
with another. A better "ride down" means less of an
abrupt jolt to the occupants, in case of a frontal crash,
and manifests itself in different plots of deceleration of
the safety cell of the passenger compartment and its oc-
cupant$ versus time.

There are 2 phases of vehicle shortening under impact:
An elastic and a plastic one. The elastic one causes the
car to rebound after 60 to 90 milliseconds.

The extent of recoil is an indirect measure of how much
of the kinetic energy is being dissipated by the physical
cnrnch of the vehicle structure. The dynamic (elastic)
shortening is always greater than the plastic one, for the
car body acts as a complex mass and spring system, is
fully compressed during peak vehicle deceleration after
impact, which usually occurs around 50 milliseconds after
initial contact, and then slightly expands again to its final
crushed shape. For most modern cars of unitary con-
struction the dynamic shortening of the body exceeds the
static (permanent plastic) one by about 2OTo.

In the case of the heavily corroded ones the difference
was nearer 127o, indicaling that there was little structural
resilience left in the corroded sections, particularly the
wing and engine compartment.

CONCLUSIONS

There may be a need to revis€ the long held view that
there is little that should be done to check on the me-
chanical reliability ofcars in regular use. For it is argued,
based on fairly old injury accident statistics, that me-
chanical failures play only a minor role in bringing about
an accident and that in any case MOT type vehicle safety

checks should spot moet of these potential vehicle safety
risks.

Much of the data on which these Official Views are
based have been overtaken by technical developmente.
This applies in particular to tyres, which tended to have
about Z to I of the current service life. Old tyres, which
still conform to current UK tyre regulations, may be so
age affected a$ to present, under certain driving condi-
tions, a potential hazard to drivers. In the interest ofroad
safety such old tyres should be phased out. In order to
be able to spot these, OE and replacement tyres should
have open date marking moulded into their sidewalls. All
tyres over 6 years old should be carefully inspected for
signs of cracking in the roots of tread grooves, $evere
shoulder wear and carcass distortion, for these may be
the hrst indications of onset of a latent tyre failure risk,
particularly the dreaded high speed tread strip. Whether
it is due to age-fatiguing causing partial discontinuity of
bonding of the steel wires embedded in the peripheral
reinforcing belt of modern radial car tyres, or due to
unsuspected corrosion of the steel wires following flint
cuts, does not really matter, it calls for urgent replacement
of the tyres.

More attention should be given to what constitutcs
sensible, as well as legal tyre fitments, particularly for the
relatively short periods of very cold winter weather. For
unlike the Alpine countries, which have accepted the need
for a change of tyres for winter operation, drivers (and
some Government Departments in the UK) tend to dis-
miss these as fluke conditions hardly worth bothering
about.

Nor should one accept, without challenge, that the
Automotive Industry has evolved the best method of deal-
ing with such recurring problems as allowing cars to go
on sale with incorrect fasteners or improperly tightened
ones, when these are associated with such vital safety
items as steering, suspension and brakes. There should
be better safeguards than the costly procedures incor-
porated in the Voluntary Recall Sy$tem.

It is all too easy to jump to the conclusion that a badly
corroded car of older design will be inferior to current
models, in both accident avoidance capability and, in case
of collisions, in providing safety for the car occupants.

Table 3. MeEsured results on the I year old heavily corroded saloon car versus tho$e permitted under U.$. standard FMVSSZ0,

Head iniury criteria

HIC must not exceed
1000

Passen-
Driver ger

4.

Resultant head acceleration
EVC

For a period greater than 3 mil-
liseconds must not exceed 809,
but can have a shorter duration
peak of about twice that.

Driver Passenger

Resultant chest acceleration

For a period greater than 3 mil-
liseconds must not exceed 609,
but can have a shorter duration
peak of about tlwice that.

Driver Passenger

Femur loading

Must not exceed
1020k9

Driver Passenger
Left Right Left Righr
147 614 2S3

The actual results obtained on a Hybrid ll dummy suggest that, even though the peak value of the driver's head acceleration
exceeded the current norm, it occurred lor only 12 milliseconds and hence was deemed safe. All othervalues are well within the
specified bio.mechanic safe limits and not very different from those obtained on factory new cars of this make and model,
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This is not necessarily so, as demonstrated by physical
testing of selected cars. It is recommended to provide a
minimum of redundancy into the original design, with a
view to load sharing, or fail gafe modes, following inev-
itable deterioration of structural strength with age, cor'
rosion and owner neglect. The principal areas worthy of
attention are the seat attachment structure, seat belt an-
chorage points, suspension attachments and some rubber
bonded elements.

It is relatively easy for professional te$ drivers to get
cars through the standard ISO type handling tests, as well
as the Slalom test course, which are much favoured by
car manufacturers. The repeated sudden lane change man-
oeuvres proposed here are more effective in grading cars
in order of "forgivene$s" of driver misjudgment. The more
"forgiving" a car, the greater the chance ofinexperienced
or over-confident drivers to regain control of their car
after a temporary loss ofsontrol' It is our experience that
the need to check for primary safety of cars can be divided
into several phases:

In the first few months after sale many owneffi may
experience some annoying handling oddities, which could
be due to indifferent quality control at the factory, lack
of proper pre-delivery check by the franchised dealer, or
"infant mortality" of inadequate components frtted. The
majority of owners will tend to go back to the dealers
and complain. Some corrective action may follow'

Many drivers tend to treat their cars with less sympathy
and consideration for the mechanism than the engineers
and test drivers who passed these as fit for mass produc-
tion. After rectification of early defects there is a pro-
gressive deterioration with age and mileage of steering,
suspension and brakes. This will generally be rectiflred just

before the car has been in circulation for 3 years.
Structurally signifrcant corrosion and deterioration of

properties of rubber and rubber bonded components, from
tyres, anti-roll bar and suspension bushes to power unit
mounts, will tend to be major deterioration factors in cars
over 6 to 7 years old. Selective replacement and rein-
forcement of sections of the car may still be economically
viable. Thereafter the wear-out type of failure will become
a predominant feature. The choice of whether to scrap
or not will depend on the prevailing economic climate of
the country and the purse of the individual.

In the present economic climate there will inevitably
be a growth of DIY repairs and neglect, or poorly exe-
cuted refurbishing of the car, after about the 3rd or 4th
year ofcirculation ofthe car' or after 50,0(X) to 80,000km
of motoring. Some form of checking whether the repairs
have been carried out comp€tently may have to be en-
trusted to recognised professionals, who hare regular ac-
cess to manufacturer's bulletins and Recall notices issued,
to ensure that the vehicles are not allowed on to public
roads in a potentially hazardous state.

The aim of the car makers may ultimately be like that
of the Watch Industry: "Whilst it works, leave well alone.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

If it stops r€place the driving force' If it fails or becomes
erratic, the cheapest and easiest way ofrepair or servicing
is to buy another inexpensive Qne". But realisation of that
dream is still many year$ away and in the meantime some
form of MOT annual vehicle safety checks will still be
required.

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-VEHICLE
HANDLING TESTS, NOV 1980-FEB 1981
VEHICLE REFERENCE: CAR NO. 1

Country of origin: UK
Engine Capacity: l593cm3
Maximum Speed: l48km/h
Nominal Kerbweight: 1055kg
Power,/Weight ratio: l4.7kgAhp
Power Output: 72bhp (DIN) at 5,300rpm
Configuration; Front Engine;

Rear Wheel Drive
F/R Distribution 7a: (F) 56.5/(R) 43'5
Front Suspensionr Independent-unequal length wish-

bones; concentric coil spring and tele-
scopic hydraulic damper; anti-roll
bar.

Chassis: Integral with body; front crossmember
Body Construction: UnitarY
Rear Suspension: Live rear axle with 4link location; tele-

scopic hydraulic damper:anti-roll bar'
$teering: Rack and pinion. Turns lock to lock: 3'7
Tyres: Michelin ZX and XZX steel belted radial 165 SR

13' Made in UK
FlN/S-ZX-186 weeks; tread depth 5mm
F/O/S-XZXJ3 weeks; tread depth 6-6tlmm
R/N/S-]KZX.-127 weeks; tread depth 3'lmm
R/O/*-ZX-186 weeks; tread depth 2-21/rmm

Pressures used: Front-l.8 bar; Rear-Z.O bar.
Wheelbase: 2579mm Track: l422mm
Wheelbase/Track ratio: 1.81 ;l
Age of car: 4 years
Recorded Kilometers: 103,800

HAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 2

Country of origin: Czechoslovakia
Power/Weight ratio: 15.3 kgzbhP
Engine Capacity: ll74cm'
Maximum Speed: l48km/h
Nominal Kerbweightr 885kg
Power Output: 58bhp (DIN) at 5'200rpm
Configuration: Rear Engine;

Rcar Wheel Drive
F/R Distribution 7o: (n 40/(R) 60
Front Suspension: Independent-unequal length wish-

bones, concentric coil spring and tele'
scopic hydraulic damper from lower
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wishbone to turret in reinforced front
inner wing; anti-roll bar.

Chassis: Integral with body; rear crossmember
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspensionr Independent-swing axle; constant ve-

locity joint at inboard end of drive
ehaft; radius rod, with large rubber
bush at front end. Concentric coil
spring and telescopic hydraulic damper
from rear of radius rod to reinforced
under floor turret.

Steering: Worm and nut.
Turns lock to lock: 2.75
Tyres: Goodyear Grand Prix 'S' steel belted radial-165

SR 13, Made in UK.
F/O/L.7O weeks-tread depth 6mm
Fft'I/H1 weeks-tread depth 6mm
R/O/S_�70 weeks-tread depth 5mm
R,/N/S*54 weeks*tread depth 6kmm

Pressures used: Front 1.5 bar; Rear 1.9 bar
Wheelbase: 24-00 Track: F-13l0mm: l290mm R

Average Track : l300mm
Wheelbase,/Track ratio: 1.85:l
Age of car: I year
Recorded Kilometers: 13.700

RAF GREENHAM COMMON4AR NO. 3

Country of origin: France
Engine Capacity; l647cm3
Maximum Speed: l65km,/h
Nominal Kerbweight: 950kg
Power,/Weight ratio: l}.6kgZbhp
Power Outputr 79bhp (DIN) at 5,500rpm
Configuration: Front Engine-Longitudinal, Front

Wheel Drive
F/R Distribution 7a: (n 60/(R) 40
Front Suspension: Independent-concentric coil spring

and telescopic hydraulic damper;
wishbone: anti-roll bar

Chassis: Integral with body
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Trailing beam; side arms with integral

anti-roll bar; coil spring/hydraulic
damper units; centre top wishbone (A-
bracket)

Steering: Rack and pinion,
Turns lock to lock: 3.5
Tyres: Michelin XZX steel belted radial 155 SR 13. Made

in France
F/N/S-97 weeksr tread depth 5mm
F/O/s-97 weeks: tread depth 4'lmm
R/N/S-97 weeks: tread depth 3k-4mm
R/O/L97 weeks: tread depth 3'ftrnm

Pressures used: Front 1.7 bar; Rear 2.0 bar
Wheelbase: 244lmm
Track: Front l420mm Rear l356mm
Average Trackr 1388mm
Wheelbase/Track ratior 1.76:l
Age of car: Zfiyears
Recorded kilometers: 41,840

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 4

Country of origin: W. Germany
Engine Capacity: l597cml
Maximum Speed; l7gkmA
Nominal Kerbweight: 895kg
Power/Weight ratio: 9.3kg/bhp
Power Output: 96bhp (DIN) at 6,000rpm
Configurationr Front Engine-Transverse, Front Wheel

Drive
F,/R Distribution Vo: (F) 6l (R) 39
Front Suspension: Independent MacPherson Strut; lower

wishbone: anti-roll bar.
Chaseis: Integral with body
Body Structure: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Independent MacPherson Strut; trans-

ver$e artns, radius arms.
Steering: Rack and pinion.
Turns lock to lock: 3.7
Tyres: Goodyear NCT steel belted radial 185/60 HR 14.

Made in W. Germany
F/N,/S-tread depth: 3-4mm
F/O,/S-tread depth; 3-4mm
R/N,/S-treed depth; 3-4mm
R/O/S-tread depth: 3-4mm

Pressures used: Front 1.8 bar; Rear 1.8 bar
Wheelbaser 2395mm
Track: Front l384mm; Rear: l430mm
Average track: l407mm
Wheelbase/Track ratio: 1.70:l
Age of car; Under I year
Recorded kilometers: 13.670

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 5

Country of origin: UK
Engine Capacityr l296cm3
Maximum Speed: l56km/h
Nominal Kerbweight: 920kg
Power/Weight ratio; l3.3kglbhp
Power Outputr 69bhp (DIN) at 6,000rpm
Configuration; Front Engine Transverse, Front rffheel

Drive
F,zR Distribution 7o; (F) 59 (R) 4l
Front Suspension: Independent MacPherson Strut; lower

wishbones: anti-roll bar.
Chassis: Integral with body



Body Construction; Unitary
Rear Suspension; Independent MasPh€rson Stnrt; tfanB-

Yerse arms; radius arms
Steering: Rack and pinion.
Turns lock to lock; 3.7
Tyres: Michelin XZX steel belted radial 155SR13. Made

in UK.
F,/N/S-10 weeks; tread depth 7'/rmm
F/O/S-10 weeks; tread depth 7fimm
R,/N/S-12 weeks; tread depth 7'Amm
R/O/S-I? weeks; tread depth 7'Amm

Pressures used: Front 1.8 bar; Rear 1.8 bar
Wheelbase: 2398mm
Track: Front l385mm, Rear l430mm
Average track: l408mm
WheelbaseArack ratior 1.70:l
Age of carr 2 months
Recorded kilometertr 3,220

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAH NO. 6

Country of origin: W. Germany
Engine Capacity: l979cml
Maximum Speed: l69km,/h
Nominal Kerbweight; I litOkg
Power,/Weight ratio: ll.4kg^hp
Power Output; l0Obhp (DIN) at 5,200rpm
Configuration: Front Engine; Rear Wheel Drive, Auto-

matic Transmission
F/R Distribution 7a: (F) 54 (R) 46
Front Suspension: Independentr Unequal lurgth wish-

bones; concentric coil spring and tele-
scopic hydraulic d*mper units; anti-

r roll bar.
Chassis: Integral with body
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Live rear axle; trailing lower radius

arms; Panhard rod; upper torque arm;
coil springs and telescopic hydraulic
damper anti-roll bar

Steeringr Recirculating ball. Turns lock to loch 4.0
Tyres: Pirelli Cinturato steel belted radial 185/70SR14,

Made in UK
Flo/ffi weeks; tread depth 6[mm
F/N/542 weeks; tread depth 6'Amm
R/O/S-62 weeks; tread depth 6mm
R/N/S4 weeks; tread depth 6mm

Pressures used: Front 1.9 bar, Rear 2.0 bar
Wheelbase; 2668mm Track: Front l435mm, Rear

14l2mm
Average Track: l424mm

WheelbaseArack ratio: 1.87:l
Age of car; I year
Recorded kilometers: 12,875 :

SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO, 7

Country of origin: UK
Engine Capacityr lgg4cms
Maximum Speed: l5gkmZt
Nominal Kerbweight: I l45Kg
Power,/Weight ratio: lz.3kgAhp
Power output: g3bhp(DIN) at 4,900rpm
Configuration: Front Engine

Transverse
Front Wheel Drive

F/R Distribution Vo: (F) 62 (R) 38
Front Suspension; Independent: unequal length arms and

"Hydragas" displacers, hydraulically
interconnected front to rear.

Chassie: Integral with body
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Independent: trailing arms and "Hy-

dragas" displacers, hydraulically in'
terconnected front to rear.

Steering: Rack and pinion.
Turns lock to lock; 4.6
Tyres: Michelin ZX steel belted ndi8il 185/70ERl4

Made in UK
F/0/5-.66 weeks; tread depth 4mm
F/N/S-66 weeks; tread depth 4mm
R/O/S-70 weeks; tread depth 5mm
R/N/S-16 weeks; tread depth 6]lmm

Prtteures used: Front 1.8 bar, Rear: 1.7 bar
Wheelbase: 2763mm Track: Front l473mrn,

Rear l458mm
Average track: l466mm

Wheelbase/Track ratio; 1.88: I
Age of car: 3l years
Recorded kilometersr 6?,350

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 8
(LHD)

Country of origin: Italy
Engine Capacityr l438cm3
Maximum speed: l45kmA
Nominal Kerbweight; 930kg
PowerAVeight ratior l3.3kgAhp
Power Output: 7Obhp(DIN) at 5,4(nrpm
Configuration: Front Engine,

RearWheel Drive
Automatic Transmission

F//R. Distribution 7o: (F) 54 (R) 46
Front Suspension: Independent, unequal length wish-

bone, concentric coil spring, tele-
scopic hydraulic damper, anti-roll
bar

Chassis: Intcgral with body. Front Croesmember
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Body Construction: Unitary, Estate Car
Rear Suspension: Live rear axle, 4 parallel trailing links,

Panhard rod, telescopic hydraulic
damper, separate coil springs

Steering: Worm and roller
Turns lock to lockr 2.8
Tyres: Front: Pirelli Cinturato P3 steel belted radial

155SR13. Made in Brazil
Rear: Michelin ZX steel belted radial 165SR13
F/O/S-88 weeks; tread depth 6mm
F/N,/S-88 weeks; tread depth S,fimm
WO/S__-4.52 weeks; tread depth l-lfimm
R/N/S--452 weeks; tread depth Ztlmm

Pressures used: Front L9 bar, Rear 2.1 bar
Wheelbaser 2420mm Track: Front l330mm,

Rear l3O0mm
Average track: l3l5mm

rffheelbaseArack ratio; 1.84:l
Age of car 8fi years
Recorded kilometersr 112.025

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 9
(LHD)

Country of origin: Italy
Engine Capacity: l438cm3
Mzurimum Speed: l45km,zt
Nominal Kerbweight; 925kg
Power/Weight ratio: l3.2kgAhp
Power Outputi 70bhp (Dfg at S,4ffirpm
Configuration: Front Engine,

Rear Wheel Drive
Automatic Transmission

F/R Distribttion Vo: (F) 54 (R) 46
Front Suspension: Independent unequal length wish-

bones; concentric coil spring, tele-
scopic hydraulic damper, anti-roll
bar.

Chassis: Integral with body, Front Crossmember
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Live rear axle, 4 parallel traiting links,

Panhard rod, concentric coil spring,
telescopic hydraulic damper into rein-
forced wheel well turret

Steering: Worm and roller
Turns lock to lock: 2.8
Tyresr Front: Continental TS77l steel belted radial

I55SRt3. Made in France.
Rear; Continental TS729 M+S steel belted radial
l55SRl3, Made in Germany
F/O/S-238 weeks; tread depth 6mm
F/N/S*238 weeks; tread depth Stlmm
R /O/S-197 weeks; tread depth 3lmm
R/N/S-197 weeks; tread depth 4'lmm

Fressures used: Front 2.0 bar, Rear 2.0 bar.
Wheelbase: 2420mm Track: Front l330mm

Rear l300mm
Average track; 13l5mm

Wheelbase/Track ratio: 1.84:l
Age of car; I years
Recorded kilometersr 122.480

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 10

Country of origin: USA
Engine Capacity: 4942cm3
Maximum Speed; l6lkm/h
Nominal Kerbweight: l555kg
Power/Weight ratio: l2.Skgzbhp
Power Output: 122bhp (DIN) at 3,600rpm
Configuration: Front Engine,

Rear Wheel Drive
Automatic Transmission

F/R Distribution Va: (F) 57 (R) 43
Front Suspension: Independent: Upper wishbone, lower

transyerse link concentric coil spring;
, hydraulic damper unit from upper

wishbone into underbody turret, tail*
ing links. Anti-roll bar.

Chassis: Integral with body
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Live rear axle, 5 leaf semi elliptic spring

inclined telescopic hydraulic damper to
underbody attachments.

Steering: PAS recirculating ball.
Turns lock to lock: 5.2
Tyres: Pirelli Cinturaro P76 radial FR78l4. Made in

Brazil.
F/N,/S-98 weeks; tread depth 7mm
F/O/S-99 weeks; tread depth 7mm
R/N/S-99 weeks; tread depth 7mm
R/O,/S-99 weeks; tread depth 7mm

Preesures used: Front 1.8 bar, Rear 2.0 bar.
Wheelbase; 2794mm Trackr Front l499mm

Rear l466mm
Average track: l483mm

Wheelbase./Track ratio: 1.88:l
Age of car; 6 months
Recorded kilometers: 5 155

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 11
(LHD)

Country of origin: USA
Engine Capacity: 5736cm3
Maximum Speed: 2llkm/h
Nominal Kerbweight; l57lkg
Power/Weight ratio: 7.lkg/bhp
Power Output: 220bhp (DIF[) at 5,2fi) rpm
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Configuration:Front Engine, Rear Wheel Drive.
Automatic Transmission.

F/R Distribution 7a: (n 60 (R) 40
Front Suspension: Independent, unequal length wish'

bones, coil springs, telescoPic hY'
draulic damper, anti-roll bar

Chassis: Ladder frame with crossmembers
Body Constnrctionr Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic-Tub
Rear Suspension: Independent, Transverse semi+lliptic

spring, lower transverse links, semi'
elliptic acts as upper anns, trailing
radius arms, telescopic hydraulic dam-
per'

Steering: PAS high ratio rack and pinion
Turns lock to lock: 2.5
Tyres: Michelin Wide X steel braced radial GR 70 X

15, Made in USA
F/N/S-103 weeks; tread depth 2t/rmnr
F/O/S-97 weeks; tread dePth lfimm
R,/N/S-103 weeks; tread depth Z'lmm
R/O/S-I97 weeks; tread dePth ?tflmm

Pressures used: Front 1.8 bar, Rear 1.8 bar
Wheelbaser 2490mm Track; Front 1490mm,

Rear l510mm :
Average Track; 1500mfi

\ilheelbas€/Track ratio; l.66rl
Age of car: 3 years
Recorded kilometers: 117,600

HAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 12
(LHD)

Country of origin: USA
Engine Capacity: 6964cmj
Maximum Speed: 190km/h
Nominal Kerbweight: 2290kg
Power,/lVeight ratio: lz.TkgZbhp
Power Output: 180 bhp (DII.I) at 4,000rpm
Configuration: Front Engine

Longitudinal, Front Drive, Automatic
F/R Distribution 7or (F) 65 (R) 35
Front Suspension; Independent unequal length wishbone,

longitudinal torsion bars, telescopic
hydraulic damper. Anti-roll bar.

Chassis: Ladder frame with crossmembers
Body Structure: Separate steel body shell
Rear Suspension: Rigid tube axle, coil springt, tower

trailing arm$, upper ohlique torque
arms' load-levelling pneumatic dam-
per, giving automatic ride height con-
trol'

Steering: PAS Recirculating ball, variable ratio.
Turns lock to lock: 3.8
Tyresr Uniroyal steel belted radial LR 78 X 15; 5 ply

rating, Made in USA
F/N/S-104 weeks; tread depth 6'lmm

F/O/S-IM weeks; tread depth 6'fimm
R/N/S-108 weeks; tread depth 6llmm
R/O/S-108 weeks; tread depth 6tlmm

Pressures used: Front, 1.9 bar, Rear 1.9 bar
\"Vheelbase: 3210mm Track Front: l6?0mm

Rear l6l0mm
Average track: l5l5mm .

Wheelbase,/Track ratio: 1.99:l
Age of car: 2 yeart
Recorded kilometers: 6435 

,

RAF GREENHAM COMMON-CAR NO. 13
(LHD)

Country of originr USA
Engine Capacity: 3802cml
Maximum Speed: l37kmA
Nominal Kerbweight: l375kg
Power,/Weight ratio: I 5.3kgzbhp
Power 0utput: 90bhp (DIN) at 3,4O0
Configuration: Front Engine, Rear Wheel drive.

Automatic Transmission
F/R Distribution Vo: (F) 56 (R) 44
Front $uspension: Independent, unequal length wish-

bones, coil springs, telescopic hY-
draulic damper, anti-roll bar.

CTrassis: Integral with body, front crossmember
Body Construction: Unitary
Rear Suspension: Live rear axlg semi elliptic multi leaf

springs, torque tube, telescopic hy-
draulic damper.

Steering: Recirculating ball.
Turns lock to lock; 6.0
Tyres: Goodyear: steel belted radial DR 78 X 14, Made

in USA
F/N/S-143 wccks; tread depth 2Yrnm

. F/O/S_�143 weeks; tread depth l'Amm
R/N/L143 weeks; tread depth Z'flllrllrt
R/O/S-143 weeks; tread depth 2'lmm

Pressures usedr Front 2.1 bar, Rear 1.9 bar
Wheelbase: 274{�mm Track: Front l470mm,

Rear l450mm
Average track: l460mm

Wheelbase,/Track ratior 1.88:l
Age of car: 3 years
Recorded kilometers: 46,670

STATE OF CORROSION OF 8 YEAR OLD
TEST CAR
TYPE OF CAR: ESTATE
FRONT ENGINE-REAH WHEEL DRIVE

l. Right and left front suepension domcs badly
affected.
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Sketch N"'4.

reinf orring
fross nenbers

State of corrosion of I year otd estate car.

2. Right and left sill very rusty, with many holes in
the box section under the doors.

3. Rear suspension struts-alarming corrosion at at-
tachment to floor support.

4. Bad rust both on right and left sides.
5. Front panel rusted away in parts.
6. Front left external panel completely detached from

engine compartment; floor is severely corroded and
is completely detached from the siil box sections;
floor reinforcement cross members badly rusted.

STATE OF CORROSION OF 8 YEAR OLD
TEST CAR
TYPE OF CAR: SALOON
FRONT ENGINE-REAR WHEEL DHIVE

l, 2. Front right and left extenral panels completely de-
tached from engine compartment, curled back as
far as halfway along the wheel.

3. Door, driver side, inside out corrosion in lower
section.

4. Bonnet cannot be fastened properly.

Right and left hand sills badly corroded, with large
holes in the box section under the doors.
Rear suspension struts-in good condition, but in
the RH floor reinforcement, where control bar is
attached, there is a crack.
The whole of the front secetion is almost completely
detached and held together with electrician,s stickv
tape. Each time the bonnet is opened the entire
front section tends to become ditached (various
pieces of panel are missing, as they have rusted and
come off).
Spare wheel carrier severely corroded.
Fuel tank attachment reinforcements have rusted
completely away, allowing the tank to drop and
mo_ve about on rough roads. All the floorpan is
badly corroded, in the areas where the driver and
passengers rest their feet, which is almost com_
pletely missing.
The front forecarriage is still reasonably func-
tional-hydraulic dampers are passably func_
tional-driveability is good. New reinforcement
cross member$ have been welded into the floorpan,
but the floor panels welded in above them show
signs of cracks.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
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Sketch N"5

reinforcing
ffoss nEnhers

5
Siate of corrosion of Eyear otd satoon can
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ABSTRACT

Indirect visibility of mirrors has conventionally been
measured according to an area of vision and there have
been no appropriate methods to evaluate a degree ofvisual
cognizance. This paper deals with a concrete evaluation
of the visibility of the mirror based on the changeability
of basic area and a rate of image distortion.

An evaluation better than the third level in the flrve
ranks of evaluation scale can hardly be hoped for with
the present outside-cross-view-mirror on current heavy-
duty trucks in Japan.

To improve such situation, we have developed a peri-
scope mirror system and succeeded in decreasing a num-
ber on the left side of conflrrming mirrors (from 3 to 2)
and achieved the best evaluation (5th level).

INTRODUCTION

In recognition that study of the driving field-of-view is
the most important for promoting driving safety, Mit-
subishi Motors Corp. has, since 1960, been working on
expanding the direct field-of-view ofvehicles and its static
evaluation (l), (2), (3).

In 1960's, our trafftc environment in Japan, including
pedestrian crossings, was poody equipped, leading to an
increasing number of pedestrian victims who attempted
to cross immediately before oncoming vehicles. In at-
tempts to prevent such accidents and to determine the
optimum driving field-of-view , we built vehicles specially
for experimenting with the field-of-view, namely buses
with their fronts fully glazed (a). The results indicated
that an eye angular velocity over 2 rad,/s was undesirable
as it imposed considerable burden and stress on the driver
(5).

At the 4th ESV International Conference held in
Kyoto, in 1973, Dr. Franchini (FIAT) suggested that
aggressiveness and compatibility should be important
themes for commercial vehicles and this conference
marked a turning point for us commercial vehicle de-
$igners.

In order to achieve compatibility in the driving field-
of-view with passenger vehicles, investigation and study

were made on the inlluence of spray on a following pas-
$enger car, from a road's surfac€ caused by a commercial
vehicle. It was found that an appropriate distance between
the two vehicles is the most important (6).

Recently, accidents caused by heavy vehicles when
turning left have increased to such an extent that they
have become a social problem. To cope with this, building
of prototype low-driving-seat heavy cargo trucks and
many other studies have been undertaken.

Since it hae been established in previous works (4), (5)
that a direct field-of-view larger than necessary is detri-
mental in terms of human engineering, passenger protec-
tion, vehicle body strength, cost and other factors, we
have placed emphasis on improvement of the indirect
freld-of-view.

Ichikoh Industries Ltd. started research on the field-
of-view and perspective of convex mirrors in 1960 and
then engaged in the development of periscope system as
a measure against the FMVSS revision in the U.S.A. and
also the development of the "Back-Eye Television Sys-
tem" as a means for immediate rear view for heavy ve-
hicles. In 1975, the company participated in the project
"Improvement of Safety Through Reduction of Burden
on the driver" (7) of the Traffrc Safety Commission of
Japan Automobile Manufacturers' Association, and in
1977, it started research on the improvement of the in-
direct field-of-view of heavy vehicles for greater safety
when turning left.

The two companies, with the history just described,
jointly developed the method for evaluation of the indirect
field-of-view around a vehicle. In addition, a new peri-
scope system was developed that was designed to prevent
and reduce accidents caused when vehicles are turning
left.

This research was funded by a research subsidy granted
by the Ministry of Transport for fiscal year 1979.

HISTORY OF INDIRECT FIELD.OF.VIEW
EVALUATION

Early recognition by the driver of danger information,
within the driving field-of-view, to enable him to take
adequate evasive action is essential for reducing the
chance of accidents. In this respect, the quality of visual
information provided as the indirect field-of-view is very
important.

Recently, in the U.S.A., FMVSS No. I I I was put into
effect which makes it obligatory to install outside-cross-
view-mirrors on school buses to enable observation of
immediately forward of the vehicle and in the vicinity of
the bumper. In Japan, from March 1979, it was made
obligatory to install a left-side-view-mirror on heavy
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Figure 1. Distortion rate of mirror image (JtS).
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truck$ in addition to conventional cross-view-mirrors for
wider field-of-view on the left side. As rcflected in these
examples, works have be€n undertaken by many research-
ers on the improvement of the driving field-of-view, both
direct and indirect, in view of the importance of such
visual information. The works on the evaluation of the
indirect flreld-of-view, however, have mainly focused on
the extension of the field-of-view, with only a few of them
covering the quality of visual information, namely, visi-
bility, practicability, etc.

As for rear'view-mirrors, works (8) (9) have been pub-
lished on sense of distance, image distortion and visibility
of images of persons and vehicles behind the vehicle as
viewed through rear-view mirrors of varying radius of
curvature and size. As for overseas regulation, FMVSS
specifies image magnification and reflection factor, while
Japanese Industrial Standard D5705 specifies the image
distortion factor calculation method as shown in Figure
I for checking a mirror's surface accuracy.

However, a cross-view-mirror for observing the sur-
rounding environrnent of a vehicle is convex mirror with
I relatively small radius of curvature. This means that
when viewing them directly, the change in visual angle
0 is large in the upper and lower sections as shown in
Figure 2, resulting in larger image distortion where visual
angle 0 is small. Even if the radius of curvature of a cross-
view-mirror is increased, for example, from l00R to 190R,
image distortion remains substantially the same as shown

Figure 3. lso-distortion rate line and field of indirect view by
outsid6-cross-view-mirror.

in Figure 3, although the field-of-view and image size
change. In order to analyze the visibility of these cross-
view-mirrors, conventional evaluation methods are not
adequate and the data that will provide the basis for
judgment, such as what portion of the image must be
improved and to what extent, are necessary. We started,
therefore, the development of a new evaluation method
that gives evaluation in. new terms.

PURPOSE OF PHESENT STUDY

Establishment of Evaluation Method of Indi-
rect Field-of-View of Vehicle Surroundings

The first objective ofthe present study was to establish
a method to quantify image distortion and image size,
and to analyze and evaluate them, while at the same time,
grasping the positional relationship between the imaget
of fields directly forward and to the left of the vehicle

TKACES OF REAR AXLE TIRE

SHORT w tt LON(; 'vl lJ.

FIT:LD OF REAR VII]W
IRIT( )R AT C.L

FIELD OF DIRECT VIEW AT IM TALL

Note. Limiting area is ruled byJapanese Fload Vehicle Safety
Standards Article 44
Figure 4. The limiting area of view and character boards

arrange]nent.
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Figure 5. Four types of signs.

provided by the cross-view-mirrors and left-side-view-
mirrors.

Development of Indirect View Equipment for
Higher Visibility

The second objective was to establish a courre and,
target of visibility improvement utilizing the evaluation
method, and to develop new indirect view equipment.
Since significant improvement cannot be expected in dis-
tortion of the left forward images with cross-view-mirrors,
a new concept ofa periscope system was adopted. Three
basic types A, B and C, of the periscope system, were
combined with various mirrors and a total of 20 svstems
were subjected to research and development.

CONCRETE METHODS

Selection and Arrangement of Signs
1. Character Bosrds:26 alphabetical character boarde

(1 m X I m, t : 5 mm) were arranged as shown in
Figure 4 for use as signs to determine visibility and relative
position to the vehicle

2. Spheres: A spherical sign was positioned at the celr-
ter of each character board since a sphere was identified
as a circle regardless of the direction viewed, minimizing
the measurement error and facilitating analysis.

3. Cylinderc: In order to comply with the field-of-view
measurement standards of the Japanese Road Vehicle
Safety Standards Article 44, that as$ume$ that S-year-old
children are one meter tall, a cylinder of the same di-
mensions was positioned at upper left corner center of
each character board.

4- Dummy: A dummy was positioned at the same Io-
cation as the cylinder to compare visibility of a child and
the cylinder.

Measuring Method
In the field-of-view limiting area, shown in Figure 4,

four types of signs as shown in Figure 5 were installed,
and these targets were photographed at the vehicle eye-

EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

Notes, 1. Photos taken fronr Flyepoint of driver

2 .  S imp l i f ied  C,M. -  Cross  V iew.Mi r ro r  L .S .M. :Le f t -S ide-V icw-Mi ror

R.M. = Rear.View.Mirror

Figure 6. Comparison with three systems-construction,
specif ication and field.of-view.

point (n.f.), through three types of indirect view equip-
ment, as shown in Figure 6. From the photos obtained,
the single eye field-of-view, image distortion and image
size were analyzed. The calculation equations used to
determine image distortion and size are shown in Figures
7, I and 9.

Evaluation Method
Image distortion and image size as a function of relative

location to the vehicle were quantified and divided into
five levels for comparative evaluation of various types of
equipment.

Equipment Tested
Two-Mirror System: Indirect viewing equipment con-

sisting of a rear-view mirror to view rearward and a cross-
view-mirror for viewing vehicle surroundings.

c-f,
/--\ I
\J:I

r\fffi$nes=.=ft
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Figure 7. lmage distortion of spherical signs.



Figure B. lmage distortion of character boards.

Three-Mirmr Systern' Indirect viewing equipment con-
sisting of a Z-mirror system and a left-side-view mirror.

Periscope System -8; Indirect viewing sy$tem consisting
of a rear-view mirror and a periscope B for viewing vehicle
rurroundings.

Vehicles Tested
Mitsubishi Fuso Heavy Truck FTllTS.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
\

The results of analysis are shown in Figure frll.

DISCU$SION
Way Targets Are Observed

The image distortion of the spherical sign and the char-
acter board sign exhibited neady the same trend as shown
in Figurec 7 and 8,.The imnges obtained of cylinders and
dummien (SAE 3 DGM 51f) reeembled each other.

As for the image size, those of spheres and character
boards showed neady the same trend as shown in Figures
9 and 10, although the visual angle d differed between
the two.

Evatuation Method
fmage Distortion

a. By the use of chsrscter boards, visibility by rcnoe
could be evaluated based on the image distortion
and character identification for vadous relativc
poeitions to the vehicle.

Table 1. Evaluation tevel by psychological category scals.

Level l]et{rs of
Image Form Degree of Imagr: I)istr)rt ion

5 Excellerrt No itnage distortio$

4 (iood Vis ib le.but  no problg6,

J Fa i r Vis jb le.but  possib le to judge.

z Poor Large and to obstruct the jrrdgement

I Very Poor Impo*sible to judge

SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 9. lmage size of spherical signs.
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Figure 10. lmage size of character boards.

b. Quantifoing the image distortion into five levels
provided comparative evaluation of cach piece of
equipment, making it poesible to establish nu-
merically the target for improvement, which
greatly helped research and development activi-
ties.

c. The degree of image distortion war tabulated (Ta-
ble l) based on a psychological category scale
evaluation (10). To verify correspondence between
this table and the five levels of evaluation, sense
evaluation on 23 subjects was conducted using
actual vehicles, although this category scale eval-
uation technique is given here for information
only.

d. From these evaluations, image dietortion of level
2 and lower, in Figures 7 and 8, is considered to

Note. Hatching area is blind field of direct view at 1 m tall.

Figure 1 1. Comparison of image distortion and size by cat-
egory scale between three systems.
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require improvement. This is in agreemint with
the opinions of many others concerned.

Image Size
a. By clarifying the relative position to the vehicle

through the use of character boards, quantifying
irnage size with reference to spherical signs and
grading by frve levels, setting of a numerical target
for comparative cvaluation and improverncnt of
each piece of equipment was simplified.

b. There are many factors involved in the relation-
ship bctween image size and visibility, and we
adopted as a standard the following criteria cs-
tablish€d in past works: (11) "In the otreervetion
of a complicated target, human eyes can identify

, any alphabetical character of the target so long
as the visual angle is 5 minutes or more and in
the observation ofpatterned target, accurate iden-
tification is possible if the visual angle to maxi-
mum dimension of that pattern is 12 minutes or
more.tt

c. In actual cases, cylinders approximated children
more closely than spheres. As shown in Table 2,
cylinders gave images two to three times larger
than spheres and were eaeier to identify. However,
in order to take into account the driver's eyesight
and variations of the external environment (avail-
able light, weather, etc.), the use of the image size
grven by a less favorable target (spheres) in the
evaluation will be more practical.

Comparison of lndirect Viewing Equipment
I\po-Minor System: As for image arrangement, this is

easicr to use because ofits close location to the rear-view,
mirror and cross-view-mirror, but the effestive field-of-
view range is restricted due to large image distortion in
the lcft forward direction.

Three-Mirror System: With the addition of a left-side-
view-mirror and use of larger sized mirrors, this systun
gives a wider effective field-of-view, and improved image
size f,nd distortion. As for image arrangement, however,
it has one additional mirror requiring observation.

Periscope System B:
a. Mirrorr requiring obmrvation during driving are

two
Table 2

Comparison of Size(area) between Cllindrical/Sph€rical

1. E' meang the sign on front left corner of character
board E
2. F" means the sign on front right corner character
board F

, As compared to the three mirrors required by
the 3-mirror system, this system uses two mirrors,
i.e., the periscope mirror and rear-view-mirror.

b. Alignment with sight line when turning
left

lVhen observing obstacles in the direct field-of-
view to the forward left for turning left, the per-
iscope mirror is positioned near the sight line,
allowing natwal identification of obstacles in the
indirect freld+f-view.

c. Normal image obtained, the same as direct field-
of-view

The periscope mirror systenr is dcsigned to
cover the forward, left forward and left side field-
of-views, and therefore the images produced
should preferably be, for physiological reasons,
normal such as those obtained through direct
view. In particular, this is important as continuity
with the left forward direct view is ensured when
turning left. This system meets this requirement.

d. Smaller image distortion
As compared to the croes-view-mirror and left-

side-view-mirror of the 3-mirror Byetem, this sys-
tem has smaller image distortion in the left for,
ward zoncs A through E allowing easy
identification of object shape.

e. Generally uniforur image size
Thanks to smaller distortion, the image nize

obtained throush the periscope mirror is relatively
uniform, providing evaluation of relative distance
to the obstacles.

f. Greater time available for target obncrvation and
smaller image flow angular velocity

This syste,m gives greater time available for ob-
servation of a target on the mirror, and image flow
velocity is smaller, which means easier identifi-
cation of obstacles. Whfl turning left, the vehicle
is urually running at a low speed and what differs
from the static condition is the low speed y and
the fact that the driver must obtain information
through the indirect view equipment in a very
short time while driving. Figures 12 and 13 show
the r€$ults of analysis of image flow velocity on
the mirror's surface and the rime availabl€ for
observation. As can be seen, the periccope mirror
system gave the best performance in all cases. At
30 kglh, for example, the eye angular velocity rrl

3- Mirror System
0H**r*: 
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Figure 12. lmage florrr on minor surface.
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Figure 13. Running velocity and image llow on mirror
sudace.

is 0.1 I radls for the periscope mirror system, while
it is 0.l6 radls for the 3-mirror system. Thus, this
system is believed to provide better visibility and
hence safer driving.

g. View area equivalent or wider than 3-minor sya-
tem

The periscope mirror sy$tem provides a view
area equivalent or wider than that of the com-
bination of the cross-view-mirror and left-side-
view-mirror of the 3-mirror $v$tem.

CONCLUSION

As described earlier, the purpoee of this study was to
contribute to the reduction of accidents when vehicles are
turning left through evaluation and improvement of the
indirect field-of-view around heavy vehicles. In addition
to the view area, the study quantified image distortion
and size to establish a method to evaluate image quality.
Furthermore, periscope system B was developed which
has potential for significant improvement in quality over
conventional 2-mirror and 3-mirror sy$tems. This system
is also effective in avoiding trouble caused by extension
of the direct field-of-view.
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Performance of the Experlmentel Hearry DUU Trucks with lmproved
Fleld of

HIDEHIRO DAIGO, KIYOKAZU YOKOI and
HIDEICHI NAKANO

Japan Automobile Research Instiute, Inc.
Tratfic Safety and Nuisance Research In-
stitute, Ministry of Transport

ABSTRACT

The dead angle range of a heavy duty truck driver at
crossroads hss been found to be one of the factors in
trafftc accidents, etpecially when turning left in Japan.

Therefore, the Ministry of Transport of Japan requested
five heavy duty truck manufacturers to manufacture ex-
perimental heavy duty trucks with an improved flreld of
view. Each of them produccd two types of modified trucks
in September, 1979. One is called a visibility-improved
vehicle of which freld of view has been improved mainly
by adopting supplementary windows, while the other is
a low-floored vehicle of which the field of view has been
improved mainly by lowering the height of the eye point.

This paper presents the results of experiment which
comprises of (l) static visibility test, (2) dynamic visibility
test, and (3) subjective evaluation teet by professional
drivers, conducted on such vehicles.

As a reeult, it was proved that the experimental vehicles
surpa$B current model vehicles in visibility.

In the case of the low-floored vehicles, howev€f,, mfirry
problems still remain to be solved. On the other hand, it
seems to be possible to commercialize the visibility-im-
proved vehicles without any drastic modification of the
current design concept though they don't necessarily have
a sufficient field of direct view.

INTRODUCTION

The dead angle range of a heavy duty truck driver at
crossroeds has been found to be one of the factors in the
cause of traffrc accidents, especially when turning left in
fapan.

The Ministry of Trarrsport (MOT) of fapan requestcd
five heavy duty truck manufacturers to manufacture ex-
perimental heavy duty trucks with an improved field of
view as a step of the program for prevention of traffrc
accidents. In responee to the request, they studied a sys-
tem to improve the field of view of current model tnrcks,
and produced two types of modified trucks in September'
1979.

One ie a vehicle of which the field of view is improved
mainly by means of adopting supplementary windows,

and the other is a vehicle of which the field of view ie
improved mainly by mearu of lowering the height of the
eye point.

The former is called a visibility-improved vehicle and
the latter a low-floored vehicle.

To evaluate the performances of thcec experimentnl
heavy duty trucks, the Committee for Evaluation of Ex-
perimental Heavy Duty Trucks are organized by MOT.

The authors made the experiments on the perfornrances
of these vehicles according to the prograflr prepared by
the committee.

The experiments are as follows.

(l) static visibility test
(2) dynamic visibility test
(3) subjective evaluation test by professional drivere

The paper presents the outlines of the experimental
heavy duty trucks and the test results.

OUTLINES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS

Table I showe the experimental heavy duty trucks with
improved field of view, manufactured by five heavy duty
tnrck manufacturers in compliance with the request of
MOT.

Hereinafter, each of the experimental heavy duty trucks
ehall be denoted by the symbols ehown in Figure l.

The appearances of these vehicles are shown in Figures
2 to 6. Furthennore, their principal dimension$ are shown

Table 1. List of operimental vehicles with improved field ol
view.
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Figure 1. Symbols representing test vehicles,

in Tables 2 to 6. These tdbl€s als,o show the original
spccifications of these vehicles.

The outlinee of individual experimental vehicler are as
follows.

(1) lsuzu Dump Trucks
(a) I-2R: This vehicle has bcen made on the basie of
the current model dump truck. The vehicle is provided
with a supplementary window in the lowerJeft part
below the windshield to improve the front-left field of
direct view. Moreover, the left-hand door has been
remodeled into a full-sized glass door in order to im-
prove the left side field of direct view, and the assistant
seat position hae been shifted backward to mske it more
effective (Fig. 2-b).
(b) I-2L: This vehicle is a lefr-hand drive vehicle based
on the current model dump truck. The vehicle is pr*
vided with a supplementary window in the lower-right
part below the windshield and the right-hand door is
made of a full-siz€d glass in order to keep the forward-
right field of direct vicw as well as the right side field
of direct view.
(c) I-3R: This vehicle has been experimentally designcd
to lower the height of driver's seat above the ground.
Both the front axle and the engine have boen moved
backward to make the height of the driver's eye point

SECTION 5: TECHNIGAL SESSIONS

(a)  Cur ren t  mde l  vch lc le

lb )  V te lb l l i t y - Inproved veh lc re
( r i g h t - h a n d  d r i v e )

{c) I .ow*f loored vehicle ( Ief t-hand
d r  i v e  )

Figure 2. lsuzu vehicles.

lower than thst of thc current model vehicle by 555
mm. Ifutheluore, the vehicle is provided with a sup-
plcmentary window in the lower-left part bclow the
windshield, and the left-hand door is made of a fuIl-
sized glass. The assistant seat po$ition has also been
shifted backwarb.
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Table 2. Principal dimensions of lsuzu vehicles.
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( a ) C u r r e n t  m o d e l  v e h i c l e

V is in i l  i  t y * improved veh i# I6
( r i g h t - t r a n d  r i r i v e )

( c )  I ow- f  l oo red  veh i  c Ie  ( I e  f  t *han r l
d r  i v e  )

Figure 3. Toyota vehicles.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

{ a }  C u r r e n t  m r : d e I  v e h i c l e

V i s i b i  I  i  t y - i m p r o v e d  v e h i c l e
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( e )  t r l w * f l - o o r e d  v e h i c l e  ( l e f t * h a n c i
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Figure 4. Nissan diesel vehicles.
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Figure 5. Hino vehicles.
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Table 3. Principal dimensions of Toyoto vehtctee.
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Table 6. Principal dimensions of Mitsubishi vehicles.

EXPEHIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

(d) I-3L; This vehicle is a left-hand drive vehicle based
on the I-3R. Also, the vehicle is provided with a sup-
plementary window in the lower-right part below the
windshield and the right-hand door is made of a full-
sized glass (Fig. 2-c).

(2) Toyota Trucks
(a) T-2R: This vehicle has been made on the basis of
the current medium-sized truck. The vehicle is provided
with a supplementary window in the lowerJeft part
below the windshield to improve the frontleft field of
direct view. Moreover, the left-hand door has been
remodeled into a door with a supplementary window
in its lower part in order to improve the left-side field
of direct view, and the waist line of the door is lower
than that of the original vehicle by 210 mm (Fig. 3-b).
(b) T-3R: This vehicle has been experimentally de-
signed to lower the height of driver's seat above the
ground. The cab has been moved forward and down-
ward beyond the front wheels so that the height of the
driver's eye point is lower than that of the current
model vehicle by 230 mm. Ifl addition, in the same
manner as T-2R, the vehicle is provided with a sup-
plementary window in the lowerleft part below the
windshield, and the waist line level of the left-hand
door window is lower than that of the current model
vehicle by 210 mm.
(c) T-3L: This vehicle is a left-hand drive vehicle baeed
on the T-3R. The vehicle is provided with a supple-
mentary window in the lower-right part below the
windshield. Moreever, the waist line level of the right-
hand door window is lower than that of the current
model vehicle by 210 mm (Fig. 3-c),

(3) Nissan Diesel Tractor
(a) N-ZR: This vehicle has been made based on the
cuffent model tractor. The vehicle is provided with a
supplementary window in the lower-left part of the
front panel of the cab to improve the frontleft field of
direct view. Further, the left-hand door has been re-
modeled into a door with a supplementary window in
its lower part, of which the waist line is lower than
that of the current model tractor in order to improve
the left side field of direct view (Fig. 4-b).
(b) N-2L; This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the current model tractor. The right-hand door has
been remodeled to have a supplementary window in its
lower part and the waist line lower than that of the
current model vehicle. Furthermore, the vehicle is pro-
vided with a supplementary window in the lower-right
part of the front panel of the cab.
(c) N-3R: In the case of this vehicle, an attempt has
been made to lower the driver's seat level down. The
cab has been moved forward and downward beyond
the front wheels so that the height of the driver's eye

Table 4. Principal dimensions of Nissan diesel vehicles.
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point is lower than that of the curtent model tractof
by 475 mm. Besides, in the same manner as the N-zR,
the vehicle is provided with a supplementary window
in the lower-left part of the front panel of the cab. The
left-hand door has been remodeled into a door with a
supplementary window in its lower part and with the
waist line lower than that of the current model vehicle.
(d) N-3L; This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the N-3R. The vehicle is provided with a supplementary
window in the lower-right part of the front panel of
the cab. Further, the right-hand door has been remod-
eled to have a supplementary window in its lower part
and the waist line lower than that of the current model
vehicle (Fig. 4-c).

(4) Hino Trucks
(a) H-2R: This vehicle has been made based on the
current model of a general heavy duty truck. The ve-
hicle has a windshield which has a waist line lower
than that of the current model vehicle by 90 mm. The
left-hand door is provided with a supplementary win-
dow in its lower part, and its waist line is lower than
that of the current model vehicle by 90 mm (Fig.
5-b).
ft) H-2L; This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the current model truck. This vehicle is also provided
with a windshield of which waist line is lower rhan rhat
of the current model vehicle by 90 mm. Moreover, the
right-hand door is provided with a supplementary win-
dow in its lower parts, and its waist line is lower than
that of the current model vehicle by 90 mm.
(c) H-3R: This vehicle has been experimentally de-
signed to lower the height of driver's seat down. The
cab has be+n moved forward and downward beyond
the front wheels so that the height of driver's eye point
is lower than that of the current model vehicle by 380
mm. In addition, the vehicle is provided with a sup-
plementary window in the lower-left part of the front
panel of the cab. Another supplementary window is
also provided in the lower part of the left-hand door,
(d) H-3L; This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the H-3R. The vehicle also has a supplementary win-
dow in the lower-right part of the front panel of the
cab. Another supplementary window is also provided
in the lower part of the right-hand door (Fig. 5-c).

(5) Mitsubishi Trucks
(a) M-2R: This vehicle has bccn made on the basis of
the current model of a general heavy duty truck. The
vehicle is provided with a windshield which has a waist
line lower than that of the current model vehicle by
105 mm to improve the forward field of direct view.
In order to improve the left-side field of direct view,
the left-hand door has been remodeled to have a sup-

plementary window in its lower part and a waist line
lower than that of the current model vehicle by 85 mm.

Moreover, to improve the left-side field of indirect
view in vehicle's vicinity, the vehicle is provided with
a view mirror system of periscope type (Fig. 6-b).
(b) M-zL: This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the current model truck. [n the same manner as the
M-2R, the vehicle is provided with a windshield of
which the waist line is lower than that of the current
model vehicle by 105 mm.

And, in order to kcep the right side field of direct
view, the right-hand door has also been remodeled to
have a supplementary window in its lower part and a
waist line lower than that of the current model vehicle
by 85 mm.
(c) M-3R: This vehicle has been experimentally de-
signed to lower the height of driver's seat down. The
cab has been moved forward and downward beyond
the front wheels so that the height of drivet's eye point
is lower than that of the current model vehicle by 330
mm. Furthermore, the vehicle is provided with a wind-
shield of which the waist line is lower than that of the
current model vehicle by 105 mm. The left-hand door
is provided with a supplementary window in its lower
part and its waist line is lower than that of the current
model vehicle by 85 mm.
(d) M-3L: This is a left-hand drive vehicle based on
the M-3R. Consequently, the waist line of the wind-
shield is 105 mm lower than that of the current model
vehicle. Also, the right-hand door has been remodeled
to have a supplementary window in its lower part and
a waist line lower than that of the current model vehicle
by 85 mm (Fig. 6-c).

STATIC VISIBILITY TEST

Test Procedures

(1) Fields of Direct View
A test vehicle (unladen, except for a spare tire, standard

tools, a jack and so on) is set stationary on a horizontal
plane, with wheels in straight forward position. An ob-
ser"ver is seated on the driver's seat in the test vehicle cab,
and his binocular location is set with reference to the eye
point specified for the test vehicle (design value). Under
thesc conditions, the fields of direct view are measured
ort the road surface and on the horizontal plane I m above
the road. For the field ofdirect view on the road surface,
the vision area is determined by the limit within which
the observer can recognize the lower end of a pole of
I m in length held perpendicular to the road surface.

For the field of direct view on the plane I rn above
road, the vision area is defined by the limit within which
the obeerver can recognize the upper end of thc pole.
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(2) Fields of Indirect View
For each test vehicle, the rear-view mirror, the under-

view mirror and so on are installed at the designated
stsndard positions, ard theif angles are adjwted in ac-
cordance with the standard adjustment manuals.

The fields of indirect view through the view mirror
systems are measuted on the road surface and on the
horizontal plane I m above the road in the same manner
as thoee mentioned above.

Test Results
According to the Safety Regulations for Road Vehiclee,

the reference area is deflrned as the area surrounded by
the transverse line located 2 m ahead of the frontmost
end, the longitudinal line 3 m outboard on the left side,
the line extended along the right side and the transverse
line extendod tbrough the line of rear axle (the forward
rear arle in the case oftandem axles) for each test vehicle
as shown in Figure 7.

For each test vehicle, the vision area is determined
within the reference area. The test results obtained are
shown in Tables 7 to ll.

In theee tables, the frelds of view are compared betryeen
the current model vehicles and the experimental vehicles.

Moreover, the fields of direct view on the road surface
are shown in Figure 8.

In comparisoil of the test results, the general features
by which each type of the test vehicles is distinguished
from each other are described as follows.

(1) Fields of Direct View
There are almoet no vision areas at ground level for

thc current model vehicles within the reference area, al-

EXPEFIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Table 7. Compadson of vision areas of lsuzu vehicles.
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though there are some for the experimental right-hand
drive vehicles and more for the experimental left-hand
drive vehicles. Comparing the visibility-improved vehicles
with the low-floored vehicles, the vision areas are almost
the same for all right-hand drive vehicles except the dump
trucks. In the case of the right-hand drive dump trucks,
the vision area of the low-floored vehicle is larger than
that of the visibility-improved vehicle.

For the left-hand drive vehicles, the vision areas of tle
low-floored vehicles are slightly larger than those of the
visibility-improved vehicles.

For all test vehicles, the location of the flrelds of direct
view is in the forwardleft of each of them and in the left
sideward of it as shown in Figure 8.

The observer has a vision area of some degree on the
plane I m above the ground for the current model v+
hicles.

The vision aFEa on the plane I m above the ground is
the largest for the left-hand drive vehicles with a low floor
(3L) among the experimental vehicles, the second largmt
for the left-hand drive vehicles with improved visibility

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

(2L) and the nght-hand drive vehicles with a low floor
(3R) followed by the right-hand drive vehicles with im-
proved visibility (2R).

In the case of the vision irca on the plane I m above
the ground, the vision areas exist also in the forward of
the vehicles in addition to the forwardJeft of them and
the left sideward of them.

For the low-floored vehicles, especially, the forlrard
part in the vision area accounts for a comparatively large
proportion of the whole vision area.

(2) Fields of Indirect View

The difference in the vision areas in fields of indirect
view is comparatively small between the current model
vehicles and the experimental vehicles.

The vision area on the ground is larger than that on
the plane I m above the ground.

The vision areas of some erperimental left-hand drive
vehicles are smaller than those of the current model ve-
hicles on the plane I m above the ground in particular.
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Figure L Comparison of fields of direct view on the road surface within the refersnce area.
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

DYNAMIC VISIBILITY TEST

Test Procedures
A subject has an eye camera on. While a teet vehicle

he drives turns left at a crossroads with traffrc signals,
his line of sight is recorded on a 16 mm film by the eye
camera. The windows and view mirror systems of the test
vehicle he turned his eyes upon are surveyed with the
recorded film in the process of turning left from the
entrance of a crossroads (stop line) to the point where
turning left frnishes (corresponding to the point where
the test vehicle gets ready for going straight ahead passing
the crossroads).

(1) Location of Test
As for the test location, we usd the courses in an

automobile driver's school and a driving license exami-
nation center. The traffrc conditions on the public roads
were simulated in and around the crossroads on these
test courses with passenger cars, motorcycles, bicycles
and pedestrians passing at random.

(2) Test Vehicles and Subiects (Drivers)
The test was carried out on l0 vehicles in total, in-

cluding the current model vehicles, manufactured by
Isuzu Motors Ltd. and Hino Motors Ltd. Subjects are
three drivers for the dump trucks and four for general
trucks. All of them were professional drivers.

(3) Frequency of Test Runs

The test runs for the dynamic visibility test were re-
peated 139 times in total. The frequencies of test runs are
shown in Table 12.

Results of Dynamic Visibility Test

(1) Utilization of View Mirror Systems and
Window Openings by the Drivers on lsuzu
Dump Trucks in Turning Left

It is shown in Table 13 how each of the mirrors and
window openings was utilized by the drivers on each test
vehicle in turning left on every test run.

For I-1, a driver can utilize the rear-view mirror, the
side-and*under-view-mirror, the under-view mirror and
the supplementary window in the lower part of the left-
hand door for the purpose of confirming the trafftc con-
dition in turning left.

In the case of this vehicle, both the rear-view mirror
and the side-and-under'view mirror were utilized in al-
most all test runs, and the supplementary window was

Table 12. Frequency of test runs in dynamic visibility test.
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sometimes used in spite of the small vision area through
it.

In the case of I-2R, the tendency to utilize the mirror
systems and window openings is similar to that of I-1,
and the newly-adopted supplementary window was used
fairly often. For I-2L, the left-hand door window was
utilized, and the fact remarkably distinguishes it from
I -1 .

When I-2L goes ahead in the oblique left direction
following the beginning of turning left, the driver on it
can get a field of direct view in the same direction through
the left-hand door window. In I-3R, the driver is able to
recognize the oblique left-forward zone through the lower
left part of the windshield. Therefore, this part of the
windshield was utilized in turning left.

In the case of I-3L, the tendency to utilize the view
mirror sy$tems and window openings is similar to that
of the I-2L.

Table 13. Utilization of view mirror systems and window
openings of lsuzu vehicles in turning left.
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

(2) Utilization of View Minor Systems and
Window Openings by the Drivers on Hino
Trucks in Turning Left

It is shown in Table 14 how mirrors and window open-
ings were utilized by the drivers on each test vehicle on
every rcst run.

For H-1, the rear-view miffor, the side'and-under-view
mirror and the under-view mirror are available for con-
firming safety. In practice, the under-view mirror was not
used at all and the side-and-under-view mirror was used
in about half the number of test runs.

Each experimental vehicle by Hino Motors Ltd. is sim-
ilar to the corresponding vehicle by Isuzu Motors Ltd.
in the tendency to utilize the view mirror systems and
window openings. However, the frequency of using the
view mirror systems and the window openings is rather
less for the former than the latter.

(3) Arrangement
The rear-view mirrors were always used in turning left

by the drivers driving each of the test vehicles. The side-
and-under-view mirror was often utilized for I-1, I-2R,
I-ZL, H-l and H-2R, sometimes for 3L, and not at all
for the rest of the test vehicles (I-3R, H-zL, H-3R and
H-3L).

The under-view mirror was occasionally used for I-2R,
but not at all for all of the test vehicles other than I-ZR.

Table 14. Utilization of view minor systems and window
openings of Hino vehicles in turning left.

Comparing the usage of the window openings, the lcft-
hand door windows were frequently used for the purpose
of confirming safety in turning left in the left-hand drive
vehicles, and the lower parts of the windshields were used
in the right-hand drive vehicles with a low-floor. How-
ever, the newly-adopted supplementary windows were
used only several times.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION TEST BY
PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

Test Procedures
To evaluate the visibility of the experimental vehicles,

the five-points scale comparative test was carried out by
using the current model vehicles as the standard. The test
was carried out on the nine major items which include
the various performances such as visibility, habitability,
maneuverability, control and so on.

Evaluated items on visibility are shos'n in Table 15.
The subjective evaluation test was performed by profes-
sional heavy duty truck drivers. They operated each test
vehicle in place of the daily-used vehiclee for a deflrnite
period (2 or 3 days) either on the regular routes or in
their daily operating areas. Through the proces$ of op'
erating the test vehicle, they rated the performances of
these vehicles by their feeling.

(1) Test Vehicles and Subjects (Drivers)
The test was performed on 24 trucks in total which

comprise the experimental vehicles and the current model
vehicles by five manufacturers shown in Table 1.

Subjects were classiflred into five groups according to
the manufacturer of the vehicle which each of them op
erated daily.

Each group was composed of ten subjects.
Each of them performed the subjective evaluation tcst

on the test vehicles in reference to the current model
vehicle he operated daily.

(2) Location of Test
Using the truck terminals, whcre the subjects worked,

as the bases, every test vehicle was used for routine trans-
portation on public roads and highways around the ter-
minals or on regular route$.

Table 15. Evaluated items on visibility in subjective evalu-
ation test.
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TablE 16. Totaltravetttng distance during subjective watu-
ation test.

Test Flesults
For each test vehicle, the total distance of travelling

during the subjective evaluation test is shown in Table
16. The t€st results on the main evaluated items are shown
in Table 17.

These results were obtained by statistically analyzing
the reeults of the five-points ccale comparative test on the
perfiormancee of the experimental vehicles.

Visibility

(1) Static Visibility
For each of the experimental vehiclee, the field of direct

view was improved as shown in Table 17. However, the
field of indirect view of every experimental vehicle was
not rcmarkf,bly improved in comparison with that of the
currcnt model vehicle correeponding to it. This coincides
with the result of the static visibility test mefltioned pre-
viously.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

(2) Dynamic Visibility i'
Every experimental vehicle was evaluated superior to

the current model vehicle in the ability for the driver to
grasp the traffrc condition in stopping just before starting
and in turning left at a crossroads arnong the items on
visibility.

Consequently, it can be said that the original purposc
in making experimental vehicle was attained.

However, some of the experimental vehicles were eval-
uated inferior to the current model vehicles in some of
the items on visibility. For example, the 2L vehicles were
evaluated inferior to the current model vehicles in the i
ability to allow drivers to confirm the traffic condition
in turning right at a crossroads, the 3L vehicles in the
ability to allow drivers to confirm the traffrc condition
in going straight ahead, and both ofthe 2L and 3L vehicles
in the ability to allow drivers to confirm the traffrc con-
dition in their front and rear in passing.

Habitability, Maneuverability and Control
(1) Habitability

Ifl terms of habitability, that of experimental vehicles'was evaluated approximately the same as that of current
model vehiclee. However, the 3R and JL vehiclec were
evaluated inferior to the current model vehicles in the
performance of heat isolation.

(2) Maneuverability
The experimental vehicles other than the 2R vehicles

were evaluated inferior to the current rtrodel vehicles in
maneuverability.

(3) Control and Ease of Getting On and Off
rhe cab

In terms of control, the 2R vehicles were evaluated the
same as the current model vehicles. However, the ZL and
3L vehicles were evaluated inferior to the current model
vehicles in this point.

The 3R vehicles were evaluated superior to the current
model vehicles in the ease of getting on and off.

CONCLUSIONS

As a step of the program for preventing traffic accidents
caused by heavy duty trucks when turning left, five heavy
duty truck manufacturers made experimental vehicles
with improved field of view to examine the effect of the
visibility improvement in traffic accident prevention at
the requeet of MOT.

As the test results on these experimental vehicles, the
conclusions are obtained as follows.
(l) It i$ confirrred from the ststic visibility test that each
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Table 17. Heeuft of subjective araluation test.
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFEW VEHICLES

of the vision area directly recognized by a driver in an
experimental vehicle is larger than that of the current
model vehicle. The experimental vehicles, however, are
comparable to the current model vehicles as to the vision
area through the view mirror systems. In the subjective
evaluation test, the evaluation leading to these facts was
obtained.

In particular, the frelds of direct view of the left-hand
drive vehicles with a low floor are the largest among those
of the test vehicles.

However, on the contrary, the fields of indirect view
of some left-hand drive vehicles with a low floor are rather
smaller than those of the current model vehicles.
(2) As a result of the dynamic visibility test on the uti-
lization of the view mirror systems and window openings,
it is found that the rear-view mirrors are always used in
stopping, starting and turning left at a crossroads for all
vehicles, and that the improvement of the flreld of direct
view by means of lowered height of the eye point, enlarged
window openings and newly-adopted supplementary win-
dows more or less serves to confirm safety. This is sup-
ported by the result ofthe test on the visibility at turning
left which is one of the items evaluated in the subjective
evaluation test. Consequently, it should be said that the
original purpo$e to make an experimental vehicle with
improved field of view was attained.
(3) The left-hand drive vehicles with improved visibility
and the low-floored vehicles (both right-hand and left-
hand drive vehicles) were evaluated inferior to the current
model vehicles in some of the evaluated items on the
visibility in the subjective evaluation test such as the abil-
ity to confirm safety in going straight ahead or in passing.
(4) The experimental vehicles were evaluated to be ap-
proximately the same as the current model vehicles, ex-
cept for some exceptions, as to the evaluated items on
the habitability in the subjective evaluation test.
(5) Each of the experimental vehicles was generally eval-

uated inferior to the current model vehicles in the eval-
uated items on the maneuverability, such as that on off'
roads, in the subjective evaluation test.
(6) The right-hand drive vehicles with improved visibility
were evaluated the same as the current model vehicles in
the evaluated items on the control and ease of getting on
and off the cab in the subjective evaluation test.

However, the left-hand drive vehicles (both the visi-
bility-improved and the low-floored vehicles) were eval-
uated inferior to the current model vehicles in these
points.

The summarized conclusion is as follows.
It was proved that both of the visibility-improved ve-

hicles and the low-floored vehicles surpass the current
model vehicles in the ability to allow drivers to conflrrm
the safety in stopping, turning left and reversing, and that
the enlargement of window openings and the adoption of
the supplementary windows are effective.

The visibility-improved vehicles, particularly the right-
hand drive vehicles, seem possible to be commercialized
without any drastic modification of the current design
concept. However, these don't necessarily have sufficient
fields of direct view at present.

For the low-floored vehicles, many problems still fe-
main to be solved.
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The Volvo Electronic Tractlon Control (ETC) System-A Concept for
Safe Driving

LARS LIND
Volvo Car Gorporation
Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT

When driving on low-friction road surfaces or on roads
with changing friction conditions, it is easy to lose control
of the car, especially when stepping too hard on the ac-
celerator pedal. The problem is increasing with more pow-

erful engines such as high-performance, turbo-charged
engines. Especially at overtaking, it is easy to lose driving
wheel lateral stability by a too high wheel spin rate, caus-
ing dangerous skidding.

The Volvo ETC system ie developed to avoid such
eituations. It is designed to optimize traction and lateral
stability by controlling engine torque in response to the
actual road conditions.

This paper describes the theoretical background, the
components and the functions of the Volvo ETC system.
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SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

INTRODUCTION

From the point of view of road safety, the concept of
vehicle speed is always relative. It has to be judged with
respect to the actual road conditions--for instance the
friction of the road surface. For example, a slow ride in
a low-powered car in very slippery road conditions may
be almost as dangerous as far as the risk of skidding is
concerned as driving at 200 km,zh in a high-powered
performaRce car in very good friction conditions.

The friction between the wheels and the road surface
is especially important if you want to change the vehicle
speed rapidly. If you brake hard on a low friction road
$urface it is easy to lock the wheels and lose any possibility
of steering away from a dangerous traffrc situation. This
may be counteracted by an anti-skid braking system,
which has bccn documented before. and I will therefore
not go into details here. Equally well, if you want to
accelerate rapidly to overtake safely or want to adjust to
a higher speed when driving on to a motorway, it i$ easy
to $pin the driving wheels, thereby losing traction snd
losing control ofthe front or rear end ofthe car, depending
on where the driving wheels af,e.

Regardless what type of engin+high or low pow.
ered-we put into a vehicle it would be quite an achieve-
ment to be able to control and regulate the engine output
to the actual road friction. When the road is slippery and
sudden acceleration is required, the engine should provide
only the amount of output which the grip between the
wheels and the road surface will permit. This is basically
the main idea of the Electronic Traction Control (ETC)
system, a system developed by the Volvo Car Corporation.
It controls the engine to provide optimum use of existing
road grip for acceleration and lateral stability, including
adaptation to variations in road friction, such as, for
example, when icy conditions have to be negotiated.

THEOHETICAL BACKGROUND

It is a fact that the wheels of the car seldom run with
the same speed as the car itself. This may sound odd, but
just think of the situation when you brake so hard that
your wheels lock-the wheels have znro rolling speed but
the car still moves. The opposite occuftr when, on a slip-
pery road, you trf to accelerate quickly from zero speed-
the driving wheels spin at a high s@ but the car remains
statioilf,ry.

Even between these extrcme conditiong, there is always
a difference in speed between the wheels and the car*
the wheel speed is lower than the car speed if you brake
even very carefully, (known as *'slip") and higher if you
accelerate even very slowly, (known as "spin"). This is
due to the elasticity of the rubber in the tread surface
and the deformations caused by the acceleration or brak-
ing forces on the wheel. Only when the wheel is absolutely

Figure 1. Flelationship between traction force, lateral force
and wheel spin rgte.

free-rolling-with no engine or braking pwcf applied-
is the spin or slip equal to zero.

The relative difference in speed between a driving wheel
and a free-rolling wheel is called spin, S. There is a certain
relationship between the rate of wheel spin, the traction
force and the lateral force that can be adopted by a certain
combination of tyre and road surface. The relationship
can be seen in Figure l. The traction force curve forms
are similar for different combinations but the slope of the
curve and the maximum level differ due to type of tyres
and friction conditions of the road. The higher the fric-
tion, the higher the maximum level.

When a wheel is free-rolling (spin rate : 0) there is
zero traction force transferred from the wheel to the road
surface-no acceleration. At the same time there is max-
imum lateral force, which means that the risk of lateral
skidding is minimum.

As engine torque is applied and increased, the wheel
spin rate increases slightly, due to the deformation in the
tyre tread. The traction force increaset in proportion to
the spin rate in this area, enabling the car to accelerate.
The lateral force decreases, but not significantly, which
means that you still have a reasonable margin for skid-
ding. However, if the engine torque becomes higher than
the maximum friction possible between wheel and road
surface the wheel spin rate increases very rapidly, causing
a dramatic decrease 6otft in lateral stability and traction
force. The car accelerates less effrciently and, more im-
portantly, the lateral force approaches zero very quickly.
This is when the car starts skidding, causing dangeroue
situations which are diflicult to handle even by an ex-
perienced driver.

The aim for the Volvo ETC-system is to maintain an
optimum spin rate for the driving wheels to allow max-
imum acceleration, and, at the game time, to maintain a
high lateral force to ensure a good margin for skidding.
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Figure 4" Prototype electronic control unit.

The electronic circuits msy be contained in a separate
box but may also be integrated in the VCCT micropro-
c€ssor control unit. This prototype is based on a l-chip
microcomputer with an EPROM memory of 3,5 k bytes
for development purposes.

Figure 2. Simplified block diagram showing ETC, VCCT ancl
fuel injection systems.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The ETC-system, Figure 2, consists offour wheel-speed
$ensors, one in each wheel, and an electronic control unit
for signal conditioning of the wheel epeed signals, witlr
interface to an existing electronic fuel injection sy$tem
and turbo charge control system, if present.

The VCCT in the figure stands for Volvo Computer
Control Turbo, and is a turbo charge control sy$tem also
developed by the Volvo Car Corporation. It should be
underlined, however, that the ETC-system is not linked
or limited to turbo-charged engines. It also perfonns a
sound function with less powerful engines.

In each wheel is installed a toothed ring and a magnetic
s€fl$or for independent sensing of each wheel-speed,
Figure 3.

The toothed ring rotates closc to the scnsor, inducing
changes in magnetic flux. The sensor output signal is an
alternating voltage with a frequency proportional to the
speed ofeach wheel.

The electronic control unit, Figure 4, contains circuits
to detect the four wheel speeds, to make comparisons
between them and to decide whether to decrease or in-
crease engine torque by action upon the fuel injection and
turbo charge control system.

Tdrc|J|

/ r,--------
- rF  

l cY l '

Engane spced

Figure 5. Reduction ol engine torque in stages.Figure 3. Installation of wheel speed sensors.
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SYSTEM FUNCTION

In order to determine the spin rate of a given driving
wheel, the speed signal from that wheel is compared with
that from the free rolling wheel on the same side of the
car. The same pair comparison is made on the other side.
If any of these comparisons show that one driving wheel
speed is (for instance) 5% higher than the corresponding
frer rolling wheel, spin is detected. This will cause the
turbo charge to switch off, Figure 5.

If the spin rate continues to increase, the ETC-system
will switch into the electronic fuel injection system and
cut off the fuel supply to one or more cylinders, in stages
and in proportion to wheel spin. The number of stages '

may vary, but in the prototype the fuel supply is cut by

I cylinder per stage by cutting out half the number of
fuel injection pulses.

This means that the engine torque is reduced in stages

of ){ cylinders until the spin rate staft$ to decrease. The
fuel supply is then switched on again in stages according
to the actual spin. This will cause the spin rate to oscillate
around the optimum value for traction force and lateral
force. The cycling frequency is typically l-5 times per
seconds. The lowest engine torque occurs at a spin rate
above approximately 207a where only one cylinder is
active.

SUMMARY

The Volvo Electronic Traction Control System ha$
been designed to optimize traction and lateral stability by
controlling engine torque in response to the actual road
conditions. It has been developed to further increase safe
driving, particularly handling and stability when driving
and overtaking on slippery roads.
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